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Directed by: Professor

The

Thomas

P. Russell

utilization of poly(styrene-rawfom-methyl
methacrylate),

random copolymer brush
demonstrated.

surfaces to control the structure of polymer
films

Random copolymer brush

copolymers onto

silicon substrates.

By

layers

to pure

PMMA.

is

were generated by end anchoring

dictating the chemical composition of the

copolymer, the resultant brush layer could be precisely
tuned

from pure PS

P(S-r-MMA),

to

the

random

have properties ranging

This was determined by experiments where PS and

PMM A homopolymer films showed dewetting behavior characteristic of the interactions
between the homopolymer film and the underlying brush
fraction of 0.58 have balanced interactions with

that are nonpreferential or neutral to

PS and

PS and

is

addressed for three systems.

homopolymer
The

interfacial

Brushes having a styrene

PMMA and constitute surfaces

PMMA.

The influence of interactions between polymer
layers

layer.

films and

random copolymer brush

First, the interfacial structures

of dPS and

dPMMA

films with the brush layer were examined with neutron reflectivity (NR).

width between the two layers strongly depended upon the interactions

viii

between then, Furthermore,

i« is

observed that penetration of

dPMMA

to the s.licon

substrate can oceur for eases
where the brush layer does no,
prov.de a suffic.en, enthalp.c

or entropic barrier. Second,
atomic force mtcroscopy studies

PS/PMMA demtxed
interactions.

(AFM) show

that

films had morphologtes that
varied greatly with substrate

With annealing, some of these

structures rearranged significantly
while

others remained relatively
unchanged.

The

third type of

constitutes the

at

polymer film examined

in this study,

main focus of this work. Normally,

diblock copolymers,

preferential interactions of

one block

an interface induce a parallel
orientation of the block copolymer
domains. By utilizing

neutral

in a

random copolymers,

preferential segregation of each block
is eliminated resulting

perpendicular orientation of block copolymer
domains. This was shown for

polyCstyrene-Woc^-methyl methacrylate),

P(S^-MMA),

block copolymers having

lamellar and cylindrical morphologies.
Using a wide variety of techniques the structural

dependence of these films with annealing time
and the
examined.

By

effects of

commensurability were

controlling the growth of these domains, the
generation of novel film

structures comprised of perpendicular lamellar
and cylindrical

ix

domains was achieved.
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131

Schematics of mixed lamellar
structures (PS=light gray
=bI k) haVing S ,/2 and
Sl/2 dlscIi nations comprised
of
f„
and
PS cores, respectively. The dark
solid lines are spaced
at L and each schematic
is labeled by its reduced
film thickness
he
ilm
thickness
1
increases until

P^

PMMA

an additional layer of parallel
lamellae can be inserted and the
perpendicular lamellar height can be
minimized, i.e. d,=d
This occurs at integer values of the
1>min
.

reduced film thickness
{32
5.12. Schematics of

mixed lamellar

PMMA=black)

having

s. 1/2

structures (PS=light gray,

and

s i/2

disclinations

comprised of
0 and each

PMMA cores. The dark solid lines are spaced at L
schematic

labeled by

is

reduced film thickness. The film
an additional layer of parallel lamellae

its

thickness increases until

can
be inserted and the perpendicular lamellar
height can be minimized,
i.e. d =d 1>min This occurs at
half integer values of the reduced film
±

'

.

thickness

5.13.

FES EM image

^3
of film confined between two neutral surfaces
after

reactive ion etching.

5.14.

Region displaying a) a
an edge dislocation

Bar=2um
s 1/2

disclination, b) a

138

s. 1/2

disclination,

and

c)
j

5.15.

6.

1
.

Region where lamellae are orthogonal (white box);
structure is
observed to be similar to proposed mixed lamellar structure

143

Typical block copolymer film structures comprised of a
cylindrical

morphology
6.2.

40

15

NR data (open circles)

and

fits

(solid lines) for 100

films placed on
fractions,/.

nm block copolymer

random copolymer brush surfaces of varying
The data are offset for clarity

xxi

j

styrene

158

en ty Pr0fi eS 01,ed as
8
P
a
of the distance
from
fro
f z, for 100 nm block
the a,r mterface,
copolymer films placed
on random copolymer brush
surfaces of varying styrene
/'
frac o
The data

2

'

'

,

^

are offset for clarity...

160

Ma

6 4
"

ZSoo nm M T
rly

'

angle for 100

e

d

SANS

imensUy blained at a °° i-ideat
°
block copolymer films placed
on random

copolymer brush surfaces of varying
styrene
6.5.

NR

data for 150

nm

fractions,/.

163

P(dS-/?-MMA) block copolymer

films placed upon
silicon substrates, as a
function of annealing time at
170°C The
data are shifted for clarity
'

J

NR

6 6
'

P (dS " /? - MMA bl0ck -Polymer
)

films placed upon
PMMAtl^r
f
FMMA brush surfaces
as a function of annealing time

'

at

data are shifted for clarity
J

NR

6.7.

data for 150

170°C The
166

nm P(dS-fr-MMA)

block copolymer films placed upon
neutral brush surfaces as a function
of annealing time at 170°C The
data are shifted for clarity

NR

6.8.

data for 150

a

PS brush

{

6?

1

68

nm P(dS-/>MMA)

block copolymer films placed upon
surfaces as a function of annealing time
at 170°C. The

data are shifted for clarity

Maximum

6.9.

c

,

165

reflectivity for

150

nm P(dS-^MMA)

block copolymer fil ms
having various boundary conditions as a
function of annealing ti me
6
i

at

6. 10.

170°C

Maximum

J70

circularly averaged

angle for 150

nm

SANS

intensity obtained at a 0° incident

P(dS-/?-MMA) block copolymer films having

various boundary conditions as a function of
annealing time

at

170°C
6.

1

1
.

72

Comparison of NR data (hollow circles) and fits (solid lines) for 150
nm P(dS-/;-MMA) block copolymer films that were annealed at
70°C for 62 hours on various substrate surfaces. The data are
1

1

offset for clarity

J74

6.12. Scattering length density profiles, for 150

nm P(dS-/>MMA)

block

copolymer films placed upon various surfaces as a function of
distance from the air surface, z. The data are shifted for clarity
6.13.

Schematic of a mixed cylindrical structure

xxii

175

177

0.14.

6. 15.

fcANS

patterns obtained for 150 nm
P(dS-fe-MMA) block copolymer
films placed upon various surfaces
at various incident angles

Azimuthal scan of
degrees for

SANS patterns obtained at an incidence angle of 85
150 nm P(dS-^-MMA) block copolymer films
placed

upon various
6. 16.

Azimuthal scan of

upon various

6.18.

The data

surfaces.

degrees for 150

6.17.

are shifted for clarity

181

SANS patterns obtained at an incidence angle of 60
nm P(dS-^-MMA) block copolymer films placed

surfaces.

The data

are shifted for clarity

182

Azimuthal scan of SANS patterns obtained at an
incidence angle of 45
degrees for 150 nm P(dS-fc-MMA) block
copolymer films placed
upon various surfaces. The data are shifted for clarity

Azimuthal scan of
for a 150

SANS

6.20. Phase contrast
surfaces.

184

patterns obtained at various incident angles

nm P(dS-fc-MMA)

neutral brush surface.

7.1.

block copolymer film placed upon a

The data

are shifted for clarity

185

AFM images of 150 nm films placed upon various

Scan size=2x2 microns

189

AFM images of 70/30 P(dS-6-MMA) block copolymer
films placed upon PMMA brush surfaces of various reduced film

Height contrast

thicknesses. Scan size=50 x 50 urn

7.2.

183

Azimuthal scan of SANS patterns obtained at various
incident angles
for a 150 nm P(dS-6-MMA) block
copolymer film placed upon a

PMMA brush surface. The data are shifted for clarity

6.19.

180

Cross section of height contrast

201

AFM image obtained from a P(dS-&-

MMA) block copolymer film (d/L0 =2.18) placed upon a PMMA
brush surface. The height of the island/hole structure equals 37
and is consistent with the thickness of one cylindrical layer
7.3.

Cross section of height contrast

nm
202

AFM image obtained from a P(dS-Z?-

MMA) block copolymer film (d/L =2.32) placed upon a PS brush
0

surface.

7.4.

The

height of the island/hole structure equals 28

nm

203

Areal fraction covered by "islands" for P(dS-fr-MMA) block copolymer
films placed

upon clean

silicon substrates

as a function of reduced film thickness.

guides

and

The

PMMA brush surfaces

lines are

drawn

as

205

xxiii

Phase contrast

f.S.

AFM

images obtained from P(dS-/;-MMA)
block

copolymer films placed upon

neutral brush surfaces.

The reduced

film thicknesses for a-f correspond
to 1.23, 1.33, 1.49, 1.66,
and 1.98, respectively

1

84

'

2()7

Number of perpendicular cylinders measured

7.6.

maximum

circularly averaged

per unit area by

AFM

and

SANS

intensity obtained at a zero
degree incidence angles as a function of
reduced film thickness for
films placed upon neutral brush surfaces.
The lines

are

drawn

as

Suides

NR

7.7.

209

data (hollow circles) and

fits

(solid lines) for

P(dS-/;-MMA)

films

placed on neutral brush surfaces for various
reduced film
thicknesses

2u

Scattering length density profiles obtained from
NR fits for P(dS-/?films placed on neutral brush surfaces for various

7.8.

MMA)

reduced

film thicknesses

213

Schematic showing half cylinders

7.9.

at

the neutral surface with parallel

cylinders propagating through the film

7. 10.

215

Plan view and cross sectional field emission scanning electron
microscopy images of perpendicular cylinders exposed to ultraviolet
radiation and subsequently rinsed with acetic acid

8.

1
.

NR

data (hollow circles) and

fits

(solid lines) for

219

P(dS-/;-MMA) films

placed on various surfaces

8.2.

Scattering length density profiles obtained from

P(dS-/;-MMA)
8.3.

SANS

nm

Circularly averaged

SANS

The data

Azimuthal scan of
for 135

NR

data for

at

various incident angles

intensities versus q for
at

230

films of thickness of

235

30/70 P(dS-/?-MMA)

a zero degree incident angle

236

block copolymer films placed upon various

237

are shifted for clarity

SANS

patterns obtained

nm P(dS-/>MMA)

various surfaces.

to the

patterns obtained at an incident angle of 60° for

nm P(dS-/?-MMA)

surfaces.

8.6.

P(dS-/?-MMA)

upon various surfaces

Azimuthal scan of
135

SANS

fits

upon various surfaces

placed upon various surfaces

films placed

8.5.

films placed

patterns obtained from 30/70

135

8.4.

228

The data

at

an incidence angle of 85°

block copolymer films placed upon
are shifted for clarity
xxiv

238

se contrast

AFM

image obtained for 135

nm

thick

P(dS-b-MMA)

film placed on a neutral brush
surface
8.8.

FESEM

images of P(dS-/?-MMA) film structures after ~
1 20 nm of the
film was removed by etching. Images
correspond to film structures
placed onto neutral brush surface (top) and Si0
2 surface (bottom).

Image
9.

1
.

sizes

~0.9x 1.2um

243

Block copolymer structures observed for films having:
a) symmetric
boundary conditions, b) antisymmetric boundary conditions,
c) one
nonpreferential and one preferential boundary surface,
and d)
nonpreferential boundaries

9.2.

Height contrast
(top)

and

250

AFM

line

image of dewetted PI droplets on PS brush surface
scan measuring height and diameter of a PI droplet

(bottom)

9.3.

254

Contact angle dependence between PI droplets and P(S-r-MMA) random
copolymer brush layer as a function of styrene fraction,/, in random

copolymer
9.4.

Optical micrographs of
surfaces.

9.5.

255

Image

is

P(S-M)

on

a)

PS and

b)

PMM A brush

300 x 400 microns

Optical micrographs of P(S-/?-nBM A) thin films on a)

brush surfaces. Image

9.6.

thin films

is

257

PS and

b)

PMMA

300 x 400 microns

Optical micrographs of P(S-/?-nBMA) thin films on a) a PS brush
surface and b) a silicon substrate. Image is 150 x 200 microns

XXV

259

260

9.7.

Schematics showing interfacial energy
dependence of various block
copolymer systems on P(A-r-B) random
copolymer surfaces The
interfacial energy between each
block and the random copolymer

layer

plotted as a function of B fraction in
the
layer for three cases, a) Block
is

the

random copolymer brush
copolymer, P(A-A-B), is composed of

same

units as the

composition

is

random copolymer.

guaranteed

at

A

some/B and

nonpreferential

occurs

at

the intersection of

two curves (marked by the dotted line), b)
P(C-6-D) block
copolymer system where C and D have opposite
affinities for the
random copolymer constituents and D has a lower
the

interfacial energy
with the random copolymer layer independent
of brush composition.

In this case, there

is

no intersection of the two curves resulting

in

an

absence of a nonpreferential composition, c) P(C-/>-D)
block^
copolymer system where both C and D have more
favorable

B in the random copolymer and the interfacial
dependence of D on/B is larger than that of C. The intersection
interactions with

two curves represents

energy

of the

the nonpreferential composition and

is marked
by the dotted line, d) Example of a P(C-6-D) block
copolymer system
where the dependence of interfacial energy on composition
for the C
block is nonlinear and two neutral compositions are
observed. It
should be noted that these figures can be applied to P(B-£-C)
systems
by simply substituting B for D and adjusting the y-axis such that the

interfacial

A.

1.

energy of B

at fB =1.0

Schematic of a cylindrical

lattice

equals zero

with (10)

263

lattice

plane

A. 2. Relationship between sample orientation and reflections observed
reciprocal space for a film comprised of perpendicular cylinders

A

B.

3.

1

B.2.

Relationship between sample orientation and reflections observed
reciprocal space for a film comprised of parallel cylinders

The parameters defining
height,

z,

beams

are

tilt

angle, 9, and the angle, %.

shown by

269
in

The

272

incident and reflected

the thick solid arrows

mode (q2=0),
incident beam and

reflection

from the surface

minimum

in intensity as

the sample

tilt,

274
0, is intentionally offset

the sample height
is

is

adjusted such that

observed. This corresponds to a

measured by the detector

For films placed on substrates

275

that are not transparent to neutrons, the

correct sample height corresponds to the position

beam is intercepted by
transmission mode (q z =0)
incident

in

the orientation of a planar film are the sample

In transmission

with the

B.3.

the

268

where half of the

the substrate as determined in

276

xxvi

Maximum

intensity

is

observed

such that the sample surface
transmission mode

at the detector

is

when

the sample

parallel with the incident

.

xxvii
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0
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CHAPTER

1

TUNABLE SURFACE MODIFICATION USING RANDOM

COPOLYMER

BRUSH SURFACES

Introduction

The behavior of a

surface often plays a crucial role in

many

applications and

processes in a wide variety of fields including:
medicine, agriculture, coatings,
microelectronics, adhesives, photography,
pharmaceuticals, and composites.

The

breadth of desired surface characteristics, including:
wettability, chemical composition,
conductivity, adhesion, durability, and surface charge,
reflects this diversity. Often the

end use of a product or process requires precise control of
For example,

in printing applications,

transfer of ink but not overly wettable

example

polymer coatings must be wettable

where smearing may pose

biomedical applications where

is in

the surface characteristics.

cell

to

difficulties.

provide the

Another

adhesion should be favorable, but not

to the extent that adhesion induces cell deformation and change in function.

One means

which the properties of a surface can be controlled

in

is

through the

codeposition of two different materials onto a surface. This was demonstrated by

Genzer
thiols

et al.

1

,

where

self

assembled monolayers (SAM), comprised of a mixture of

having hydrophobic and hydrophillic end groups, were generated on gold

surfaces. Their results

show

that the wetting behavior of

controlled by dictating the composition of the

approach

is

discussed.

I

polymer blends can be

SAM layer.

In this chapter, another

Random Copolymer Brushes
Random copolymers

placed

which the surface nature can be

at

a surface or interface provide an ideal

finely tuned, as first suggested

by Walton

et

means

in

alA By

controlling the composition of the polymer,
one has precise control over the
characteristics of a surface.

The monomeric

complementary, or synergistic

effects

units can be selected to

have different,

on the surface properties. Thus, surfaces having a

variety of characteristics can be generated.
Unlike the approach of codepositing
different materials onto a surface,

homogeneously

where the two components may not be

distributed on the surface, the utilization of

guarantees surface homogeneity that

monomeric components

The

is

random copolymer surfaces

characteristic of the distribution of the

in the chain.

strategy of incorporating

interfacial properties

two

was

random copolymers

at

surfaces to control

realized experimentally by Kellogg et al 3

.

By

coating silicon

oxide boundary layers with random copolymers, P(S-r-MMA), they were able to control
the specific interactions between the boundaries of a confined block copolymer film.

However, the random copolymers were not anchored
diffusion from the boundaries

to the silicon

may have produced some

oxide layers and

ambiguities in their results.

Nevertheless, their study clearly demonstrated that random copolymers can be employed
to control interfacial interactions.

Grafting chains to a substrate

brushes 4

'

5
,

is

at the

chain termini,

i.e.,

generating polymer

one means by which diffusion from the surface can be

2

arrested.

A number

of approaches have been used to
produce polymer brushes on various
surfaces.

Normally,

this involves either attaching
the

polymer

to the substrate through a reactive

or strongly adsorbing end group*-* or
utilizing diblock copolymers

has a high affinity

at the substrate.*

'

This can lead

which one block

Recently, another approach has been utilized
where

free radical initiators are grafted to
a substrate

from the surface .W

in

and polymerization proceeds directly

to highly stretched

brushes and to brushes having

novel structures.

The

localization of

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymers

been recently demonstrated.' 2

initiator

1

^

TEMPO "living"

which provided control

distribution,

Random copolymers were

free radical polymerization' 3.14 usin a
g

in

1.1).

copolymers of different compositions having hydroxyl and

Scheme

in

unimolecular

composition, molecular weight, molecular weight

and terminal functional groups (Scheme

synthesized and are tabulated

substrates has

This was performed through the reaction of a terminal

hydroxyl group to the native oxide of a silicon substrate.
synthesized via a

at silicon

Table

A

series of

random

TEMPO end groups were

1.1.

1.1.

x

Functionalized
TKMI'O-initiator

Styrene

y

Methyl

End-functionalized

methacrylate

random copolymer

3

Table

Molecular weight characteristics of a
series of P(S-r-MMA) random
aVmg Hyd
yl
TEMP ° teminal gr0U P S and
Action, f. *The
h was synthesized
biush
via a group transfer mechanism.

1.1.

r

IZmIT
PMMA

Mw

/
1.00

9,800

1.11

,000

1.39

0.80

10,600

1.30

0.72

10,350

1.50

0.67

10,800

1.49

0.58

9,600

1.80

0.52

10,700

1.79

0.34

8,900

1.57

0.00*

8,000

1.10

0.90

As

a note,

1 1

TEMPO "living" free radical polymerizations are distinguished by the

mediation of the polymerization with a nitroxyl
the propagating chain forming a

The

radical.

This radical reversibly end caps

dormant chain. Dissociation of the nitroxyl radical

from the dormant chain regenerates
polymerization.

M w/M

the propagating chain

end permitting further

result is a polymerization that proceeds with a "living" character

providing synthetic pathways to the generation of well defined homopolymers, random

copolymers, and block copolymers.

The anchoring of the random copolymers
copolymers are spin coated onto
film of

-70 nm. The

is

silicon substrates

a simple process.

The random

from a toluene solution producing a

films are heated above their glass transition temperature allowing

diffusion of the hydroxyl end groups to the native oxide layer where reaction can then

4

occur. Excess

random copolymer

is

removed by thoroughly

rinsing the films with

toluene leaving behind a well defined polymer
brush layer of uniform thickness.

The amount of polymer brush

grafted to the substrate can be easily varied
by

controlling the grafting conditions or time.

polymer diffusion

rate

The

grafting rate

is

dependent on the

and the end-group reaction raters. At low annea ing
dmes
i

grafting occurs quickly as chains near the surface
can react with the oxide layer. At

longer annealing times, the rate
the surface

is

is

suppressed as diffusion of the polymer end groups to

hindered by the attached polymer brush

occur, the polymer brushes must stretch to
layer

becomes

layer.

accommodate

thicker, the unfavorable stretching of the

For further grafting to

additional grafting.

As

this

polymer brush chains may pose

a sufficient entropic barrier to impede further grafting. Consequently,
the grafting rate

diminishes with time and the brush thickness should asymptote to a

maximum

value

at

long grafting times.

Figure

1

.

1

shows

the brush thickness, as

of annealing time for films annealed

proportional to the brush thickness,

at

d,

measured by ellipsometry, as a function

140° and 160°C.

The

grafting density, o,

is

and can be calculated by the following equation,

o=N AV pd/M
where

N A v is Avogadro's number,

p

is

(1)

the bulk density of the polymer, and

M

is

the

polymer molecular weight. For both 140° and 160°C annealing temperatures, the brush
thickness increases rapidly at low annealing times. With further annealing the grafting

rate

markedly decreases and

thickness.

However,

it

is

at

160°C the brush thickness plateaus

unclear whether a

maximum

to a constant

brush thickness has been attained

for the films annealed at
140°C. For both annealing temperatures,
the

grafting density obtained corresponds
to a brush thickness of ~6

approximately twice the radius of gyration.
Using equation
is

simply the inverse of the grafting density,

is

1

,

maximum

nm, which

is

the area per chain,

which

calculated to be approximately 2.6

nm 2

.

Characterization of three random copolymer
brush surfaces having styrene
fractions,/, equal to

approximately 5

nm

0

(PMMA brush), 0.50,

and

(PS brush) and thicknesses of

1

was performed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS).

Surveys and carbon multiplexes, which correspond

binding energy sweeps and

to large

high resolution binding energy sweeps of the
carbon region, respectively, were obtained
at 15°

take off angles and are

shown

in Figure 1.2

random copolymer compositions. As

and

1.3, respectively, for

expected, the surveys

show

increases with increasing styrene fraction (observed
oxygen in

low amounts of surface contamination).
carbonyl peak and k->k* transition peak,

that the

results

show

angles, corresponding to ~1

the native oxide

is

ratio

show

the

More

importantly,

the absence of silicon peaks observed at 15° take off

nm

to

binding energies of 292 and 295 eV,

decrease and increase, respectively, with increasing styrene fraction.

however, these

C:0

PS survey corresponds

Similarly, the multiplex spectra

at

the three

sampling depth, indicating

attained.

6

that

complete coverage of

Time
Figure

1.1.

PS brush

measured by ellipsometry,
140 and 160°C.

height, as

time for films annealed

at

(hrs.)

7

as a function of annealing

1000

800

600

400

200

0

Binding Energy (eV)
Figure

1.2.

XPS

surveys of PS,/=0.5, and

~5 nm. The peaks

at

PMMA brush layers having thicknesses of

290 and 550 eV correspond

8

to

carbon and oxygen, respectively.

300

296

292

288

284

280

Binding Energy (eV)
Figure

1

.3.

XPS

carbon multiplexes of PS,/=0.5, and

thicknesses of ~5nm.

The carbonyl and

PMMA brush layers having

7r->7i* transition

295 eV, respectively.

9

peak are observed

at

292 and

Labeled Brush

To

assess the brush structure, perdeuterated
polystyrene, denoted as dPS, having

TEMPO and hydroxyl terminal groups and a molecular

weight of 10k was reacted with

protonated styrene to produce a block
copolymer comprised of protonated and
deuterated

5.6

mg

vessel

PS

blocks. This

was done by placing 0.328 g of dPS,

of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy

which was connected

(TEMPO)

into a

5

mL of styrene,

and

round bottom reaction

condenser for reflux and purged with nitrogen for

to a

approximately one hour. The styrene monomer and

from Aldrich. The reaction mixture was placed

in

TEMPO was used as-purchased

an

oil

bath at 120°C for 3 days under

a nitrogen purge. Throughout the reaction
time, the reaction mixture remained clear.

The product was allowed

to cool at

reaction vessel by dissolving

was

filtered using a

it

room temperature and was

in toluene.

Whatman 42

filter

The polymer was

then removed from the

precipitated in methanol,

paper, and subsequently dried.

The molecular

weight distribution, as determined by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC), showed
an intense peak attributed to 40k molecular weight and a very weak peak attributed
to a

molecular weight of 10k. The low molecular weight impurity

is,

of course, likely

unreacted dPS. Thus, a 40k P(dS-b-S) block copolymer comprised of a 10k dPS and

30k PS block was synthesized (Scheme

2).

The low molecular weight impurity was
using the following strategy.

continuously

obtained.

stirred.

First, the

fractionated

product was redissolved in toluene and

Methanol was added dropwise

The mixture was then

from the 40k P(dS-b-S)

until a slightly

cloudy mixture was

centrifuged producing a clear liquid with a small

10

amount of precipitate. The
dried.

GPC

showed

A brush

liquid

that the

was quickly decanted away and

the precipitate

was

10k PS impurity was successfully
removed.

layer having a thickness of 7

nm,

as

measured by ellipsometry, was

generated on a clean silicon wafer using
the procedure described above.
Neutr on

(NR) was performed on

reflectivity

The

best

the inset

fit

where the scattering length
interface.

cm-), was measured

profile of the brush,

density, b/V,

The oxide, having
to

is

length density of

the

to the

from z=2-10 nm, was observed

PS and dPS

to

is

1.37 and 6.37 (10

10

cm

in

z,

z.

Since the scattering

2
),

respectively, the profile

and, consequently, forces this block to reside

Ok dPS

shown

have a high scattering length

at the

oxide surface. This

at the

it is

bound

oxide interface.

1.2.

1

1.4.

have a thickness of 2 nm. The scattering length
density

anchoring of the hydroxyl terminal group to the surface, as

dPS block

Scheme

Figure

a scattering length density of 3

corresponds to a brush layer having a large enrichment of dPS

due

in

plotted as a function of distance,

density near the oxide surface which decreased
with increasing

is

shown

to the data (gray line) provided
the scattering length density profile

from the Si/Si0 2
(10

the sample to yield the results

Styrene

P(dS-b-S)

11

to

Figure

1

.4.

NR data (black circles) and

fit

(gray line) of 40 k P(dS-fc-S) brush. Inset

corresponds to scattering length density profile as a function of distance from the
Si/Si0 2 interface, z, obtained from best fit.
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Tunability

The

tunability of the

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer brush

surfaces

was

firs,

demonstrated through homopolymer
dewetting experiments. Thin films
arc unstable

for

systems having a positive spreading
coefficient'", where the spreading
coefficient, X LS
is

defined as

^ls

where ys
is

,

is

=

Ts

Yl

-

Ysl

(2)

the surface energy of the substrate
surface (or modified substrate surface),
7l

the surface energy of the liquid film,
and

liquid film

-

and substrate. For unstable

interfacial area

ySL

is

the interfacial energy

between the

films, dewetting occurs in order to
reduce the

between the film and surface; consequently,

the film coalesces into

droplets.

To examine
random copolymer

the wetting/dewetting behavior of

surfaces, thin films,

PS and

-20 nm, of the

PMMA homopolymers on

spin coated onto a series of

random copolymer brush

under vacuum

24 hours and subsequently quenched

at

170°C

for

homopolymers were

respective

surfaces.

The

temperatures by placing the samples on a large aluminum block

to

at

films were annealed

ambient

room

temperature.

Dewetting and droplet formation occurred when the chemical mismatch between the

homopolymer

film and

random copolymer brush was

sufficiently high.

dewetting occurred for brushes having styrene fractions
dewetting occurred for brush compositions exceeding

autophobic dewetting 20

homopolymer on

"

25
,

For PS films,

less than 0.7; for

0.5.

It

PMMA,

should be noted that

which involves entropically driven dewetting of a

a chemically identical brush layer,

13

was not observed.

The dewetted

A typical
1

.5.

structures

structure of a

Assuming

PS

were examined with atomic force
microscopy (AFM).

film dewetting a

PMMA brush surface

is

shown

in

Figure

a spherical cap shape for the
droplets, contact angle dat a 26 were

extracted from the

AFM results with the following equation,
cos 9 =0.5(h/d) 2

where 9

is

the calculated contact angle, h

is

(3)

the droplet height, and d

is

the diameter of

the droplet. Neglecting entropic
factors, the interfacial energies can
be determined

simply from Young's equation

Y^=Y/-y cosei/

-

(4)

J

where yg is the

interfacial

denote PS and

PMMA,

is

energy between the homopolymer (where

Using

=S

or

M and

respectively), Y/ is the surface energy of the grafted
copolymer,

the surface energy of the homopolymer, and

1.6).

j

%

is

the

Yj

measured contact angle (Figure

2

Ys

=29.9 erg/cm and yM =30.0 erg/cm 2
yf was approximated as the weighted
,

average of the surface energies for the two homopolymers

yf=fYs + d-f)yM

From

(5)

these values, the interfacial energies were calculated and are

PMMA homopolymers on the various brushes in Figure
energy between PS and

1.7.

shown

As shown,

for

PS and

the interfacial

PMMA with the random copolymer brush monotonically

decreases and increases, respectively, with increasing styrene brush content. Thus, the
affinity for

PS and

PMMA at the brush layer could be finely tuned by simply varying the

composition of the random copolymer brush.

14

surface

Interestingly;

at

was found

be noripreferential to PS and

to

a styrene fraction,./;

of 0.58, the random copolymer brush

I'MMA,

i.e.

the interfacial energies

Of the respective components with
the brush are equal. Mansky

observed neutrality

lor disordered

P(dS-b-MMA)

el al .27. in

arrested. Thus, the surface could
be modified such thai

Figure

PS

1.5.

film on

act

,

also

diblock copolymer films, as

segregation of either block component
to the brush surface having

PS/PMMA

,

il

is

this

composition was

effectively neutral to

systems.

Height contrast AI

PMMA

M

image obtained from

brush.

15

a typical

dewetted Structure of

—
PS or PMMA
Homopolymer
(where j=S or

Tj

Yjf

Brush

yf

\

<

Figure

1

.6.

Schematic of dewetted

1

1

r

M)

Si Substrate

droplet.

1

r

t

1

1

1

r

A

0.8

_

E
0.6
OJO

0.4

0.2

A i

A

PMMA

•

PS

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

/
Figure

1

.7.

Interracial

energy dependence of PS and

function of brush styrene fraction,/
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PMMA homopolymer as a

As

a note, the neutral

random copolymer has an asymmetric
composition

deviating significantly from the
symmetric
as several studies have

shown

that

composition,^.

This

not unexpected

is

random copolymers display behavior

that

can be

explained by a dependence of the
interaction parameter,
X on the local environment of
,

an interaction

pair.

The

local

contributions.

The

first

involves monomelic constituents linked
directly to the units of

environment of an interaction pair consist of
two

the interaction pair (Figure 1.8a).

depend on the
involves

and can
and

z,

interaction pair,

identity of the neighboring units

monomer

arise

The

shown by

marked by

x's.

the double arrow, can

The second contribution

units near but not directly linked to the
units of the interaction pair

from intermolecular or intramolecular interactions
which

respectively (Figure

1

.8).

This results

parameter on the sequence distribution

in the

in a

is

marked by y

dependence of the interaction

random copolymer and

overall system

composition, respectively.

B

Several studies have demonstrated these effects. Miscibilities
studies by

Kulasekere

et al. 28

showed

that

than 0.78 were insoluble with

/=0.60 were soluble

PS/PMMA

in

random copolymers having

styrene fractions,/, less

PS while random copolymers having compositions up

PMMA.

They

interface reinforced with

to

also found that the fracture toughness of a

random copolymer was maximized by using

copolymer composition of /=0.68. Furthermore,

this

a

composition was found to

correspond to a symmetric broadening of the interface between the blend components,
as

measured by neutron

al. 31

on

PS/PMMA

reflectivity 29

.

Miscibility studies by Galvin 30 and

systems also showed

this effect.

17

Finally, treatments

Winey

et

by Balazs

et

and Smith

al.32.33

et

a 34 address these contdbutions
{o x
,

their

.^.^ ^

miscibility and interfacial behavior,
respectively.

The homopolymer dewetting experiments

clearly demonstrate the surface

inability. However, for these experiments,
interfacial widths between the

homopolymer

droplets and the brush surface can be
significant (-2.5

nm) and

thus

not reflect a true representation of
the properties attributed to the brush
surface.

address

this,

may

To

water contact angle experiments were
performed since the interfacial

widths of water with the polymer brush

is

expected to be quite small. Advancing and

receding contact angle measurements were
obtained for a series of random copolymer

brushes having different compositions. The
data show a monotonic increase

in

advancing and receding contact angle with increasing
styrene fraction as shown
Figure

1.9.

These

both the

in

results unequivocally demonstrate that the
surface properties can be

dictated through the use of

random copolymer brush

18

surfaces.

Figure

Schematic showing how the interaction between two units in a random
copolymer can be influenced by its neighboring environment. In a), the
interaction
1.8:

shown

pair,

as the double arrow, can be dependent on the identity of its
neighbors (x) linked
to it. In b), both intermolecular
(y) and intramolecular (z) interactions can influence the
environment of the interaction pair.

19

Figure

1.9.

Advancing and receding water contact angles on P(S-r-MMA)
random

copolymer brush surfaces

as a function of styrene fraction,/

20
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CHAPTER 2
INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE

BETWEEN HOMOPOLYMER FILMS

AND

RANDOM COPOLYMER BRUSH LAYERS

Introduction

Polymer brushes,

i.e.,

are of considerable
interest

utilize

chains physically or covalently
anchored to an interface,

from both an applied and

polymer brushes, however,

it is

theoretical standpoint.

To

fully

necessary to understand the,
behavior and

how

they respond to various
conditions. Extensive work
has been performed on
polymers in
a small molecule solvent'-*.
Treatments involving polymer
brush structures near

polymer matrices have also been
addressed by a number of
researchers^.
these stupes, the structure of
the brush

is

governed by the interactions between
the

brush, matrix, and surface to
which the brush
the graftmg density plays a
key role.

brushes.

The manner

in

which

In each of

High

is grafted.

In addition to these parameters,

grafting densities generate highly
stretched

the brush interacts with a matrix
invariably

the magnitudes of the segmental
interactions and the extent to

depends on

which the matrix

penetrates into the brush. Recent
reviews by Halperin? and Milner24 provide
excellent

backgrounds on recent work involving polymeric
brush

Many

structures.

of the salient features of brush/polymer
matrix interfaces can be related to

interfaces of immiscible

polymer blend mixtures. For an A/B system, the
concentration

profile across the interface can be
approximated

the following form,

23

by a hyperbolic tangent function having

*A = 0.5(l-tanh(2x/wO)
(1)

where

<I>

A

is

interface,

the

and w,

volume

is

fraction
cuon ot
of sneri^
a x,;is *.
aspecies A,
the distance

the interfacial width
(<D B

=

from the center of the

i_<j> A ).

Numerous theoretical-., and
experimental work-., on
polymer/polymer
interfaces have been presented.

energy,

Yij

,

An

important result

is

the

dependence of the

interfacial

and width on the interaction
parameter,

r,

= kTa

w.

2

W2
( Xls /6)

(2)

l/2

=

2a/(6x

lj

)

(3)

where

a

is

the statistical

segment length, k

is

temperature (°K)28-30. From
these two

Boltzmann's constant, and

T

is

the

^

, simple

following equation

w, = kT/(3ayij )

which shows

that the interfacial width

is

inversely proportional to the
interfacial energy.

In this study, the interfacial
structures

with

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer

using neutron reflectivity (NR)36,37.
the composition of the

PS

to

PMMA,

will be

(4)

between PS and

PMMA homopolymers

brushes grafted to silicon substrates
were studied

Firstj the

random copolymer

dependence of the interfadaJ structure

brush, which range in composition from
pure

examined. Second, the structural dependence
on the grafting

density of the brush will be determined.
While the interfacial structure was found to

depend strongly on these two

factors,

it

^

was

also observed the interactions

24

between

.he

homopolymer and

penetration of the

,he silicon substrate
have

homopolymer matrix

lm po rt an ramifications on
t

the

to the underlying
substrate.

Experimental

A series of P(S-,MMA) copolymers,
synthesized

in

bulk via a

TEMPO "living"

having a range of compositions
were

free radical

polymerization. The

polymerizations were performed
using a unimolecular
initiator*.

copolymers having hydroxy! and

TEMPO terminal groups.

that

prov.ded random

Using size exclusion

chromatography, the weight average
molecular weights, M„. were
determined

to

approxrmately ,0,000 for each of the
random copolymers with polyd.spersities,
that

were between

and

1.1

Random copolymer

be

M w/M„,

1.8.

brush layers were generated by spin
coating films (-60 nm)

of the random copolymer onto
clean silicon wafers. The films were
annealed under

vacuum

at

160°C

for various times.

During annealing, the hydroxyl terminal
groups

attach to the native oxide surface.
Subsequently, the samples are rinsed thoroughly
with

toluene leaving well defined brush layers.
The thickness of the brush layer, which

is

proportional to the grafting density, was
dictated by controlling the annealing time.

With long anneals,

i.e.,

~3 days, brush layers having thicknesses of ~6
nm, as measured

by ellipsometry, were obtained. The brush
thickness

is

not observed to increase

appreciably with longer anneals. With shorter
anneals, the brush thicknesses were

PS and

PMMA homopolymers were purchased from Polymer Laboratories.

molecular weights,

Mw

,

of the PS were 40,700 and 49,000, with polydispersities,

25

less.

The

M w/M

n,

of 1.03 and 1.03, respectively.
The

with a polydispersity of

U.

brush surfaces and annealed
the interface

all

is

allowed

performed on the
Gaithersburg,

Thin homopolymer films
(-20 nm) were cast upon the
at

140°C under vacuum

to relax;

samples were observed

PMMA has a molecular weight of 39,300

to

however, the fime

remain highly

NG7 beam gu.de

at

for

is

reflective.

30 minutes.

insufficient for film dewetting
as

Neutron

reflectivity

is

was

Nafional Institute of Standards
and Technology in

MD with a wavelength of ,=4.75 A and a resolution

q z =(4 7l /,)sine and e

In this time scale,

of Aq z/q z=5 %, where

the grazing incidence angle.

Results and Disrn^inn
Interfacial

Neutron

The high

reflectivity

Study Using Neutron Reflectivity

(NR)

spacial resolution of

is

a sensitive

means of probing polymeric

interfaces.

NR provides a quantitative means by which very small

differences in interfacial widths, a few
angstroms, can be measured.

Selective labeling

of the homopolymer films with deuterium
provides large contrast between the

homopolymer

film and the protonated brush.

deuterated homopolymers,

respectively.

dPS and

dPMMA,

copolymers range between
10

scattering length densities of the

are 6.37 x 10

10

2

cm" for PS and

The

their constituent

PMMA,

2

cm" and 6.68 x 10 10 cm" 2

The protonated random copolymer brushes have

densities that are significantly smaller.

1.03 x 10

The

scattering length

scattering length density of the

homopolymers,

respectively.

26

i.e.,

1.37 x 10

10

random
2

cm" and

,

5

To

obtain

ho mo po, ym er

f,

lms having

polymeric brush layer, films
were spin cast from
subs.ra.es having

random copolymer

^^

re , axed

brushes.

t0 ,uene solutions
dtrectly

The samples were annealed
under

temperatures by placmg the
samples on a large aluminum
block

By remaining

onto

a,

room temperature.

annealing tlmes shor t dewe.ting
of the films was averted.
Examination
,

of the films confirms .he
absence of dewe.ting.
Figure

2.

(top)
1

shows

three sets of reflectivity
data obtained

dPMMA film placed onto a PS brush surface

from a 50k

having a brush thtckness of -4.2
nm. The

three data sets correspond
to the sample dtrectly after
casting and after annealing for

and 30 minutes
evident.

With

significantly.

at

1

,40°C. After annealing for ,5
minutes, a change

in the data is

dearly

5 minutes of further annealing, the reflectivity data does
not change

Scattering length density profiles,
where the scattering length density

plotted as a function of distance
from the Si/S10 2 interface, were obtatned
from best
to

each of these data

sets

and are shown

density for Si, SiO,, PS, and

cm"
,

in Figure 2.

dPMMA are 2.1

x 10

ll

and 6.68 x 10 10 cm" 2 respectively. The
native

observed

that

to this, a layer

1

(bottom).

W,

3.0 x

The

lO'Vnf 2

silicon oxide

,

1.37 x I0

at

having a relatively low scattering length density

is

can be attributed

to the grafted brush layer.

is

With increasing

scattering length density increases
substantially as contributions from the
increase. For z greater than 12.5

nm,

is

fits

scattering length

observed

,

nm. Adjacent

1

z,

10

z=0-2

the

dPMMA film

the scattering length density corresponds to pure

dPMMA

27

These

results ean be exp,a,„ed
as follows.

brush interface

is

characteristic of the

easttng, the toluene
solvent can

brush layer

is

The

struck formed

the brush ,ayer with

tnterface retaxes as evtdent

by

the

.

During

some interpenetrate of the

mmutes of annealing,

change

,„ the

the

neutron reflectivity

scattering length density
profile reflects this change
as the interfacial width

ncreases and the scattering
length density of the layer
attributed
layer

dPMMA/PS

during spin coa„„
g

shghtly ,arger than that
of pure PS. With ,5

homopolymer/brush
data.

swe„

With no annealing, the

becomes

sfightly higher.

polymer brush

Annealing for 15 addifional
mmutes (30 mmutes

does not produce significant
changes
demonstrate

to the

in the reflectivity data.

that the interfacial structure
of

homopolymer

These

results

total)

dearly

films with polymer brushes

relaxes rapidly with short
annealing times and that further
changes in the interfacial
structure

do no, occur

after a relaxed interfacial
structure

the reflectivity data obtained
after

is

attained. This suggests that

30 minutes of annealing corresponds

to

an interface

a,

equilibrium.

The

interfacial relaxation

homopolymer

was monitored

for the other

PS and

PMMA

films placed onto various polymer
brush surfaces. In each of these other

systems, the interfacial structure

approximately constant. For
for each of these systems.

is

observed

this reason, the

Of course,

to relax after short anneals

annealing times were fixed

and then remain
at

30 minutes

films annealed for long periods (~1 day
at 140°C)

can dewet the brush surface. This behavior
was found

to

be strongly dependent on the

chemical mismatch between the homopolymer film
and the brush

28

layer.

Distance (nm)
Figure

2.

NR data (top)

(bottom) for a 50k dPMMA film placed onto a PS
brush surface as a function of annealing time
at 140°C. In the fits, the scattering length
density is plotted as a function of distance from
the Si/Si0 2 interface.
1

.

and

fits
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Structural Dependence of Interface
on Brush Composition

As mentioned

previously, the interfacial structure
between two immiscible

polymers strongly depends upon the

components.

In this section, this

homopolymer

dependence

films are placed onto

composition from pure PS

to

interfacial interactions

between the two

will be addressed for systems

random copolymer brush

PMMA.

where

layers ranging in

Although, the anchoring of the brush
and the

presence of the substrate make these
systems fundamentally different from
the simple
case of two immiscible homopolymers,
latter

salient features involved in the

can be extended to homopolymer/random
copolymer brush

To

this end,

two

series of

compositions from pure PS
the brush layers

and

many of the

layers.

random copolymer brush surfaces varying

in

PMMA were generated upon silicon substrates.

to

was measured

to

be approximately 4.5

nm

thick

Each of

by ellipsometry.

PS

PMMA homopolymers, having molecular weights of 40,700 and 39,300,

respectively,

were spin coated

directly onto each of the surfaces producing

films having thicknesses of

-20 nm. The

and examined with neutron

reflectivity.

Figure 2.2 and 2.3 show the

films were annealed at

NR data (open circles)

for the

140°C

uniform

for

30 minutes

40.7k dPS and

dPMMA films, respectively, on brush surfaces of varying styrene fractions,/.
data were obtained and are

profiles obtained

from the

shown
fits

as solid lines.

for the

two films

30

The

Fits to the

resultant scattering length density

are contrasted in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.2.

NR data (hollow circles) and fits (solid lines) of 40.7k dPS

upon random copolymer brushes of varying compositions. The data
clarity.
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films placed

are shifted for

q z (A"i)
Figure 2.3.

NR data (hollow circles) and fits (solid lines) of 39.3k dPMMA

upon random copolymer brushes of varying compositions. The data
clarity.
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films placed

are shifted for

Distance (nm)
Figure 2.4. Scattering length density profiles of 40.7k dPS (gray) and 39.3k
(black) lilms placed upon random copolymer brushes of varying compositions
as a
function of distance from the Si/Si0 2 interface. The profiles are shifted for clarity.

dPMMA
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It is

observed

that the structure of the

homopolymer/brush

in terface

has a strong

dependence on the chemical
mismatch between the random
copolymer and

homopolymer
mismatch and,
brush

is

film.

For the dPS film (gray

lines)

on the PS brush^l.O, there

as a result, a relatively
broad interface

observed. With increasing

becomes sharper and

is

is

no

between the homopolymer and PS

PMMA content in the brush, the interfacial width

narrowest for the film placed onto
the

PMMA brush surface.

This reflects that the unfavorable
interactions, between the dPS
homopolymer and the
brush, increase with increasing

PMMA content in the brush and drives the interface to

be sharper so that the amount
of these unfavorable interactions
can be reduced.

For

dPMMA films, the same trend is observed (black lines),

7y increases.

However, since

the interfacial energy of

i.e.,

PMMA with Si0

w, decreases as

2 is

less than that

of PS with the native oxide, an
additional factor must be considered
as there
enthalpic driving force to wet the native
oxide with

necessary for the

PMMA.

For

is

this to occur,

dPMMA homopolymer to penetrate through the brush layer.

an

it is

This,

consequently, would necessitate a larger amount
of interactions between the

homopolymer and

the brush which, with the exception of
when./=0,

would be

enthalpically unfavorable. Furthermore, this
would force the brush to stretch
the substrate,

away from

which would be entropically unfavorable.

To understand

this behavior, the

energy associated with brush penetration can be

divided into three components,

E = E su t,+E m X +E
j

where E

is

the total energy,

E sub

is

s t re t C |1

(5)

the energy attributed to interfacial interactions at the
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Em„

substrate,

nomopoiymer
stretching.

is

energy associated with

PMMA) and the brush, and E«

(i.e.,

The

first

entroptc factors.

interfacial interactions

two components

E snb

are enthaipic in nature
while

substrate.

n HlS

.

The

,

s is

total

The energy

M

arises

from

+ % Hl snH.s

(gl

are the brush/substrate and
homopolymer/substrate interaction

parameters, respectively, n
B

and n H

E

from brush

the substrate (SiO,),

Esub=XB,snB,s

substrate,

the energy artstng

h is

can be s.mpiy described as
a sum of the interactions
between the

homopolymer and brush with

where %B and Xh ,s
,

between the

the

,

s is

the

number of contacts between

number of contacts between

number of contacts with

arising

from the

homopolymer can be described

the

homopolymer and

the substrate

interfacial interactions

the brush and the

is

fixed and

is

the

simply n B , +

between the brush and the

by,

Emix=%H,BnH,B

where X h,b

is

the

homopolymer brush

contacts between the

interaction parameter

homopolymer and

For penetration

to occur,

(7)

and n H B
,

is

the

number of

brush.

X b,s must be

larger than Xh.s- In this case,

E sub

decreases as more homopolymer penetrates to
the substrate. Since the interfacial energy

of

PMMA with the native oxide

3Ch,s in

the case

between

Xb,s

is less

than that of

where the homopolymer

and Xh.s

copolymer brush and

is

PMMA.

PS with Si0 2

,

Xb.s will be larger than

Furthermore, the difference

will be larger with increasing styrene fraction,/, in
the

will

be greatest for the case of>l,
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i.e.,

the brush

is

random

comprised

solely of PS.

Thu s

,

the enthalp.c

random copo, ym e r brush
case of

dnving force

layer increases

increasing/and

PMMA homopoiymer placed onto a PS
Brush penetration, however,

placing

w ilh

will no,

PMMA units at the substrate,

is

PMMA penetration through the

for

is a,

a

maxitnum

for the

brush surface.

occur

the decrease in

if

insufficient to

overcome

E snb caused by
,

the increase in energy

associated with brush
stretching and the unfavorable
interactions between the brush
and

homopoiymer,

i.e.,

E !lrelch and E,„,

penetration due to the larger

homopoiymer

number of contacts,

that invariably results

With increasing styrcne
further

respect.vely.

n„. B

,

latter increases

random copolymer brush,

interactions

with brush

between the brush and

from homopoiymer penetration

frac.ton in the

impeded by the unfavorable

The

to the substrate.

PMMA penetrate

is

between the brush and homopoiymer
as

Xh.b increases with increasing/ Thus, the
enthalp.c barrier that the brush
imposes on

brash penetration increases
with/and
brushes,

i.e.,

E mix

is

largest for the case of

PMMA placed onto PS

increases with increasing/.

This treatment, although simplistic,
does indeed capture the salient features
of

dPMMA films placed onto random copolymer brush surfaces.
2.4), the scattering length density of the

brush region

is

For the PS brush (Figure

low and corresponds

to a

pure

brush layer. This can be attributed to
the large unfavorable interactions between
the

dPMMA homopoiymer and PS
for brush penetration,

i.e.,

E mix

brush, which effectively serves as an
enthalpic barrier

associated with brush penetration

unfavorable. Similarly, a low scattering length
density
the

is

found

is

large and thus

in the

brush region for

dPMMA film placed on the PMMA brush layer indicating that the penetration of the
36

homopolymer

into the brush

is

low. In this case, the

barrier for brush penetration,
as there

the substrate,

i.e.,

Esub

is

PMMA brush serves as an entropic

no driving force

to place the

homopolymer

at

does not decrease with penetration.

In contrast, the scattering
length density in the brush regions

layers having intermediate
compositions, ^0.65-0.9. This

penetration though the brush occurs

at

shows

is

that

highest for brush

dPMMA

intermediate brush compositions. In these
cases,

the driving force associated with
placing

dPMMA

at the

oxide interface

is

sufficiently

strong to overcome the enthalpic and
entropic penalties attributed to brush penetration.

Thus,

in addition to contributions

through the brush

is

from brush stretching, the penetration of dPMMA

dictated by a balance between

E sub and E mix which
,

manners with/. Consequently, brush penetration occurs
and the amount of penetration

that is

at

observed corresponds

vary

in

opposite

intermediate compositions

to a

minimization of the

energy of the system, E.
In addition to this behavior of

homopolymer

interesting to note that the interfacial width

films placed onto the

the interfacial width

is

penetration to the substrate,

nearly identical for

random copolymer brush having

is

dependent upon the

the interfacial energies of either

dPS and

it

is

dPMMA

a styrene fraction of 0.58. Since

interfacial energy, these results indicate that

homopolymer with

agreement with previous measurements, where the

the brush are equal. This

interfacial energies

is in

of PS and

PMMA with the brush having a styrene fraction of 0.58 are found to be equal, as
determined by contact angle experiments. Thus, these
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results further

demonstrate that

the

random copolymer brush having

neutral to the

dPS and

a styrene fraction of
0.58

is

nonpreferentral or

dPMMA homopolymers.

Structural Dependence of Interface
on Grafting Density
.

The influence of grafting

examined

for

PS and

density on homopolymer/brush
interfaces

PMMA brushes.

The

grafting density of the brush

simply varying the amount of
polymer grafted

how

to the substrate

and

is

was

also

controlled by

an indication of

is

"stretched" the brush structures
are. This can be dictated
by controlling the

annealing time in which grafting
occurs. The grafting densities
are proportional to the

brush height (or brush thickness) which

polymer

is

is

measured by ellipsometry

after all ungrafted

thoroughly rinsed away. For simplicity,
the grafting densities will be

represented by their measured brush heights.
Three cases were studied: (1) dPS on PS
brushes, (2)

dPS on

PMMA brushes, and (3) dPMMA on PS brushes.

dPS on PS Brush Surfaces
49k dPS

films having thicknesses of approximately 20

brush layers having thicknesses of
ellipsometry.

The

2.2, 3.4, 4.5,

6.1

films were annealed for 30 minutes

examined with neutron

reflectivity.

The data (hollow

lines) are displayed in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.6

profiles obtained

and

from each of the

fits.

shows

Each of the

nm

at

as

nm

were cast onto PS

measured by

140°C under vacuum and

circles)

and

fits

to the data (solid

the scattering length density

scattering length density profiles

display very broad dPS/PS brush interfaces that do not change significantly
with brush

38

Figure 2.5.

NR data (hollow circles)

and

fits

(solid lines) of

having various brush heights. The data are shifted for

39

49k dPS on PS brushes

clarity.

Distance (nm)
Figure 2.6. Scattering length density profiles of 49k
dPS on PS brushes having vari
brush heights as a function of distance from the Si/Si0
2

shifted for clarity.
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interface.

The

profiles are

height The breadth of the
mterfaces

is,

of course, due

,o the fae, that there is

chemical mismatch between the
homopolymer and brush

decreasmg brush

layer.

no

However, with

height, the scattertng length
density attributed to the brush
layer

increases. For these cases,
the brushes are not htghly
stretched and
sufficient entropic barrier to
prevent

dPS from

do not pose

a

penetrattng into the brush layer.

Consequently, as the grafting denstty
decreases, penetration of dPS
into the PS brush
layer occurs.

dPS on

PM MA Brush SnrfWp S

PMMA brush layers having thicknesses of
measured by ellipsometry, were prepared. -20

nm

2.5, 3.8, 4.8,

films comprised of

cast onto each of the brush surfaces
and were annealed under

140°C. The neutron reflectivity data (hollow
in Figure 2.7.

shown

in

The

and 5.9 nm, as

circles)

and

fits

scattering length density profiles obtained

vacuum

49k dPS were

for

30 minutes

at

(solid lines) are displayed

from each of the

fits

are

Figure 2.8.

In contrast to the previous case, there are
strong unfavorable interactions

between the dPS film and the
interfaces are observed

this system, penetration

PMMA brush layer.

between the two

This

is

apparent as relatively sharp

layers for each of the films. Furthermore, for

of the homopolymer

to the substrate is unfavorable, as the

PMMA brush layer has stronger interactions with the native oxide.
the brush layers with heights larger than 3.8

nm do

not contain

Due

to these factors,

dPS homopolymer

as

indicated by the low scattering length density of the brush layer. For the film
placed

41

Figure 2.7.

NR

data (hollow circles) and

fits

(solid lines) of

49k dPS on

brushes having various brush heights. The data are shifted for

42

clarity.

PMMA

Distance (nm)

PMMA

Figure 2.8. Scattering length density profiles of 49k dPS on
brushes having
various brush heights as a function of distance from the Si/Si0 2 interface. The profiles
are shifted for clarity.
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onto the

observed

PMMA brush having a very low grafting
in the

brush

layer.

insufficient to preclude

density, however,

Evidently, the grafting density
of the brush layer

dPS from

the surfaee.

dPS was placed on PS brushes of
low

In contrast to the

is

is

previous ease where

grafting density, the scattering
length density of

PMMA brush layer having a low grafting density

the

some dPS

PMMA brush layers serve as both an enthalpic and

is

significantly lower. Thus, the

entropic barrier for

homopolymer

penetration and relat.vely sharp
interfaces are observed due to
the large unfavorable
interactions

dPMMA on

between the homopolymer and brush.

Six

six

PS Brush Surface

dPMMA films having thicknesses of approximately 20 nm were cast

PS brush

layers.

have thicknesses of

onto

Prior to casting, the brush layers were
measured by ellipsometry to
1.5, 2.5, 3.2, 4.2, 5.2,

annealed for 30 minutes

at

and 6.4 nm. The homopolymer films were

140°C under vacuum and subsequently examined with NR.

Figure 2.9 shows the data (hollow circles) and
the corresponding
scattering length density profiles obtained from
each of the

fits

fits

are

(solid lines).

shown

in

The

Figure

2.10.

Unlike the two previous cases,
the

homopolymer

this

system

is

characterized by the tendency for

film to penetrate through the brush layer as the interfacial energy
of

PMMA with the native oxide

is less

than that for PS,

i.e.,

penetration. For brushes having high grafting densities,

sharp homopolymer/brush interface

is

E sub

i.e.,

decreases with brush

5.2 and 6.4

nm, a very

observed which can be attributed to the strong

44

Figure

2. 1 ).

Nk

data (hollow circles) and fits (solid lines) of 19,
brushes having various brush heights. The data are
shifted for

Jk

dPMMA

clarity.
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on PS

18

0

-

1

0

1

1

10

.

i

20

30

Distance (nm)
Figure 2.10. Scattering length density profiles of 39.3k
on PS brushes having
various brush heights as a function of distance from the Si/Si0 interface. The
profiles
2

dPMMA

are shifted for clarity.
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unfavorable interactions between
the two components. The
brush layers associated with
these films have
-he

,

ow

scattering iength densities
indicating tha,

dPMMA through the brush layer occurs.

as a barrier for

to the substrate is

density of the brush layer. This

of 3.2

nm

i.e.,

layer

the

is

is

3.2 and 4.5

whereby an accumulation of dPMMA

not observed. Evidently,

PS brush chains away from

is at

minimum

the

dPMMA

is

observed

a local

at the

oxide; consequently,

maximum. With

further

in the profiles attributed
to the

brush

dPMMA segregation is sufficiently strong to stretch

the surface. Thus, these results
demonstrate that the

dPMMA to penetrate through a PS

brush layer

grafting density and at higher grafting
densities, the

impede penetration

nm, penetration of

especially apparent for the film
having a brush height

in grafting density, a local

ability for

Thus, the PS brush layer
effectively serves

observed as evidenced by the
higher scattering length

the scattering length density
near the oxide

decreases

or no penetration of

dPMMA penetration.

For intermediate brush heights,

homopolymer

little

is

strongly dependent

PS brush

is

upon the

sufficiently strong to

to the substrate.

Conclusions
In

summary, homopolymer/brush

interfaces

were studied

to

determine the

response of the brush structure to the homopolymer environment.
By annealing films
for very short periods, the interfacial structure
relaxes, but dewetting does not occur.

detailed examination of the relaxed interfaces

the high sensitivity attributed to

NR

was performed through

the utilization of

and the large contrast between deuterated and
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A

protons polymer..
homopolymcr
The

bm *h

layM
'

erfaclel width

dinform.

,gar

,

pcnclralion u> ihc substrate.

.tructure

fep«>den« on

Thi. provide,

ofhomopolymer/bru,h

interlaces

m. chemical rnl,m.Khb.^een«h.

'"

CMM "»"

*» « "* « "o

wa, shown

„,

„, ltrongl>

opolymerf

nti.tna.ch,

d me polymer

Urge Interfacld width, were

observed. With ,ncrea.l„g
chemical mi.match, the
unfavorable interaction, between
the

homopolymer
In

film and the bru.h layer
forced the Interfacial width,
to

orier to minimize thew
Interaction.. For

bomopolymer

M65-0.9.

to the native oxide layer

Tins

is

dPMMA

was ob.erved

Rim., .egregation of the
a.

intermediate compcitions,

explained through . balance of two
oppo.ing factor., the driving

dPMMA to penetrate to the native oxide and

force for

become .mailer

the Impetus

tire

ii

nnfavorable Interaction, between
the brush and homopolymer
matrix. With increasing
./:

the driving force for penetration
increase, as the interfacial energy
of the

with the substrate
"' is, " "
:

d
'

is

betwee

less than that

1

Thus,

at

of PS win, the substrate. However,
the chemical

,I|,MMA wi*

con.equently, brush penetration

is

dPMMA

the

random copolymer brush also increa.es withy-

hindered as u require, more unfavorable
interaction..

intermediate compositions, the driving force
for penetration was .ufflciently

8tron

» tooverc

e the unfavorable interactions produced by
the penetration.

The influence of the

grafting deiuity of the brush on

interfaces

was shown

interfacial

widths were observed

for three cases.

i-„r dl'S film,

thai did nol

change

Furthermore, for lower grafting densities, the brush

48

hi

ipolymer/brush

on PS brush surfaces, large
ilgnifici

layei did nol

y with grafting density.

imposes

.ufficienl

entropic barrier for

homopolymer peroration. For dPS

sharp interfaces were
observed for
•he

all

fibns.

PMMA brush w„h the native oxtde are

PS with

ffims on

PMMA

brush surfaces,

,„ this case, the
interfacial interactions

favorable

in

comparison

the oxide. Consequently,
significant penetration
of the

to interactions

dPS

of

of

into the brush

generally did not occur as
unfavorable interactions between
the two homopolymers and
the preference for

PMMA a, the oxide opposed this.

Some

penetration

was observed

for the film placed
onto the brush layer having the
lowest grafting density.
.his penetration

for

dPMMA

was

significantly smaller in

films on

the large chemical

PS brush

surfaces, sharp interfaces

mismatch between

also observed that penetration
of the
layers of intermediate to

interfacial

energy

low grafting

at the native

from the surface as

in

some

comparison

the

to the previous case.

homopolymcr did occur
The driving

oxide was sufficiently strong

cases, an accumulation of

In this

for films

system,

i,

was

having brush

force to minimize the

to stretch the

PS brush

dPMMA was observed

oxide surface.

1
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Finally,

were observed characteristic of

two homopolymers.

densities.

However,

at

the

layer

.

'
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CHAPTER 3
DEM.X.NG OK POLYMER BLEND
FILMS ON RANDOM COPOLYMER

BRUSH SURFACES

Introduction

Numerous

theoretic*,

and experimental studies
dealing with the behavior
of

polymer blends near surfaces
have appeared
studies

is

the degree to

.he case of misciblc

which phase separation occurs

polymer

pairs

and substrate interfaces

in

One

distinguishing factor in these

(or does not occur).

e,

aU

into the

near self-assembled monolayers

this chapter,

SAM

layer.

an

initially

two-phase regime*", by, for example,
a

temperature change. Genzeret
aU», for example, observed

varying the composition of the

to

ohserved the segregation of dPS
to both the

phase mixed PS/dPS films.
Second, an

homogeneous mixture can be brought

PEP/dPEP systems

Firs,, there is

where one component
preferentially segregates

interfaced For example, Hariharan
air

recently.

The

that the wetting

behavior of

(SAM) could

he controlled hy

which

will be the foeus

final case,

of

involves phase separation that occurs
during processing'^', e.g. spin

coaling. If the interactions between
the two

homopolymer components

unfavorable, generation of phase mixed
films
separation rale

is

having structures

may

are sufficiently

not be possible as the phase

considerably faster than solvent evaporation.
This can lead to films
that are distant

Mixtures of PS and
et al. 24 , studied the

from the equilibrium structure.

PMM A arc examples of the latter case.

demixing process of symmetric (50/50)

53

Recently,

PS/PMMA

Walheim

systems

generated by sp,n coating
us.ng

thl,e different

solvents and three dlfferent
types of

Phase separation, preferentta,
segregation of one component
preferentia, so, vation of

one of the polymers.

by atomic force mtcroscopy
(AFM)

that

to

an interface, and

A variety of fdm structures

were dependent upon the
solvent,

were observed
substrate,

and

film thickness.

In this study, the influence
of substrate interactions

symmetric

PS/PMMA

films will be reported. Using

P(S-,MMA) random copolymer

brushes anchored to silicon
substrates, the interactions

at the substrate interface

varied precisely from one that
preferentially interacts with
interactions with

PS

are

more

on the demixing of

PMMA,

favorable, and finally, to one that

is

two components. Random copolymer
brushes were chosen with
0, 0.3, 0.58, 0.8,

and

1.0 to

PMMA. 26

)

In addition to addressing the

were also examined
each homopolymer.
are

produced

previously 24

is

one where

nonpreferential to the

styrene fractions,/, of

span the range of interfacial interactions.
(The random

copolymer brush having/=0.58 has been
shown
and

to

can be

after thermal annealing

A detailed examination

to

be nonpreferential or neutral to PS

morphology of the

as-cast films, films

above the glass transition temperature of
of the mechanism in which these structures

not provided in this chapter, however, as
this has been performed

.
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I'

\|)(

l

illK nl:il

P(S-,-MMA) random copolymer.,
having
0.80, and

PS homopolymer were
,ynthe.lzed

In

styrene fraction, of 0.30,
0.58, and

bulk via .

TEMPO "living"

polymerisation" wing a unimolecular
bitiator*. Thi, yielded
having hydroxy] and

TEMPO terminal

lor

l.l

and

w„h

copolymer.

PMMA m.

si,, exclusion

m„. we,c determined

cad, of the hydroxy]
terminated polymers

between

,

group.. Hydroxy! terminated

.ymheaized by , group tran.fer
polymerization, Q.ing
the weigh, average molecular
weight.,

ran,

free radical

chromatography,

to he approximately 10,000

polydi.per.iUe., m„,/m„. thai were

1.8,

Random copolymer

brush layers were produced by spin
coating films (-60 nm)

or the random copolymer
onto clean silicon substrates, The
films were annealed under

vacuum
the

lor three

days

random copolymer

will,

160'C. During annealing, .he hydroxy]
terminal groups anchor

to the native silicon oxide.

The

films were thoroughly rinsed

toluene leaving well defined brush
layers having thicknesses of

measured by
(A,=632.K

a

nm)

PS and

Rudolph Research AutoELR n ellipsometer

PMMA

Mw

with polydispersities,

PS and

I'MMA

at

helium neon laser

ho.nopoly.ncrs were purchased Iron. Polymei

,

of the PS and

M W /M

M

,

were dissolved

a spin

speed

pmma

I

AboratorfeS,

The

homopolymer was 52,000 and 49,000

of 1.03 and 1.05, respectively. 50/50 by weigh! mixtures

concentration of 3%(w/v). Films

brush surfaces

..sing a

5 6 nm, as

70° incidence angle.

al a

molecule] weights,

Ol

a.

oJ

...

toluene (a inulual good solvent) lo a total polymer

wee

spin coated directly onto the

900 RPM. Tapping mode atomic

55

random copolymer

force

microscopy

(AFM) was
microscope

period
in

using , Digitol |Ms(mmcms
Nan(jscope

^^

^ pK)be

height contrast mode.

Results mid Discussion

As-Cast Film Structures
Equal amounts of PS
(52k) and
toluene to produce a

3%

PMM A

(49k) homopolymers were dissolved

(w/v) polymer solution.

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer

The

solution

in

was spin coated onto

brush layers having
thicknesses of -5-6

nm

that

were

previously grafted to Silicon substrates.
The brush surfaces were chosen
to span the
entire compositional range
of the

correspond

to

P(S-.-MMA)

copolymer system.

Iron, pure

PS

to

brush surfaces having styrene
fractions,/,

PMM A.
of:

()

They

(PMMA),

0.3,0.58, 0.8, and 1.0 (PS).

The

effect of the brush surface

on the film structure of the polymer
mixture was

evident upon casting. Films spin
coated onto brush surfaces rich
1-0,

appeared hazy while

all

other films were optically smooth.

by optical microscopy clearly showed
(he

PS

that

in

PS, i.e.,/=0.8 and

Inspection of the films

phase separation occurred for films cast onto

rich brush surfaces, as a pattern of
different interference colors

across the film, indicating that
nonuniformities

in

was observed

film thickness were present.

In

contrast, films cast onto the brush surfaces
having compositions of /=(), 0.3, and 0.58

did not

show

large variations in interference colors.

variation in thickness

thickness of

For these films, where

little

was observed, ellipsometry was performed and yielded

-230 nm.
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a film

Tapping mode atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was used

to

examine the surface

.opography of each of the fi,ms.
He.gh, contrast images
were obtained
scan areas and are shown

in

figure

structural differences observed

AFM

3.

,

is

Films cast onto surfaces having/=0,

0.3,

In contrast, large
height variations are

These textures resemble

different positions

a, a characteristic

1

.0

in these

on the films are

is

fairly

uniform over large length

observed for films cast upon^O.8,
and

patterns associated with phase
separation thai

length scale of

films cast onto./=0.8, and

large

and 0.58 look very similar as
small

occurred by a spinodal decomposition
mechanism where the variations

occur

40 um=

uniform across the film surface.

heigh, variations are observed
on a surface that

.0 surfaces.

a,

x

The

by optical microscopy arc
markedly apparent

consistent indicating that the
morphology

1

40

as a function of brush
composition.

images. For each of the
films, scans taken

scales.

for

-Sum. Although

in

heigh, roughly

similar, the structures for the

brush surfaces differ by their heigh,
variations, as the

variations in the latter film are larger.

They

also vary in their lateral structure, as
the

thinner regions (dark areas) are
more circular for the film cast onto./=0.8 brush
surface
as

compared

to the film

having the PS brush surface, where they
arc predominantly

continuous.
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150.0 nM

0.0 DM

Figure 3.1. Height contrast

nm)

AFM images of symmetric PS/PMMA blend films (-230

from a toluene solution onto random copolymer brush
surfaces of
varying styrene fractions,/. Scan sizes=40x40
um.
after casting
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^cation of the struck
«o solven, etching
procedures

Cyclohexane and

was accsmpiished by
sub|ecUng

features

and monitoring changes

in ,he

performed simply by placing
lhc fi|ms

.„

,

the other

^

rf

remove

^

component

^

^

film structure.

acetic acid were used
as selective solvents ,o

PMMA rich domains, respectively, leaving

„, c

^

intact.

the

PS and

This was

^

^

^

minu.es. Subsequently,
the films were dried by
blowing nitrogen gas across
the film
surface.

To ensure mat

consistent,

the morphologies of the
film prior to selective
dissolution are

one sample was cleaved

into three pieces prior to
rinsing.

rinsed with cyclohexane,
another with acetic acid, and
the third

annealing studies that will be
addressed

was

One

left

piece

was

undisturbed for

the next section.

in

AFM scans (40x40 urn) of the Hints after rinsing

with cyclohexane are

shown

in

Figure 3.2. These structures have
a strong resemblance to
height contrast images

obtained prior to rinsing.

An

important distinction does exist for
each of these films,

however. Films placed onto brush
surfaces huving./=0.8<) and
J=\
having larger amplitudes.

A

.0,

show

comparison of the cyclohexane rinsed sample

structures

to Ihe as-cast

films indicates that the thinner regions
(dark areas) in the as-cast films are
removed by
the cyclohexane and the structure
of the thicker regions (bright areas) are
preserved.

Thus, the as-cast structures correspond

PS

rich matrix.

A

to thick

PMMA

rich regions situated in a thinner

comparison of Ihe films placed onto random copolymer
brush

surfaces having 1=0.0, 0.3, and 0.58,

show

little

variation in structure after rinsing with

59

0,0 nM

Figure 3.2. Height contrast

AFM images of symmetric PS/PMMA blend films after

rinsing with cyclohexane as a function of styrene
fraction in the

brush layer. Scan sizes=40x40 \im.
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random copolymer

cydohexane, as small film thickness
„ onuniforrmtles coyer
hetghts of the nonumformities
,

The

however, are larger

effec, of rinsing with
acettc ac,d

Films placed on brush surfaces
havmg^O.0,

after

^^^ ^

^

rinsmg w,,h cyclohexane.

produced dramatically different
0.3,

and 0.58 appeared to

substrate as large pieces were
observed in the acetic acid bath.

Upon

lift

results.

off from the

drying, the sample

did no. appear to have any
film remaining on the
surface. In contrast, acetic
acid did no.

remove

the films placed on the
/=0.8 and 1.0 brush surfaces.

After rinsing with acetic acid
and drying, the films were examined
with

shown

in Ftgure 3.3.

upon the>0.0,

removed with

0.3,

Surpris.ngly,

some

structure

was observed

and 0.58 brush surfaces desptte the

AFM as

for the films placed

fact that the films

appeared to be

the acetic acid etch. These
surfaces resemble the previous structures

observed after casting and upon rinsing
with cyclohexane, however, the amplitudes
of
the structures appear to be
smaller. Films placed on/=0.8 and
1.0 brush surfaces
structures that are the inverse of those
observed after rinsing with cyclohexane.

61

show

Figure 3.3. Height contrast AFM images of
symmetric PS/PMMA blend films after
rinsing with acetic acid as a function of
styrene fraction in the random copolymer brush
layer. Scan sizes=40x4() umi.
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The

results

ean be summarized as
follows. For films cas,
o„,o/=0.0, 0.3, and

0.58 brushes, ,he structure corresponds
to a btlayer comprised
of a PS rich layer

removes

the upper

PS

rich layer leaving
behind a layer rich in

to acetic acid, the lower

not

in

PMMA rich layer

is

dtssolved resulting in a

tntimate contact with the brush
surface.

away from

PMMA.

As a

the surface. Conversely,
films cas, onto

result, the

PS

a, the

With exposure

PS nch

layer tha,

upper PS rich layer

is

drifts

rich brush surfaces display an

interconnected strnc.nre with a
texture resemblmg a system
that had nndergone spinodal

decomposition.

Thus, the resultant film structures,
generated from spin coating a polymer
solution comprised of two
incompatible polymers, are strongly
dependent on the
substrate interactions.

structure

is

and

As

0.8.

The change

in structure

with/from

not observed to be gradual but occurs
at

a bilayer to an interconnected

some composition between>0.58

a note, the bilayer structure and the
interconnected

domain

structure

generated on the PS brush surface agrees
well with film structures observed previously.
Detailed treatments regarding the formation
of these structures have been provided

elsewhere 24

.
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Annealed Film Structures

As mentioned
Into three pieces.

previously, the .ubstret*
having the as.,,, r„

On, piece

for

temperature, corresponding to

-60°C above

I—

** PMMA

,

each brush composition,
wa» annealed

three day, to determine
the effect, of thermal
treatment on the
this

m

admixed

were cleaved
160«<

a.

for

structures',

the glass transition
temperature, the

™mcien, mobUlty so

that

in

and 0.58 brush surfaces channel

Mms generated

signifies

y upon

i

by spin coating on 7=0.0. 0.3,
ealing.

Films having

brush surfaces are transformed
into a structure comprised

top of a relatively

flal

film.

arge droplets are

I

i

serve

,|

,/=O.W brush surface; however. Ihcse
droplets arc highly urcgular
films placed

ontO>0.8 and

upon annealing. However,
helwccn PS and

M

Figure 3.4.

n was observed thai the
bilayer

and>0.3

PS

domain rearrangemcn,

can occur. The resultant
Structures generated after annealing
were examined by AI

and are shown

a,

I'MMA

.0

1

comparison

in

rich

brush surfaces

domains

is

,l„ no,

„i large

lc

„„„

,,,

shape.

h:

,

PMMA
dmpics

vin( lhc
,

In contrast,

show huge shudural changes

i„ the as cast structures,
the transition

less abrupt; as , result, the

distinguishable.

(vl

,„,

domains arc

less

MMA

PMMA, 0.3

,300.0 n M

0.5 mm

1150.0 DM

.

(-230 nm)

AFM

PS

1.0 mm

0 0 mm

Figure 3.4. Height contrast

0.58, 0.8,

images of annealed symmetric

0 0 DM
.

PS/PMMA

blend

from toluene solutions onto random copolymer brush
of varying styrene fractions,/ Scan sizes=40x40 u.m.
after casting
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s

fil

ms

:es

Selective dissolution of
the
acid, respectively,

was performed

same manner mentioned

PS and

PMMA domains wi,h cyclohexane and acet.c

to elucidate the identity
of the film structures in the

in the previous section.

Prior to tins, the substrates

were

cleaved into two pieces ensuring
that for a given/, samples
treated with the two
preferential solvents arise

from films having

identical morphologies.

cyclohexane and acetic acid, the
film structures were examined
with

images shown

in Figures 3.5

and

Upon

AFM

rinsing with

providing the

3.6.

After rinsing with either cyclohexane
or acetic acid, films having
PS

and^O.8

brush surfaces display similar
structures to those observed
prior to annealing. That
an interconnected structure
comprised of

PMMA regions are thicker.
domains become more

is,

PMMA and PS rich regions exists, where the

For the sample having the^O.8 brush
surface, these

distinct with annealing.

For films cast onto

PMMA and /=0.3

brush surfaces, rinsing with cyclohexane
removed the droplets. Conversely, acetic acid
rinses did not

remove these

large structures but did dissolve the
surrounding film. Thus,

these structures can be attributed to large

PMMA rich layer.
consist of irregular

Finally, the

PS

PS

rich droplets situated

on a

fairly

sample cast onto the /=0.58 brush surface

rich droplets

on an underlying

66

PMMA rich layer.

is

uniform

shown

to

0.0

Figure

1.5

Heighl contrasl

aim

aftei rinsing

with cyi lohexane as

brush layei

Scan sizes«40x40

Images
.1

ol

annealed lymmetrii

function oi styrene

um
67

frai

l,M

PS/PMMA

tion In the

blend films

random copolymei

PMMA, 0.3
1

Figure 3.6. Height contrast

.0 mm

0.58, 0.8,

i

1

500.0

PS

r>M

0.5 dm

250.0 nM

0.0 dm

0.0 nM

AFM images of annealed symmetric PS/PMMA blend films

after rinsing with acetic acid as a function of styrene
fraction in the

brush layer. Scan sizes=40x40 |nm.
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random copolymer

Thus, with annealing,
substanfial structural changes
occur for films p,aced on
f=0, 0.3, and 0.58 brush surfaces.
The b.layer

having PS rich droplets

in contact

with a

the interfacial area, the

PS

highly irregular. Films
structural

on>0.8 and PS

a, the interface

rich layer

Interestingly, the dewetted film
structure

,s

t

ransfor

med

into a

strucke

PMMA rich matnx through a process dnlven

by the nonfavorable
interactions occurring

To mmimize

secure

on

between the two polymers.

dewets the

PMMA rich layer.

the nonpreferenfial surface,
i.e.,^0.58,

is

brushes, however, do no, display
large

changes upon annealing. The
as-cast structures appear

to

be long lived or

metastable as large scale reorgamzafion
of the domains does not occur
under these

annealing conditions.

Conclusions
This chapter demonstrates that the
structure of a film produced by spin
coating a

PS and

PMMA homopolymer mixture onto a substrate

is

strongly dependent on the

surface interactions at the substrate.
Bilayer structures, comprised of a

top of a

PS

rich layer

on

PMMA rich layer were generated on random copolymer brush surfaces where

^=0-0.58. With annealing, these structures are
unstable and the PS rich layer dewets the

lower

PMMA rich layer to minimize unfavorable interactions between the domains.

contrast, interconnected structures consisting
of

PMMA and PS rich domains were

observed for films generated on surfaces where ^0.80-1.0.
These structures do not

change significantly with thermal treatment.
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CHAPTER 4
USING SURFACE ACTIVE RANDOM
COPOLYMERS TO CONTROL THE

DOMAIN ORIENTATION

IN

LAMELLAR BLOCK COPOLYMER FILMS

Introduction

Thin films of cliblock copolymers
have

due

attracted considerable attention
recently

to their potential use as
nanolithographic templates, for the
generation

electronic structures?, catalytic
surfaces*, and separation membranes".

copolymers are

of quantum

Block

ideally suited for this purpose
since films can be prepared easily,
the

copolymers self-organize

into a periodic array ofnanos.ructu.es,

of the domains can be regulated by
the relative and

total

and (he shape and size

molecular weight of each

block, respectively.

The behavior of diblock copolymers

in thin

films differs from that

in

the bulk

since inlcrfacial interactions control the
evolution of their structures- 12. For diblock

copolymer films composed of cylindrical or lamellar
domains,

inlcrfacial interactions

dictate the wetting layers at both the substrate
and surface interfaces and, consequently,

the orientation of the

microdomains

in the film.

Preferential wetting of either the air or

substrate interfaces by one of the blocks leads to
a parallel orientation of the

microdomain morphology with

respect to these interfaces. For films having thicknesses

less than the characteristic period, interfacial
interactions will dictate the wetting layers
at the interfaces,

but film thickness constraints

may

fundamental repeat of the morphology or a change
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result in a

in the

change

morphology

in the

itself 1315

.

Utilization of these arrays
of nanoscopic structures,
however, requires control

over the spatial orientation
of the microdomains
This study focuses on the
orientation
of the copolymer
microdomains normal to the surface.
Several approaches have
been

used to achieve perpendicular
orientation of the microdomains.
Perpendicular
orientation has been observed
for metastable films
containing either lamellar or
cylindrical morphologies by
solvent casting procedures*

copolymer film
been predicted
in several

to thicknesses that are

to

Confinement of the diblock

incommensurate with the domain

promote a perpendicular microdomain
orientation and has been shown

circumstances^.

Finally, perpendicular
lamellae

films comprised of hybrid
liquid crystalline block

have been observed for

copolymer*

triblock

and copolymers where one block
forms semicrystalline domains 23

An

size has also

copolymers^,

.

alternative approach to achieving
a perpendicular orientation of the

morphology

is

to

remove or balance

all interfacial

interactions^

i.

e ., using non-

preferential or neutral surfaces.
Interfacial interactions can be controlled

by

self-

assembling mixed monolayers on a surface,
as shown by Genzer and Kramei^.

Kellogg

et al .26

showed

same monomeric
this end.

that the

placement of random copolymers, consisting of
the

units as the diblock copolymer, at the
confining surfaces can achieve

However,

potential diffusion of the

diblock layer produced ambiguities
Recently,

Mansky

et al.27

in this

showed

random copolymer

into the confined

work.

that

by anchoring brushes of random

copolymers of styrene and methyl methacrylate, designated
as P(S-r-MMA),
substrates, diffusion of the

random copolymer away from
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the interface

was

to silicon

arrested

wh„e
the

ach.eving con lro over
,
interfacial interaction,

random copo, yme r

By

controlling the composition
of

brush, the interfacial
interactions can he changed
and at

styrcne, all interactions
were baianced,

random copolymers
loss of

all

Mansky
in a

el al

* further demonstrated

study of disordered
P(S-fe-MMA). Their experiments
showed a

copolymer brush was grafted
that lamellar

to the substrate.

The

microdomains oriented normal

perpendicular and parallel orientations 28
In this chapter,

neutral.

It

a method

is

the neutral

random

to the substrate interface

air surface,

PS induced an alignment of the lamellae

resultant film, therefore, consisted
of a

when

Stud.es on microphase separated
P(S-/,-

having the neutral random
copolymer brush. A, the
surface energy of

.surface is

the influence of the anchored

preferential segregation to the
substrate interface

MMA), show

of

the interactions of the
polystyrene or

i.e.,

polytmethy, methacrylate, blocks
with the interfaces were
equal and the
effectively neutral.

58%

however, the lower

parallel to the air surface.

mixed morphology having lamellae of

.

described by which both interfaces can
be

made

has been shown previously that
perfluoroalkyl terminated polymers strongly

segregate to a polymer/air interlace due
to the lower surface energy of
fluorinaled

groups^.

Incorporating this strategy, perfluorodecanoyl
moieties were chemically

end-linked to random copolymers having
compositions identical

to the neutral

random

copolymer brushes described above. The strong
segregation of the perfluorodecanoyl
terminated random copolymer to the surface effectively
traps the diblock copolymer

between two random copolymer brushes where the
interactions can be controlled.
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In

panicuiar, a

si
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fi,

m between two

an orientafion of the
n.cooomains no rm a, to the surface.

Experimental
Synthesis

P(S-r-MMA), with
synthesized in bulk via a

unimolecular

initiator.

TEMPO terminus.

M w/M

n,

a styrene fraction of 0.58
(as determined by

TEMPO "living" free radical polymerization

NMR), was
using a

This provided random
copolymers with one hydroxyl and
one

The weight average molecular
weight,

was determined

to

Mw

,

and polydispersity,

be 9,600 and 1.80, respectively,
by size exclusion

chromatography. The preparation
of the unimolecular

initiator

and the polymerization

of the random copolymer have
been described previously3 ^?.
In a

round bottom reaction

flask, 1.04

grams (-0.19 mmol) of the oc-hydroxyl-co-

TEMPO P(S-r-MMA) described above was dissolved in
heated to 62°

C

40 ml of distilled

THF and

under a nitrogen purge. 0.12 ml (-0.45
mmol) of perfluorodecanoyl

chloride (as provided by Zhouhui
Su, see
half fold excess,

was

transferred

ref. 29),

which corresponds

from a Schlenk tube

to a

two and one-

to the reaction vessel using a clean

gas tight syringe. The clear mixture was
allowed to react for 20 hours and the reaction
vessel

due

was allowed

to cool to

to the facile addition

the mixture

to

temperature. Quantitative yields can be expected

and large excess of the perfluorinated groups. Upon
reacting,

was yellow. The

column (Aldrich)

room

reaction mixture

remove hydrochloric

was then passed through

a basic alumina

acid byproduct and excess perfluorodecanoyl
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groups.

The

clear

eluem containing

methanol, collected h
y

filtration

the

random copolymer was

through . whai.nan 42 f,„
e

,.

precipe

^^

in

dried.

P(dS-/,MMA, was

synthesized anionicaUy.

The d

indicates that the polystyrene

bloek was perdeuterated.
Gel permeation chromatography
re sul«s yielded

with

M W/M„ =

period of 360

The morphology was observed

.3.,

1

A

to

Mw=50,000

he Lamellar with a characteristic

and a dPS volume fraction
of 0.53 as determined .Von,
solution

NMR

studies.

Characterization

Neutron

reflectivity

(SANS) were performed on
Technology

in

(NR) and small angle neutron
the

Gaithersburg,

was used with a

NG7 beam

MD.

guide

For neutron

at

scattering experiments

National Institute of Standards and

reflectivity, a

wavelength of ^4.75

resolution of Aqz/q z=5%, where
q2=(4^)sin6 and 0

is

A

the grazing

incidence angle. Small angle scattering
was performed using neutrons having a

wavelength of ^4.75

A

(A*A=22%), sample aperture diameter of 0.953
cm and

a

beam

stop diameter of 7.62 cm.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

results

Elmer Physical Electronics 5100 spectrometer using
Survey scans which correspond

sweeps of the

C LS

respectively.

Atomic

to large

were obtained with a Perkin-

Mg

Kcx (200

W,

15

kV) X-rays.

binding energy scans, and higher resolution

region were obtained using pass energies of 89.45 and
39.75 eV,
sensitivity factors

were determined from measurements performed
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on samples of known
compositions: F ls 1.000;
,

exposure of samples

to x-rays

was kept below 10 minutes

degradation to the methyl
methacrylate

CF4

minute (SCCM), a pressure of
watts/cm

2
.

CF4

0 1S

,

0.660.

The

total

to prevent appreciable

Cornell Nanofabrication
Facility

by Applied Materials>

^

The

gas flow rate of 10 standard
cubic centimeters per

less than

1

millitorr,

and a power density of 0.08

These etching parameters were
chosen because low-power, low
pressure

based REE has been shown

rate38-40.

at the

a customized reactive
ion etcher (RIE)

etching was performed with
a

and

units.

Polymer film etching was
performed

(CNF) using

C 1S ,0.250;

An etchmg

rate

to

smoothly etch block copolymer
Alms

^ ^^.^

Qf 15Q

measurements of polymer film thicknesses
before and

at

a controllable

by

after etching.

etching rate reflects an average of
the etching rates of both PS
and

The measured

PMMA.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images were obtained with a Leo Gemini

982 Field Emission Gun

SEM

at

CNF. To minimize

charging, a low incident

beam

voltage (1-5 kV) was used. Secondary
electron signals were collected from
both an inlens and side detector.

after etching

The

lighter regions of the

and the darker regions correspond

Image contrast

in

images correspond

to troughs

to ridges of

of etched away

PS

left

PMMA.

non-etched samples results from degradation and
removal of the

PMMA by the electron beam.
Atomic force microscopy images were obtained
Digital Instruments

Nanoscope

Ilia

in

phase contrast

scanning force microscopy

thicknesses were measured with a Rudolph Research
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mode

using a

in

tapping mode. Film

AutoEL -U

ellipsometer using a

R

helium-neon

laser

0=6328 A)

a,

an rncidence a„g,e of 70".
,R spectra were otained

with a Bio-Rad spectrometer.

Results and

nismwmn

Synthesis and Characterization of
Surface Active

Random Copolymers

Surface active random copolymers
were synthesized via an esterification
reaction where hydroxy! terminated

random copolymers were reacted with an
excess of

perfluorodecanoyl chloride as shown

in

Scheme

4.1.

IR spectroscopy confirmed the

modification of the random copolymer as
the peak attributed to the ester linkage
of the

perfluorodecanoyl group to the random copolymer
Figure 4.1 shows the IR spectra

in the

1729

cm

present for the modified polymer.

carbonyl stretching region for the modified and

unmodified random copolymers (Figure
at

is

4.1 a

and

b, respectively).

The absorption band

1

originates

from the methyl methacrylate

units

and the small band

at

1779

1

cirr

arises

from the

ester linkage

random copolymer 18 As can be
.

between the perfluorodecanoyl termination and the

seen, the latter peak

random copolymer.
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is

only observed for the modified

1

Scheme

4.

Hydroxy Terminated Neutral
Random Copolymer, fco.58

Perfluorodecanoyl Terminated Neutral

Random Copolymer,/=0.58

IK)

is

62"

1

C
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C

mi

J

+
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I
f
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Figure

4.

1

.

IR spectra of

(a)

a-perfluorodecanoyl,

hydroxyl-co-TEMPO P(S-r-MMA). Styrene

I

1650

'

|

1600

I

1550

(cm" 1 )

co-TEMPO P(S-r-MMA) and

fraction,/, in
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|

I

random copolymer

is

(b)

a

0.58.

The

surface activity of the
modified

random copolymers was
examined with X-

ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Thin
films,

copolymer were spm-coated on
sweeps were obtained
samples as-cast and

(95% of observed
there

is

to silicon substrates.

at take-off

to

XPS

surveys and

under vacuum for 17 hours

sampling depths of ~ 1

1

A

at

regional

160°C. The 15° and

photoelectrons originate from these
sampling depths). Further,more,

an exponential decrease

in sensitivity

photoelectrons originate from the
uppermost

Figure 4.2 shows the

It is

ls

and -40 A, respectively

with sampling depth. This effect

significant at higher take-off angles,
e.g. at a 75° take-off
angle,

angles.

C

angles of 15° and 75° from
the sample plane, for

after annealing

75° take-off angles correspond

-1000 A, of the modified random

XPS

1 1

54%

is

of the observed

A.

spectra of the as-cast sample at 15°
and 75° take-off

observed that the fluorine peak, found

significantly larger at a 15° take-off
angle.

The

at a

binding energy of 690 eV,

fluorine peaks obtained at 15°

is

and 75°

take-off angles correspond to atomic
percentages of 22.3% and 9.0%, respectively.

Figure 4.3 shows the higher resolution

XPS

spectra for the

C

ls

at

15° and 75° take-off

angles. Three peaks are observed at binding
energies of 293.5, 290, and

peak

at

293.5

eV

is

286 eV. The

attributed mainly to carbon atoms attached to
fluorine

atoms (C-F

carbons). Carbon atoms in the phenyl rings
of styrene units that undergo a 7C->rc*
transition also contribute to this region but this
contribution

and 286 eV correspond
respectively.

to ester

From Figure

4.3,

carbons and carbons bonded

it

is

is

to

minor. The peaks

hydrogen atoms,

evident that the peak at 293.5

eV (C-F

peak)

significantly larger at a 15° take-off angle. Integration of the
three carbon peaks
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at

is

290

Binding Energy (eV)
Figure 4.2.

XPS

survey of surface aelive random copolymer film

take-off angles.
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at (a)

15° and (b) 75°

300

296

292

288

284

280

Binding Energy (eV)
Figure 4.3. XPS Cj s region for surface active random copolymer film
75° take-off angles.
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at (a) 15°

and

(b)

provides quantitative information
regarding the relative amounts
of the different types

Of carbons observed.
that

A

comparison of the C-F peaks

at

the

two take off angles shows

carbons bonded to fluorine atoms
comprise 7.6% and 2.2% of the

atoms observed
These

for the

results

1

total

carbon

5° and 75° take-off
angles, respectively.

correspond

to

an enrichment of fluorine

at

that the perfluorodecanoy] groups
are segregating to the surface.

the surface

For

and indicate

th.s segregation to

occur, a layer consisting largely of
random copolymer must exist below the
layer

containing the perfluorodecanoy! groups.
Thus, the system adopts a structure where
there

is

a layer of the

random copolymer

at

the air surface with the perfluorodecanoy]

groups serving as the anchoring points. The

found to be similar

to those of the as-cast

XPS

results for the

sample indicating

annealed sampl.e were

that the segregation

occurred during casting.

Effect of Surface Active

Random Copolymers on Domain

The influence of the random copolymer
copolymer microdomains was examined under
include: neutral

anchored only

random copolymer

to the substrate,

at

interfaces

Orientation

on the orientation of the

three different conditions.

These

both interfaces, a neutral random copolymer

and neutral random copolymer anchored only

to the

air/polymer interface. They are denoted as N-N, N-Air, and Si0 -N, respectively, and
2
are

shown schematically

in

Figure 4.4. The thickness of the lamellar diblock copolymer

film used in these three systems

was held constant

periods of the lamellar microdomain morphology,
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at

1700

A

which

L measured
() ,

to

is

-4.7 repeat

be -360

A 17

.

The

(a)

N-N

Surface Active

Random Copolymer

Diblock Copolymer Film

Random Copolymer Brush
Silicon Substrate

(b)

N-Air
Diblock Copolymer Film

Random Copolymer Brush
Silicon Substrate

(c)

SiO r N

Surface Active

Random Copolymer

Diblock Copolymer Film
Silicon Substrate

Figure 4.4. Illustration of the three systems studied: (a)
diblock copolymer film
confined between two random copolymer brush surfaces, N-N,
(b) diblock copolymer
film on substrate grafted random copolymer brush without
surface active random
copolymer, N-Air, (c) diblock copolymer film on silicon substrate with
surface active

random copolymer applied

to polymer/air interface,
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Si0 2 -N.

case of adiblock copolymer
film on a silicon substrate
with a free surface

is

not

discussed since previous work?.-"
has shown that the lamell ae
are oriented parallel to
the substrate.

For the

N-N and N-Air

samples, hydroxyl-terminated
random copolymers

toluene were spin coated onto
5

The random copolymer
for

-4 days

to

in

mm thick, 5 cm diameter cleaned silicon substrates.

thin films

(-600

A

thick)

were annealed under vacuum

at

L60°C

ensure complete reaction of the
hydroxyl termini to the native oxide
and

then rinsed thoroughly with
toluene. The thickness of the
resultant random copolymer
brushes, determined by optical
ellipsometry, was -60 A. The diblock
copolymer films

were then spin coated from toluene
solutions onto two random copolymer
brush
surfaces and one clean silicon substrate.

A thin

film of the surface active polymer
having a thickness of

coated from a toluene solution onto a -5
x 7.5

cm

microscope

slide.

-60

A

was spin

This thickness

corresponds to a single monolayer of the surface
active random copolymer. The sides of
the microscope slide were scored with a
razor blade and the copolymer film

was

floated

onto a pool of deionized water and was retrieved
with the previously coated Si
substrates, effectively sandwiching the diblock

copolymer film between the substrate

and the surface active copolymer.

The

three samples were annealed under

vacuum

at

170°C

neutron reflectivity profiles of each of the specimens are shown
reflectivity profiles of ordered

for

in

26 hours. The

Figure 4.5. Neutron

symmetric diblock copolymer films typically show Bragg

peaks characteristic of the lamellar repeat period normal
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to the substrate

and Kiessig

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

1

q,

(A

)

Figure 4.5. Neutron reflectivity data of N-N, N-Air, and Si0 -N samples. First order
2
Bragg reflection is at q z =0.022 A"
1

.
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binges

A

',

that .suit

fro* the

(q z =(4^)sine,

where X

the samples indicating
that

the samples.

totaJ film thickness.

As can be

is

the wavelength

some

reflectivities

Bragg peak was observed

and 6

is

parallel orientation

of the lamellae existed

significant differences in the

The N-N, N-Air, and Si0 -N
2
samples had

each of

in

amount of ordering
a

maximum

peak
had the

that

floated on to the surface, the Kiessig
fringes are small and not well

resolved due, most likely, to the
surface roughnesses produced
film of

q z=0.022

the incidence angle)
for each of

of 0.187, 0.5.7, and 0.523,
respectively. For the two samp.es

random copolymer

at

seen, however, the
intensities of the Bragg peak
differed greatly

between the three samples indicating
parallel to the surface.

A

low molecular weight polymer by

in transferring a

very thin

the floating method.

Small angle neutron scattering
experiments were performed as a function of
the
incident angles, where the incident
angle

plane and the neutron beam.

It

has been

is

defined as the angle between the surface

shown previously

scattering can be extended to thin
polymeric filmS42.43.

contours obtained
in

at

that small angle neutron

Two dimensional

incident angles of 90° (normal to the substrate)
and 30°, are

Figure 4.6 for the three samples. For each of
the samples

isotropic scattering ring

the surface are probed.

is

at

shown

90" incidence, an

observed. In this geometry, density correlations parallel
to

The presence of a

scattering ring indicates that there are

lamellae oriented normal to the surface. The intensity
of the
the total

scattering

number of lamellae

oriented normal to the surface,

At 30° incidence, meridonal arcs are observed for the

maximum,

is

greatest for the

N-N and N-Air cases,

lamellae oriented normal to the surface and parallel to the neutron beam.
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proportional to

N-N

arising

case.

from

Figure 4.6. Small angle neutron scattering
patterns of (a) N-N at a 90° tilt angle, (b) N-N
at a 30° tilt angle, (c) N-Air at a 90°
tilt angle, (d) N-Air at a 30° tilt angle,
(e) SiO,-N at
a 90° tilt angle, and (f) Si0 -N at a 30° tilt angle.

The

2

scattering patterns at 30°

tilt

corresponds to the
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tilt

vertical direction

axis.

on the

The
highest

and

NR and SANS da,a show tha

when

SANS

the dib.ock

copolymer film

intensities, for the ring

respectively, arc the strongest.
for the

N-Air sampie

air surface

is

mo u„,

confined betwee „

and meridonal arcs

number of ,amellae

Si0 2 -N sample. The

strongest driver for parallel
alignmen,

This

is

interactions be.ween ,he

to

outweigh any

^

^^

is

considerably ,ess

weuing of ,he dPS block

relatively small.

a,

the

a, the air surface.

oriented normal to the surfaces

d.fferencc between the N-Air
and

is

is

angies of 90° and 30°,

orientation

of the lamellae

can be attributed to the
strength of the i„,erac,ions

PMMA.

at til,

The amount of norma,

parallel orientation

Interestingly, the

PS and

of pe.pendicu.ar
orientation

as expected since the
preferemia,

promotes a

negligible for the

lhe a

,

a, the interfaces.

is

Si0 2 -N cases

In the N-Air, the

only ,he d.fference in surface
energies between
In the

Si0 2 -N

case, however, s.rong

PMMA block and the native oxide layer

is

sufficiently strong

effect of the neutral interface.

Orientation of Lamellae as a Function
of Film Depth

To

further assess the orientation of
lhe lamellae in the film, real space
images

were obtained as a function of depth.
film surface

after the

was imaged with a

field

removal of part of the film 25

tetrafluoride,

CF4

,

A

relatively

new technique was used where

emission scanning electron microscope,

.

Here, lhe film

is

exposed

lo a

FESEM,

carbon

reactive ion eleh thai etches into lhe surface
of the polymer.

amount of polymer film removed can be

the

The

controlled by the exposure time. Successive
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etching steps followed by
lmaglng with the

morphology and
etchant

is

its

FESEM prov.de

orientation as a function of
film depth.

chosen over oxygen plasma
etching

in roughness.

With CF4

,

the etching rate of

information regarding the

It

should be noted that

as the latter leads to
significant increases

PMMA

PS. For lamellae
perpendicular to the substrate

this

is

approximately three times that of

produces a roughness characteristic

of the morphology that
permits a means by which once
can distinguish the
regions from the

PS

re gl on,

FESEM

PMMA

imaging can be performed with
the contrast

provided by the topography formed
from the etching process and no
staining

FESEM
shown

in

CF4

images of the samples studied by

NR and SANS

is

required.

prior to etching are

Figure 4.7-4.8. The contrast shown
in these images arises from
height

differences caused by the electron

beam

degradation of

PMMA.

For the

N-N

sample

(Figure 4.7), perpendicular lamellae
were observed, but the coverage was
nonuniform in
that

some regions

showed

less.

No

exhibited a high concentration of
perpendicular lamellae while others

perpendicular lamellae were seen

would be expected (Figure

showed

4.8).

Finally, the

at the

surface for the

N-Air case

as

Si0 2 -N sample surface predominantly

parallel lamellae; though, small areas

(-1% of the

film surface) of perpendicular

lamellae were observed.

The N-N and N-Air samples were then
approximately 230, 600, 1200, and 1450
topographies are shown in Figure 4.9.

successively etched to depths of

A and imaged

with

FESEM.

A comparison between the

perpendicular lamellae are present throughout the entire

N-N

two films shows

film and are not

appreciably observed in the N-Air sample until approximately 600
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Typical

A

of the film

is

that

Figure 4.7.

FES EM images

taken

at

two

different locations

from the N-N sample prior

The amount of perpendicular lamellae near the surface is not uniform over
the sample surface. The contrast is due to topography
induced by the degradation of
PMMA in the electron beam. The bars represent 500 nm.
to etching.
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Figure 4.8. FESEM image from the
N-Air sample prior to etching.
lamellae were observed. The bar represents

500 nm.
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No

perpendicular

Figure 4.9.

FES EM images

N-N

N-Air samples after -230 A of
the film was etched away; (c) N-N and (d) N-Air samples after -600
A of the film was
etched away; (e) N-N and (f) N-Air samples after -1200 A of the film was etched away;
and (g) N-N and (h) N-Air samples after -1450 A of the film etched away. The bars
represent

500

nm

in (a)

and

taken from: (a)

(b);

and

1

u.m

and

in (c)-(h).
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(b)

removed. At an etch depth of
1200
with grains square microns

sample

is

less

A the N-N

The amount of perpendicular
lamellae

in size.

and the lamellar order

etching depths of 1450 A, with -250

persists only over small
distances.

A

Examination of the micrographs

on

this size scale.

This mottling

m
is

is

at

etch depths of 1200 and 1450

size scale,

i.e.,

more evident

one can use the schematic diagrams shown

at

in

In areas

where the lamellae

dictated by the etching rate of the

greater etch depths.

Figure

4. 10.

is

As

PS and

parallel alignment will etch

more

a

The

texture can

To

understand

the ion

beam

etches

are normal to the surface, the etching will
be

PS microdomains. However,

PMMA.

shows

different will etch

in areas

parallel alignment of the lamellae, the etching
rate will be dictated

the etching rate of

A

brighter and darker areas are evident

through the sample, areas where the lamellar
orientation
differently.

Finally, at

seen for both samples.

be attributed to areas where lamellae
are oriented parallel to the surface.
this

N-Air

in the

of copolymer remaining, a strong
normal

orientation of the lamellar
microdomains

mottling of the image on the
0.5

samples show perpendicular
lamellae

Since

where there

is

a

by a combination of

PMMA etches more rapidly, areas with

rapidly and, consequently, will appear darker.

Evolution of Lamellar Ordering

To
surfaces,

study the ordering process of diblock copolymers between two neutral

NR and SANS experiments were performed on five different samples, each

having thicknesses of -1370 A,

that

were confined between two neutral surfaces. These

samples were annealed under vacuum

at

170°

94

C

for different times,

quenched

to

HII

HI

s

iiiiiiiiii
Figure

Cartoon of topography generated at different etching depths:
(a) no etch,
moderate etch, and (c) deep etch. Region (i) corresponds
to regions having only
4. 10.

'

(b)

perpendicular lamellae. Region (ii) corresponds to regions
having parallel lamellae on
top of perpendicular lamellae. Rectangular outlines
in (b)

thicknesses.
that

dPS and

and

(c) represent initial film

PMMA domains are shown in black and gray respectively.

PMMA domains etch approximately three times faster than dPS domains.
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Note

ambient temperatures by placing the samples onto aluminum blocks
temperature. Subsequently, the samples are examined with

uniform and rapid heat transfer
large, thermally equilibrated,

time, then quenched to

were returned

to the

surface.

the

this

maximum

at

maximum
Shown

is

q z ~0.022 A"

1

is

is

shown

in

Figure 4.11.

evident. After 15

near q z ~0.025 A"

1

is

evident.

With

seen to intensify, indicative of an

or the enhanced ordering of lamellae parallel to the

maximum peak

intensity

oriented parallel to the surface

is

is

only -0.153 indicating that

The

small.

initial

growth of

slow.

in Figure 4. 12 is the corresponding

0, there are

no strong correlations

time, the

maximum

is

SANS

profiles as a function of time.

in the neutron scattering length density

parallel to the surface. After 15 minutes a strong

With increasing

and remeasured.

reflectivity profiles is

in the reflectivity

long times, the

number of lamellae

At time

at

number of lamellae

Even

further

sign of parallel ordering of the lamellae

minutes of annealing, a change

increasing

for a specified period of

prior to measurement. Three of the samples

The time dependence of the neutron

increasing time, a

NR and SANS. To insure a

aluminum block under vacuum

vacuum oven, annealed

With no annealing, no

room

sample substrates were placed on a

to the samples, the

room temperature

at

maximum

at

0.0144 A"

is

evident.

seen to shift toward slightly higher scattering

vectors and increase in intensity. After 13 hours the intensity of this peak reaches a

maximum value

and then begins

lamellae normal to the surface

number of lamellae

is

to decrease suggesting that the orientation of the

quite rapid.

With

time,

i.e., at

parallel to the surface increases at the

96

24 and 40 hours, the

expense of lamellae oriented

53

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

i

q, (A

1

Figure 4.11. Neutron reflectivity data as
a function of annealing time at 1 70° C for a
sample confined between two neutral surfaces.
The data correspond to the following
annealing times: (a) 0 hrs. (b) 15 min. (c)
1 hr. (d) 3 hrs. (e) 6.75 hrs.
(f) 13.25 hrs

24

hrs. (h) 40hrs.

The data

(g)

are offset for clarity
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Figure 4.12.

SANS

confined between

scattering profiles as a function of annealing
time for a sample
two neutral surfaces.

98

norma,

to the surface as seen

annealing times

may

by the reduction

SANS

in the

peak

intensity.

The

be attributed to the lack
of registry between the
lamellae growing

from the two surfaces or
imperfections
floated onto the surface.

The combined

in the

NR

surface active

and

SANS

random copolymer

results unequivocally

films

show

that

the neutral surfaces induce
a rapid alignment of the
lamellae normal to the surface.

Effect of Casting of Surface
Active

Although the
clearly

show

film, there

results involving the

Random Copolymer

confinement between two neutral surfaces

the presence of perpendicular
lamellae throughout the thickness
of the

is still

a considerable

amount of

the parallel orientation. This

attributable to nonuniformities
of the surface active
the surface.

thickness

is

Since the molecular weight of

this

random copolymer

random copolymer

is

may

be

film floated onto

low and the film

small (-60 A), the mechanical
properties of the film are poor. This causes

substantia] cracking of the film and
a loss of integrity of the floated film.
This, in turn,

leaves areas where the copolymer
in

areas where there

is

is

not covered and

is

exposed

to air.

This will result

a preference for parallel alignment of
the lamellae. Other routes

of applying the surface active random
copolymer were, therefore, explored

more uniform

layer and to facilitate the processing.

random copolymer was
Therefore,

it

It

was found

to

provide a

that the surface active

soluble in acetic acid while the diblock copolymer was
not.

was possible

to spin coat the surface active

random copolymer

film directly

onto the diblock copolymer film without disturbing the
structure of the underlying

film.

The ramifications of this

random copolymer on
demonstrate

change

slight

in the deposition

the orientation of the
lamellar

this, results

on three different samples

microdomains

Air); with the

was spin coated onto
Neutron

left

In all cases a

a neutral

exposed

random

to air (designated

as N-N); and for the third,
the surface active

in

from these samples

random copolymer

after annealing at

Figure 4.13. The N-Air, N-N, and

reflectivities of 0.400, 0.13,

random copolymer from

1

70°

C

for

and 0.039, respectively. Thus, by casting
the

acetic acid, the

Bragg

reflection

is

one

is

suppressed by

third that of the

sample. This shows that the number of lamellae
oriented parallel to the surface

markedly lower

for the

results for the

intensity of the interference

N-N and

N-N

is

sample having the surface active random copolymer, which
was

spin, coated onto the surface

for the

40

N-N* samples had maximum

an order of magnitude as compared to the
N-Air sample and

SANS

N-

the surface of the block copolymer
(designated as N-N*).

reflectivity data

hours are shown

surface active

wh 1C h

To

second sample, the surface active
copolymer was floated onto the diblock

copolymer (designated

Bragg peak

sample was

first

are profound.

will be discussed.

diblock copolymer was spin
coated onto a Si substrate to

copolymer brush was anchored. The

of the surface active

from an

acetic acid solution.

same samples

maximum

is

are

shown

nearly

70%

in Figure 4. 14.

greater for the

In these data, the

N-N* sample

than

nearly five times greater than that for the N-Air sample. Since
both the

peak position and the

full

relative increase in the

width and half

peak intensity

is

maximum

are the

same

directly related to the

oriented normal to the surface. Consequently,

100

NR and SANS

for each sample, the

number of lamellae
results clearly

show

a

Figure 4.13. Neutron reflectivity data comparing three
samples:

N

N-N* sample where

random copolymer layer was spin coated on from acetic acid solution,
sample where surface active random copolymer layer was floated
on, and N-A

surface active

sample. Diblock copolymer film thicknesses
1400 A.

101

in

N

each of these films are approximately
y

Figure

Small angle neutron scattering data comparing three
samples: N-N* sample
where surface active random copolymer layer was spin
coated on from acetic acid
solution, N-N sample where surface active
random copolymer layer was floated on, and
N-A sample. Diblock copolymer film thicknesses in each of these films
are
approximately 1400 A.
4. 14.
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pronounced enhance,™,

FESEM

surface.

contrast in the image

surface.

As

preserved

the

at all

,

he orientation of the
lamellae normal to ,he
substrate

prov.des addition* direc,
ev.dence ,o suppo r ,

FESEM resuhs

are the

in

for the

is

sample

N-N* sample

poor, the surface

is

is

a, different

this.

Shown

etching depths.

in

4,5

Though

a-c

the

covered with iamellae oriented
norma! to the

etched, the orientation of the
lamellae normal to the surface

is

depths.

Atomic Force Microscopy Studies

The
further

structure at the polymer/air
interface for the

examined using phase

contrast atomic force microscopy.
Figure 4. 1 6

images, obtained for the N-Air
(top) and
the effect of the surface active

perpendicular lamellae

is

N-Air and N-N* samples was

N-N*

shows

(bottom) films that clearly demonstrate

random copolymers. For

the

N-Air

film,

no indication of

observed. In stark contrast, perpendicular
lamellae are

observed to cover the entire surface of the
N-N* sample. Apparently,
through the thin surface active random
copolymer

layer.

on the N-N* sample also show complete
coverage of
lamellae.

103

AFM

can probe

Examination of other locations

the air surface by perpendicular

Figure

4. 15.

away, and

FES EM image

(c)

520

of

N-N* sample

A of film etched away.

with

The

104

(a)

no

etch, (b)

bars represent

1

200

urn

A of film etched

Figure
(top)

4.

1

6.

Phase contrast

and N-N* (bottom)

AFM

films.

images obtained

at

Scan size=2x2 u.m.

105

polymer/air interface for N-Air

Conclusions

The combined NR, SANS,
FES EM, and
demonstrate

that the orientation of

AFM

studies presented here

copolymer microdomains can he
controlled hy

manipulating the interface
interactions of the copolymer.
preferential affinities of the

morphology of

the

copolymer segments with

copolymer can be forced

to

In particular,

hy removing

the interfaces, the

microdomain

assume an orientation norma,

substrate interlace.
Eliminating preferential interactions

at

to the

both the substrate and

surface interlaces leads to
the case where the microdomain
orientation nor.ua. to the
surface persists through the entire
film. In this work, control over
the interfacial
interactions

was achieved by use of random
copolymers where

the interactions can be

easily and precisely manipulated
by changing the composition
of the

At the substrate, anchoring the
copolymer

random copolymer away from

random copolymer

to the substrate prevents
diffusion

the substrate.

At the

air surface, a

of the

block copolymer

comprised of a perfluorodecanoyl block and
a random copolymer block was used
where
the

low surface energy of

copolymer

the perfluorodecanoyl block effectively
anchored this

to the air surface, thereby confining
the diblock

between two neutral surfaces.
active

random copolymer was

It

was

also

shown

that a

copolymer of P(S-/;-MMA)

uniform coverage of the surface

essential in order to generate a laterally uniform

morphology. The methods presented

in this

chapter are simple, quite robust, and are

applicable to other systems. Film thickness effects have
not been treated

though, for neutral surfaces,

this

should not be a

1

06

critical factor.

in this

chapter
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CHAPTER 5

MIXED LAMELLAR FILMS: EVOLUTION,
COMMENSURABILITY
EFFECTS, AND PREFERENTIAL
DEFECT FORMATION

Introduction
Recently, block copolymer
thin films have been studied
extensively due to their
potential applications as:
nanolithographic templates', separation

membW, and

precursors for quantum electronic
arrays-l Block copolymers
are ideal for these

purposes

as:

size of the

microphase separation occurs

at the tens

domains can be dictated by controlling

morphological control

is

of nanometer length scale, the

the total molecular weight,

afforded by dictating the relative volume
fractions of the two

blocks, block copolymers having
a variety of different properties can
be synthesized,

and films can be generated easily over large
areas 4
In thin films, the behavior of block

factors, interfacial interactions 5 ' 8

wetting of one block

at

.

copolymers depends primarily on two

and commensurability^o. Normally, preferential

an interface occurs

in

order to minimize interfacial and surface

energies. Consequently, a parallel orientation
of the domains,
is

i.e.

cylinders or lamellae,

induced to persist throughout the film thickness.
Commensurability of the film

thickness with the natural block copolymer period also
plays a central role
structure.

Films having thicknesses

that are

in the

film

incommensurate with the natural repeat

spacing undergo quantization of the film thickness to discrete integer
or half integer
values of the repeat spacing for symmetric and antisymmetric wetting
cases,

110

respectively. This results
,„ lhe generation of
terraces

(i.e.

islands and holes, a, .he

polymer/air interface and provides
a mechanism by which
the natural spacing can be

maintained throughout the entire
film thickness as shown
films between

two impenetrable boundaries

occur

1

some

or

all

Figure 5.,. Confinement of

prohibits terracing and the block

chains must either stretch or
compress, resulting
or a rearrangement of

in

in a

copolymer

deviation from the natural period,

of the domains into a perpendicular
orientation must

M4
.

Recently,

can be used

it

has been

shown

that

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer brush

to finely tune the interactions
of a

copolymer film with

its

surfaces

symmetric P(dS-/>MMA) block

boundaries'*. For brush surfaces having
a styrene fraction of

-0.58, the interactions between each of
the block, with the random copolymer
surface
are balanced so that the surface

is

^preferential or neutral

to the

two components. As

a result, block copolymer films placed
on the neutral surfaces do not exhibit preferential

wetting and a perpendicular orientation of
lamellar 1 5- 17 or cylindrical domains'* with
respect to the film boundaries

is

induced. For lamellar films, complete coverage
of the

neutral surface with this perpendicular
alignment

orientation

is

more favorable than

is

attained indicating that this

the parallel orientation

however, preferential wetting of the PS block occurs due

compared
parallel

to

PMMA.

This results

in a

mixed lamellar

and perpendicular lamellae are observed

at

19
.

At the

to its

air interface,

lower surface energy as

structure (Figure 5.

1

)

where

the air and neutral surfaces 2.20-2.^
'

respectively. In strict contrast to the structures induced by
commensurability effects, the

mixed lamellar

structures generated near neutral surfaces form regardless of film

111

Figure 5.1. Various block copolymer thin film
structures:
antisymmetric wetting, and c) mixed lamellar structure.

1

12

a)

symmetric wetting, b)

thickness as incommensurability
of the film thickness
with the natural period can be

accommodated by

efther increasing or
decreasing the thickness of the
perpendicular

lamellar re gl on. Consequently,
the natural period can be
maintained throughout the film
thickness and island/hole
formation
In this chapter, studies
of the

placed upon neutral

P(S-r-MMA)

angle neutron scattering

(SANS)

precluded.

is

mixed lamellar

structure of

P(dS-/>MMA)

surfaces using neutron reflectivity

is

films

(NR) and small

described. First, the evolution
of these structures

with annealing time will be
addressed. Second, the processes

in

which perpendicular

lamellae alleviate incommensurabilities
between the film thickness and the natural
lamellar period will be examined.
Finally, the defects associated
with the interface

between

parallel

and perpendicular orientations of lamellae
and

observed commensurability trends

will

their relationship to the

be discussed.

Experimental

Sample Preparation
P(S-r-MMA), with

a styrene fraction of 0.58,

was synthesized

in

bulk via a

TEMPO "living" free radical polymerization using a unimolecular initiator 24 27
"

provided random copolymers having a hydroxyl and

TEMPO terminal group.

.

This

The

weight average molecular weight,

Mw

size exclusion

be 9,600 and 1.80, respectively. The preparation of

chromatography

to

,

and polydispersity,

the unimolecular initiator 26 and the synthesis of the

described previously. 25

113

M w/M

n,

was measured by

random copolymer have been

Random copolymer

brush layers were generated
by spin coating films
(-60 nm)

of the random copolymer
onto clean silicon wafers.
The films were annealed under

vacuum

C

160*

at

for 3 days.

Duong

annealing, the hydroxy,
terminal groups attach to

the native oxide surface;
subsequently, the samples are
thoroughly rinsed with toluene

leaving well defined brush
layers having thicknesses
of ~6 nm, as measured by
ellipsometry.

The

surfaces towards

neutral or nonpreferential
behavior of these

PS/PMMA

P(dS-/>MMA) was
to

remove

residual

random copolymer

systems has been described
thoroughly elsewhere -7-27.28.

synthesized anionically and soxhlet
extracted in cyclohexane

homopolymer

polystyrene.

The d

indicates that the polystyrene

block was perdeuterated. Size
exclusion chromatography results
yielded
with

M w /M

n

period of 36
studies.

=1

.5.

nm

The morphology was observed

substrates having the grafted

at

be lamellar with a characteristic

and a dPS volume fraction of 0.53 as
determined from solution

The block copolymer was dissolved

under vacuum

to

Mw=50,000

170°C

in

toluene and spin coated directly upon

random copolymer brush

for various times

NMR

Films were annealed

layer.

and subsequently quenched

temperatures by placing the samples onto aluminum
blocks

at

to

ambient

room temperature.

Characterization

Neutron

reflectivity

(SANS) were performed on
Technology

in

(NR) 29 and small angle neutron
the

Gaithersburg,

was used with a

resolution of

NG7 beam

MD.

guide

For neutron

at

scattering experiments

National Institute of Standards and

reflectivity, a

wavelength of Ji=4.75

Aq z/q z =5%, where q z =(47rA)sine and e

1

14

is

the grazing

A

incidence angle. Small angle
scattering was performed using
neutrons having a

wavelength of 1=5

A (A^=22%),

diameter of 7.62 cm, and a
incident

beam

2D

sample aperture diameter of 0.953 cm,
a beam stop

area detector. Samples were
placed directly in the

(silicon is effectively transparent
to neutrons) with the angle

sample surface and incident beam fixed

between the

at 90°.

Polymer film etching was performed

at

the Cornell Nanofabrication Facility

(CNF) using

a customized reactive ion etcher
(Rffi) by Applied Materials, Inc. Carbon

tetrafluoride,

CF4

,

etching was performed with a gas flow
rate of 10 standard cubic

centimeters per minute

of 0.08 watts/cm 2

.

(SCCM),

a pressure of less than

1

millitorr,

and a power density

These parameters were chosen because low-power,
low pressure

based RIE etches block copolymer films smoothly
and

at

a controllable rate 6.30-32.
1

CF4
The

etching rate for the P(dS-Z>-MMA) block copolymer,
which reflects an average rate for

PS and

PMMA,

was determined

to

be 15 nm/minute by ellipsometry measurements of

the film thicknesses prior to and after etching.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were obtained with a Leo
Gemini

982 Field Emission Gun

SEM at CNF.

To minimize

charging, a low incident

beam

voltage (1-5 kV) was used. Secondary electron signals were collected from
both an
lens

and side detector.

faster than PS.

It

has been observed the

in-

PMMA etches approximately 3 times

Consequently, etching generates topographies

in regions

having

perpendicular lamellae where lighter regions correspond to ridges of PS and the darker
regions correspond to troughs where

PMMA was etched away.
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Film thicknesses were

measured with
(A=632.8 nm)

Rudolph
pn research
Research AutoEL
AntnFT R -II
tt *n;
ellipsometer using

a

at

a

helium-neon laser

an incidence angle of 70°.

Results and Discussion

Evolution of Mixed Lamellar Film
Structures

Symmetric P(dS-*-MMA) block copolymer
was spin coated
neutral

P(S-r-MMA) brush

samples were annealed
hrs and subsequently

that all films

at

upon seven

surfaces producing films having
thicknesses of 150 nm.

170°

quenched

C

under vacuum for 10 min, 30 min,

to

room

2, 6, 12, 24,

temperature. Inspection of the samples

remained optically smooth. Neutron

neutron scattering

directly

reflectivity

The

and 42

showed

(NR) and small angle

(SANS) experiments were performed on each
of these samples

to

determine the structural evolution. For
comparison, one sample was examined with

and

SANS

prior to annealing.

The neutron
shows

reflectivity data are

shown

in

1

order Bragg peak

lamellae.

Upon

annealing for 10 minutes, a

first

1

at

q z =0.022 A" becomes evident indicating the formation of parallel

With longer annealing

order peak becomes observable

is

Figure 5.2. The unannealed sample

a critical edge at z =0.013 A" and Kiessig
q
fringes characteristic of the film

thickness with no other distinguishable features.

peak

NR

times, the

at

first

q z =0.050 A"

1
.

order peak becomes larger and a third

The

intensity of the first order

plotted as a function of annealing time in Figure 5.3 and clearly

formation of parallel lamellae

at short

shows

anneal times (the unannealed sample

116

is

Bragg

the

not

0.00

0.02

0.04

qz

0.06

0.08

(A-»)

Figure 5.2. Reflectivity data (filled circles) vs. z as a function of annealing time
q
170° C. The solid lines represent fits to the data. The data are offset for clarity.
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eg

S

0

20

10

30

Time, hrs
Figure 5.3. a) Bragg peak reflectivity and b)

maximum circularly

intensity as a function of annealing time at 170° C.

represented in these plots.
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averaged

The unannealed sample

SANS
is

not

represented in the plot). The
amount of parallel lamellae increases
with further

annealing and levels off

at

long annealing times.

Fits to the reflectivity
data in Figure 5.2 provide
scattering length density, b/V,

profiles as a function of distance,
z,

samples (Figure

5.4).

For the unannealed

essentially flat throughout the film.

period of -36

from the polymer/air interface

nm emanates

for

each of the

film, the scattering length
density is

For annealed films, a damped
oscillation having a

from the polymer/air

interface.

Regions high

in scattering

length density correspond to dPS,
low scattering length densities correspond
to
rich regions,

and the random copolymer brush layer

to a thin silicon oxide layer

is

observed

(b/VdPS =6.37 x 10 10 cm" 2 b/V
PMMA
,

b/V brush =1.25 x 10 10
polystyrene

cm 2

,

at the air interface is

observed

is

at

amounts of dPS and

=U

x 10

10

cm"

2
,

short anneal times which, consequently,

damped with

increasing distance from the air

In contrast, the scattering length density

random copolymer brush

z=150 nm, adjacent

and b/V oxide =3.1 x 10 10 cm" 2 ). Complete wetting
of

induces the parallel ordering that
interface.

at

PMMA

layer (z=150

PMMA.

is

nearly constant near the neutral

nm) and corresponds

Since the block copolymer

is

to a region

having equal

microphase separated,

this

region corresponds to lamellae that are oriented perpendicular
to the neutral random

copolymer

surface. Thus, the

NR results are consistent with a mixed lamellar structure

as depicted in Figure 5.1.
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———
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I

150

I
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(nm)

Figure 5.4. Scattering length density profiles, as a function of distance from the
polymer/air interface, z, obtained from fits to the NR data as a function of annealing
time.

The

fits

are offset for clarity.
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Small angle neutron scattering
data were obtained
angle (incident

beam

is

normal

to

at a

90° grazing incidence

sample surface) for each of these
samples. The

scattering pattern obtained
from the unannealed film did not
display well defined order.

For each of the annealed films,
however, a scattering ring centered

at

observed, confirming the presence
of perpendicular lamellae. The

maximum

averaged intensity was determined
and
Figure 5.3.

As shown,

is

q^O.0155 A"

1

is

circularly

plotted as a function of annealing
time in

the scattering intensity

is

observed to increase

initially,

diminishes slightly after 6 hours, and then
does not change significantly after 20
hours.

Thus, the

NR and SANS

results

show

that

upon spin coating,

a structure lacking

well defined order persists as the Bragg
peak and scattering ring are absent.

Upon

annealing, ordering of the lamellae parallel
and perpendicular to the film boundaries

occurs very rapidly

at the air

and neutral random copolymer

interfaces, respectively.

After 6 hours of annealing, the number of
perpendicular lamellae decreases while the

amounts of parallel lamellae increases

slightly.

This change can be explained by

considering the grain growth of the block copolymer
domains. The parallel lamellae

can be considered as a single grain while the perpendicular
lamellae are arranged

randomly
at the air

as

many

grains. Since parallel

and substrate

and perpendicular lamellae are induced

interfaces, respectively, minimization of the total

grain boundary area leads to growth of the parallel regions of lamellae
the perpendicular lamellae. After

at the
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it

form

amount of
expense of

20 hours, the amounts of perpendicular and

lamellae do not change significantly with further annealing. Although,

to

parallel

cannot be

concluded

even

an equilibrium

that

state

is

attained, the

mixed lamellar

structures are stable

after very long anneal times.

Commensurability Effects

As mentioned

previously, any incommensurability,
between the film thickness

and natural lamellar period,

in

mixed lamellar films can be

alleviated by increasing or

decreasing the amounts of perpendicular
lamellae. Consequently, block copolymer
films on neutral surfaces do not exhibit
island/hole formation.

by which

this occurs, a series

from 50.5

to 156.8

to

study the mechanism

of block copolymer films of various
thicknesses ranging

nm, were spin coated onto random copolymer
brush

annealed for 40 hours

performed

To

at

170°C

NR

and

measure the amounts of

SANS

parallel

layers

and

experiments were subsequently

and perpendicular lamellae with changing

film thickness.

Representative

NR

reduced film thicknesses

from the

fits

are

mixed lamellar

shown

data and

in

in

nm.

NR

and

is

for

mixed lamellar films of various

NR

data suggest a

structure with parallel and perpendicular lamellae at the air and substrate

all

film thicknesses.

maximum Bragg

circularly averaged

,

shown

Figure 5.5. The scattering length density profiles resulting

Figure 5.7 shows the

d/L 0 where d

are

Figure 5.6. As shown previously, the

interfaces, respectively, for

maximum

fits

SANS

data clearly

show

as

measured by

NR

and the

intensity as a function of reduced film thickness,

the film thickness and L„

SANS

peak intensity

is

the bulk lamellar spacing and

is

a periodic behavior, with a periodicity
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equal to 36

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

% (A"')
Figure 5.5. Reflectivity data (open circles) and fits (solid lines) vs. z for films of
q
various reduced film thicknesses, d/L0 The data are offset for clarity.
.
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Figure 5.6. Scattering length density profiles, as a function of distance away from the
polymer/air interface, z, obtained from NR fits for various reduced film thicknesses.

The

fits

are offset for clarity.
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25

Figure 5.7.

peak

Maximum

circularly averages

SANS

intensity (filled triangles)

reflectivity (open circles) as a function of reduced film thickness.
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and Bragg

U superimposed upon

corresponding to

SANS

the behavior of increasing

intensity with increasing film
thtckness.

Phase by exactly 1/2L, with

The

NR and SANS

NR and SANS mm.ma occurring a,

reduced film thtckness values,
respectively. The difference

sum of the amounts of parallel and

perpendtcular lamellae

increase linearly with film thickness.

commensurability

The

Bragg peak and

periodictty of

is

expected as the

mixed lamellar films must

in

U

half integer and integer

phase

in

data are out of

is

a clear indication of

effects.

Defect Formation at Perpendicular/Parallel
Lamellar Interface

Diblock copolymers have often been compared
because there
to the block

is

a

mass density wave and

copolymer

interfaces.

a director

Common

line

materials are also observed in block copolymers.

to

smectic

A liquid crystals

which can be defined perpendicular

and wall defects found

A number of studies

in smectic

A

have addressed

various block copolymer defect structures in the
bulk33-39 and t0 a lesser extent in thin
films.

Thin film work has been mainly limited

formation 4

^

at the

edges of

is i and/hole

to

dislocation^ and

structures;

twist

boundary

however, defects not associated

with these structures have been addressed to a small extent 7

-

3

>-

45
.

Misorientation of the two lamellar domains requires the formation of
defects

at

the interface. In order to understand the commensurability effects
observed in these
films, the interface

inherent to

the

it

between the

parallel

and perpendicular lamellae and the defects

must be understood. Perhaps,

mixed lamellar case

is

the series of

the

most

related type of defect to those in

"T" junctions observed by Gido

126

et al. in

P(S-M)

systems-*. Malsen also observed
these structures

mixed lamellar films* This type of
defect
a h,gh asymmetric

tilt

angle (-90°)

is

in self

consistent field calculations in

depicted in Figure 5.8 and can form

observed between two lamellar grains.

is

be considered to be a series of two
types of disclinations having
strengths,
1/2

and -1/2. The cores of the two types
of disclinations are marked

will be

the

denoted as

s

mixed lamellar

1/2

shown

mixed lamellar

core, these structures

may

at the

in

Figure 5.1 which

is

Consequently, throughout

shown

in

Due

be more energetically favorable due to the
comparatively

this chapter,

it

will be

assumed

is

highest.

mixed lamellar

that the

Figure 5.1 are characteristic of the observed films.

in

to this, the significance of the

Figure

5.

1

shows

mixed lamellar

boundaries with two parallel

that parallel

air surface until a s, /2 disclination

s, /2

disclination in

films warrants analysis. Figure 5.9 shows a schematic of a typical

this figure, a

two

structures require bending in lamellae
around the defect

lamellae traverse through the film thickness from the

encountered.

of

parallel/perpendicular lamellar interface. Despite

Examination of the mixed lamellar structure

is

to that

also comprised of the

smaller areal density of disclinations, where
lamellar deformation

structures as

Figure 5.8 and

,

structure as

can also

S, equal to

and s, /2 respectively. These structures
are very similar

types of disclinations that form
the fact that the

in

It

when

s )/2

mixed lamellar
disclination.

In

film structure can be emulated by defining the film

lines.

If lines a

and z are chosen as the boundaries, the

region between lines a and c are comprised solely of perpendicular lamellae, where line
c

is

placed

at the

end of the

s i/2

disclination.

The distance between

127

lines a

and

c,

where

Figure 5.8. Schematic of "T" structure. Triangles and
circles mark
disclinations, respectively.
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s., /2

and

s

z

c

b
a

Figure 5.9. Schematic showing the relationship between a
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$

m disclination and d

only perpendicular lamellae
are observed, will be
referred
lamellar height and will be
denoted by d
x

A

decrease

in film thiekness

to as the perpendicular

.

can be modeled by simply moving

line a closer to

(keeping the position of z fixed).
This effectively decreases dj and,
consequently, the

amount of perpendicular lamellae
can approach

z,

model film

in the

is

reduced.

It

is

observed

without affecting the core structure
of the disclination,

reached. At this point, a further
decrease
the hemispherical cap that
terminates the

in

s

me

that

until line b

a

is

d L would necessarily disrupt the structure
of
disclination core and

1/2

would therefore be

unfavorable. Thus, a mixed lamellar film
defined by the lines b and z would correspond

where d x

to a film

height,

is

minimized,

i.e.

d^d^.

d1>min would be approximately equal
,

The minimal perpendicular lamellar

to the radius

of the hemispherical cap or

Lo/4.

As discussed by Chandeshekar46

,

disclinations and dislocations in smectic

liquid crystals can have different cores configurations.
For block copolymers, this

the case, as defects can be distinguished by the
composition of their core,

A
is

also

which can be

comprised of either block component. The energies associated with defects
having
different cores

may

make one

type

more

structures

where

interface

the

differ as influences in the structure of the block

favorable. Figures

s,/ 2

and

s.| /2

5. 10-5.

12

show

copolymer may

three series of

mixed lamellar

disclinations exist at the perpendicular/parallel lamellar

and alleviate the mismatched orientation of the two lamellar regions (PS=gray,

PMMA=white). Each

series

one lamellar period and

is

comprised of structures having film thicknesses ranging

differ in the identity of the disclination cores.
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The

disclinations

Figure 5.10. Schematics of mixed lamellar structures (PS=light gray,

having
at

s.| /2

L0 and

and

S| /2

disclinations comprised of

each schematic

is

labeled by

its

PS

cores.

The dark

PMMA=black)

solid lines are spaced

reduced film thickness. The film thickness

increases until an additional layer of parallel lamellae can be inserted and the

perpendicular lamellar height can be minimized,
values of the reduced film thickness.
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i.e.

d±=di>min This occurs
.

at integer

Figure 5.11. Schematics of mixed lamellar structures (PS=light gray, PMMA=black)
having s.1/2 and S1/2 disclinations comprised of
and PS cores, respectively. The
dark solid lines are spaced at L0 and each schematic is labeled by its reduced film

PMMA

thickness.

The

film thickness increases until an additional layer of parallel lamellae can

be inserted and the perpendicular lamellar height can be minimized,
occurs

at integer

values of the reduced film thickness.
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i.e.

d±=dlim n This
i

.

3.5

4

4.5

4.5

Figure 5.12. Schematics of mixed lamellar structures (PS=light gray, PMMA=black)
having s.| /2 and S| /2 disclinations comprised of
cores. The dark solid lines are

PMMA

spaced

at

L0 and

each schematic

is

labeled by

its

reduced film thickness. The film

thickness increases until an additional layer of parallel lamellae can be inserted and the

perpendicular lamellar height can be minimized,
integer values of the reduced film thickness.
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i.e.

d^d^min. This occurs

at half

come

in pairs, i.e. for

every

s

disclina.ion there exists one

l/2

schematic-, in eaeh series, corresponds
to a

perpendicular lamellar height

pefiod

in

is

the parallel lamellae

aPProaches

<*l,

A

point

+Lo

^

PS and

PMMA,

parallel layer

in

d =d„

is

of an addition parallel layer can occur

recovered. Since the total amount of

in the film is related to d,, films

and

5.1

respectively.

=L,/4, while .he na.ural repeat

order lor the parallel lamellae to
maintain

this point, insertion

necessarily correspond to local

In Figures 5.10

i.e.

minima

1,

In

the

in

s, /2

the

where dx=dlMn should

amount of perpendicular

core identity

is

PS while

both cases, the occurrence

in

can be inserted (where d lM)in can be recovered)

thickness values. In Figure

5. 12,

this case, additional insertion

both

occurs

at

S| /2

and

s.,/ 2

the

s

1/2

core identity

is at

half integer values.

5.

is

integer reduced film

have cores comprised of

inconsequential to the behavior of the system as Figures

S| /2

lamellae.

which the additional

From

10 and

PMMA.

In

a comparison of the

three series, three conclusions can be made. First, the core identity of

the formation of

(he

reached when the perpendicular lamellar
height

is

so that the minimal perpendicular
height

perpendicular lamellae

The top

disclination.

maintained. With increasing film
thicknesses, the

perpendicular lamellar height must increase
the natural period.

l/2

mixed lamellar morphology where

minimized,

is

s

5.

1

1

s., /2

disclination

is

show. Second,

disclinations having only one type of core leads to a behavior where

additional insertion of parallel lamellae occurs periodically with periods of

the film thicknesses for

which

this

occurs

is

L

()

.

dictated by the core identity of the

Finally,

S| /2

disclination. Thus, through this process, commensurability effects are manifested

through a periodic variation

in the

amount of perpendicular and
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parallel lamellae,

where

.he period

dictated by

is

U and the positions

lamellae are maximized are
dictated by d

Since the
periodicity of

NR

and

SANS

U as opposed

the observed behavior that

disclinations.

However,

to

,„

parallel

.

data display a commensurability
trend having a

LJ2, the mechanism described above
does not explain

would be expected

if s 1/2

which perpendicular and

disclinations

for a film

having both PS and

PMM A s

1/2

formed preferentially with PS cores, the

commensurability trend would have a
period corresponding

to

L0 and

the

amounts of

perpendicular lamellae would be minimized
and integer reduced film thickness v..Hues

This

is in full

At

from the

accordance with the experimental

this point a

NR

data

is

reexamination of the scattering length density
profiles obtained

warranted (Figure

random copolymer brush

lamellae

As
is

5.6).

the air surface

PMMA and

is

previously, near the neutral

indicates a perpendicular alignment of the

approached, a periodicity corresponding to parallel

observed. The interface in which these two regions intersect
provides

information regarding the defect structure.

formed the

As shown

surface, the scattering length density
corresponds to the

weighted average of dPS and
lamellae.

results.

first

correspond to

If

only

s, /2

disclinations having

PS cores

undulation next to the perpendicular lamellae would necessarily

PMMA and a "trough" in the scattering length density profile would be

observed adjacent to the perpendicular lamellae. Conversely,

if S| /2

disclinations having

PMMA cores formed, the first undulation would correspond to an enrichment of PS
and, consequently, a

"bump"

in the scattering length density profile

would be observed

adjacent to the perpendicular lamellar region. However, ambiguities in the scattering

135

length densky profiles from the

dPS

or

PMMA,

profiles

NR data preclude

the determination of the

unequivocally. Nevertheless, better

comprised of

s, /2

disclinations having

PS

fits

component,

were typically obtained for

cores.

Preferential Defect Formation
Ideally, cross sectional imaging,

i.e.

transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

could be used to directly examine the defect
structures associated with the mixed
lamellar films. Normally, samples are
prepared by one of two procedures prior to

microtoming.

First,

annealed films can be either floated onto
supports*? or embedded

into matrices5,48.49 that have

mec hanical

Alternatively, films can be cast

layer and then

annealed^ 1.

properties similar to the

upon polyimide

Unfortunately, mixed lamellar structures cannot be

The former procedure

random copolymer brush
film to the brush layer.

surface

The

is

latter

is

TEM using either of

precluded as floating the films off of the

impossible due to adhesion of the block copolymer

approach

is

not feasible as the neutral

copolymer cannot be anchored

to the thin gold layer; consequently, the

structures cannot be generated

on gold

in the latter

approach

is

surfaces.

random

mixed lamellar

Substitution of silicon oxide for gold

also not possible, since differences in thermal expansion

between the evaporated oxide and polyimide
thin oxide layer

film.

substrates having a thin evaporated gold

generated in a fashion suitable for examination by cross sectional
these approaches.

polymer

upon annealing 52

substrate causes substantial cracking in the

.
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Despite these limitations, the
defect structures associated with the
block

copolymer system used

in this study

can be closely scrutinized. This

is

performed by

using a reactive ion etching/field
emission scanning electron microscopy
(REE/FESEM)

technique that provides a means in which
block copolymer domains oriented
perpendicular to the plane of the film and the
defects attributed to them can be

examined. Although the defects observed

in this

manner have

defect lines that are

perpendicular with the film boundaries and thus
do not directly contribute to the

observed commensurability trends, significant
information regarding the general
formation of defects in

this

system

is

obtained and can be applied to the defects

structures that are accountable for the observed
commensurability trends.

The
to a

CF4

RE/FESEM technique

is

performed by exposing the block copolymer film

reactive ion etch and imaging the internal film structure
with field emission

scanning electron microscopy.
three times faster than PS.

to the film

As

It

has been found that

PMMA etches approximately

a result, block copolymer domains oriented perpendicular

boundaries develop topographies indicative of

its

morphology and

orientation with regions higher in topography corresponding to

appear bright.

By

incorporating successive etching and imaging steps, this process can

be used to examine the morphology and

been used

to

PS domains which

its

orientation at various film depths and has

confirm the mixed lamellar morphology

in

P(S-fr-MMA) systems on

neutral surfaces.

Figure 5.13 shows a typical

FESEM

image of the

internal structure of a

140

nm

block copolymer film confined between two neutral random copolymer surfaces. The
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Figure 5.13.

FESEM

ion etching.

Barium

image of film confined between two neutral surfaces
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after reactive

observed topography was generated
by etching 52
approximately 88

nm

thiek.

171
*.

parallel lamellae that

of the film away leaving a film
of

As shown elsewhere, perpendicular
lamellae form

throughout the thickness of the film
nonpreferential

nm

in the

case where both film boundaries
are

However, regions lacking
form due

to a lack

which can be

attributed to

of registry between perpendicular
lamellae

emanating from the two neutral boundaries,
neutral surfaces are selected instead
of

in contrast,

are observed.

Films confined between two

mixed lamellar films

for this study as the

images

obtained from them are ideal for the study
of defect structures. Conversely, mixed
lamellar structures are mottled due to
varying amounts of parallel lamellae across
the
film surface and very high defect
densities are observed; consequently, difficulty
in

examining single defects

is

encountered.

Examination of the perpendicular lamellae

in

different types of defects. Three typical line
defects,

and edge dislocations are commonly observed and
defect cores marked. Interestingly,

it

and types of defects observed

in

strong inclination to form

and

dislocations having

with one core

is

s.| /2

Figure

PMMA cores.

S| /2

1

s., /2

are

was observed

comprised primarily of one type of core. Table

Figure

shown

that

shows

in

Figures

number of

5. 14

with the

each type of defect was

illustrates this point

5. 13 are tabulated.

origin from

a

disclinations, s l/2 disclinations,

disclinations having

The

5. 13

As

where the number

the table shows, there

PS cores and edge

which defects form

preferentially

not understood and to our knowledge has only been observed in one

other case. This was encountered by Liu

et al.,

139

where edge dislocations attributed

to

is

a

Figure 5.14. Region displaying

a) a

S| /2

disclination, b) a

edge dislocation.

140

s.1/2

disclination,

and

c) an

island/holes structures in P(Sfe -2VP)

comprised of the

Table

PVP block 41

Number

5.1.

Mock copolymer Sims had

.

of various defects having PS
and

PMMA cores observed in Figure

PS

PMMA

s -i/2

365

12

S-1/2

314

20

35
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Edge Dislocations

At

cores exclusively

the defect core, the conformation
of the block copolymer molecules deviates

considerably from those observed in unperturbed
regions as a substantial interfacial
curvature

is

forced.

Two mechanisms

can promote interfacial curvature and may,

consequently, promote the preferential formation
of one type of core. The

compositional asymmetry of the block copolymer
molecule^,

one block component

is

interfacial curvature is

slightly larger.

As

the

volume

i.e.

the

first

volume

fraction deviates

from

involves

fraction of

0.5,

promoted with a concavity tending toward the minority

component. Thus, defects may form preferentially

to

minimize chain

stretching/compression energies associated with interfacial curvature and space

filling

requirements. Indeed, Matsen predicted that "T" junction defects in mixed lamellar
films can form preferentially with the existence of a slight compositional asymmetry
in
the block

copolymer molecule 23 The second possible mechanism involves
.
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conformational asymmetry* of the
block copolymer molecule,
where one block
effectively stiffer than the other,

the persistence length

i.e.

effectively promotes concavity
toward block copolymer

WockM

stiffer

and may once again lead

Consideration of
preferentially form with

s 1/2

PS

and

s. 1/2

cores,

curvature

is

convex and concave

reference to the

PS

one block. This

domains comprised of the

to a preferential

formation of defects.

disclinations observed in this study,

shows

interfacial curvatures near the
core.

larger in

is

That

for s 1/2

that the

is,

two

is

which

structures display opposite

immediate

to the core, the interfacial

and s, /2 disclinations, respectively, with

cores. Thus, these results directly
contradict arguments that the

preferential formation of defects

is

based on induced curvatures driven by
compositional

or conformational asymmetry and further
work on block copolymer defect structures
necessary. Despite

PS cores

is

mixed lamellar

forming
films

Of further
is

is

at the interface

between

parallel

and

An

s. 1/2

disclinations having

extrapolation of this result

and perpendicular lamellae

in

consistent with the observed commensurability trends.

s., /2

disclinations having

PS

inconsistent with the "T" structure (Figure 5.8) as these structures
necessitate

of two disclination types are different. This further supports the

premise that mixed lamellar structures
Figure

5. 13,

like those

shown

in

Figure

5.

10 are accurate. In

regions analogous to this mixed lamellar structure

regions where lamellae intersect

Figure

s l/2

note, the preferential formation of s
)/2 and

that the core identity

lact, in

formation of

clearly observed for perpendicular lamellae.

to disclinations

cores

this, the preferential

is

at 90°.

An example

5. 15.

142

is

of such a structure

observed

is

shown

in

in

Figure

Region where lamellae are orthogonal (white box);
be similar to proposed mixed lamellar structure.
5. 15.
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structure

is

observed to

Conclusions

Mixed P ( s-/,MMA)

lamellar block copolymer
films display structures
that are

dictated by surface interactions
and commensurability effects.
At a neutral P(S-,-

MMA)
due

random copolymer

to segregation of the

surface, a perpendicular
alignment

PS block

at

is

induced. Conversely,

the air interface, a parallel
alignment

observed

at

commensurability of the film thickness
with the natural period of the
block copolymer

is

is

the free surface. Unlike
typical block copolymer
film structures where the

manifested through the formation
of island/hole structures,
mixed lamellar structures do
not form islands/holes and
commensurability effects are exhibited
as a periodic
variation in the

NR

and

mixed lamellar
lamellae

is

amounts of perpendicular and

SANS

generated

experiments were performed

Upon

films.

parallel lamellae.

at

to study the structural evolution

of

annealing, a parallel and perpendicular
orientation of the

the air and substrate interlaces,
respectively.

After this

initial

growth, the amounts of perpendicular
lamellae slowly decrease as the number
of parallel
lamellae increase. At long anneal times,
a metastable state

amounts of perpendicular and

parallel lamellae

is

reached where the

do not change significantly upon further

annealing.

The

relative

amounts of perpendicular and

highly dependent on film thickness. The period of

one lamellar period and

between the

1/2

parallel

is

parallel lamellae

this

evidence for commensurability

mixed lamellar

to be

behavior corresponded to exactly

effects.

Since the interface

and perpendicular lamellae can be described as

disclinations, schematic

were found

a series of

s,/ 2

and

structures having disclinations of varying

144

s.

core types were cons.rueced.

found

to

From

be dependent upon the

observed indicated

that

s

these eonstructs, the
commensurability behavior

m dtsclination core identity and

examinmg perpendicular

m disclinations having PS

lamellae in films confined between
two

neutral surfaces. In addition
to the preferential
formation of ,

exclusive formation of edge
dislocations havtng

having PS cores was observed.
The reason for
understood but

is

the periodicity

s„ 2 disclinations form preferentially
with PS cores.

Indtrect evidence for the
preferential formation of s

cores was obtained by

is

w disclinations, nearly

PMMA cores and s,,

this preferential

2

disclinations

formation

is

not

consistent with the commensurability
trends observed in the

lamellar films

145

mixed

.

.
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CHAPTER 6
CYLINDRICAL BLOCK COPOLYMER

FILMS ON PREFERENTIAL AND

NEUTRAL SURFACES: EFFECTS OF
INTERFACE INTERACTIONS

Introduction

The understanding of bloek
eopolymer

thin

ms

fi,

hu.s

progressed substantially

recent years due to potential
applications in a variety of
technologies

assembly provides control

making them
precursors'.

in

morphology and

ideal for the formation

Through

copolymer films

is

a

The

natural self

nanometer length scale

of unique nanostructured
materials and their

number of studies,

dictated by

size a, the tens of

H

in

i,

has been

two fundamental

shown

that the structure

factors, in.erfaeial interactions

of block

and

commensurability.

Normally, preferential interactions of
one block with an interface induce a
layering of (he block copolymer

domains™. For block copolymers

that

microphase

separate into lamellar sheets or hexagonally
packed cylindrical arrays, this results
parallel alignment of the

been observed

domains with respect

that interfacial interactions

copolymer domains over very

to the film

may be

boundaries '0-15.

in a

In fact,

it

has

sufficiently strong to align block

large areas through thicknesses that are

many times

larger

than the repeat period. Furthermore, for asymmetric
block copolymers, e.g. spheres and
cylinders, the influence of interfacial interactions

in the

morphology near

that order into a

the interface 16

.

may

be sufficient

to

induce a change

Typical film structures for block copolymers

hexagonal array of cylinders arc depicted

150

in

Figure

6.

1

Figure

6.

1
.

Typical block copolymer film structures comprised of a cylindrical

morphology.
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In addition to interfacial
interactions, the commensurability
of the natural

domain spacing with
structure*.". For

period,

L0

,

the film thickness

incommensurate

differences of exactly

L0

,

is

films, the film thickness is
such that the natural

If the

films are

a quantization of the film into
discrete thicknesses, with

and through

throughout the film. Laterally,

two

a determining factor in the
resultant film

cannot be maintained throughout
the thickness of the film.

not confined, this results

commonly

is

this

this

process the natural period

is

realized

occurs on the tens of micron length
scale and

is

referred to as island/hole formation.
For incommensurate films confined

rigid walls, generation of
islands/holes

is

by

precluded and the domains must either

deviate from the natural spacing or form
structures having mixed orientations
whereby
the block

component having nonfavorable

interactions with the interface

is

forced to

preside at the film boundary!*^. Finally5
films having thicknesses that are less than Qr
are near the natural period,

morphology 20 21
'

.

i.e.,

ultrathin films, can

be forced to deviate from

its

natural

Thus? commensurability effects are sufficiently strong
to force

thickness changes over large length scales, change
the preferred orientation of domains,

and induce morphological changes.

To

fully utilize

block copolymer thin films for

many

applications,

it is

often

necessary to align the block copolymer domains in a particular orientation.
As

mentioned previously, remarkable alignment

parallel to the film boundaries can be

induced by interfacial interactions. From an application standpoint, however, a
perpendicular orientation of the domains

may

152

be more desirable and, consequently,

preferential interactions of

or overcome.

one component

A number of strategies

a,

an interface must be either
circumvented

have been applied

utilization of: electric
fields***, patterned surfaces24

^^^
,o

accomplish

this .ncluding the

^^

procedures*.*, confinement*™,
and novel block copolymer
molecules
self

assemble

in this

manner^. To each of

,

hese

and disadvantages are inherent.

,

that naturally

Qf

Recently, a more subtle approach
has been demonstrated which
involves the

removal of the origin from which

the parallel alignment

end anchoring of nonpreferential or
i.e.

grafting

b-MM A)

neutral

first

to the film

boundary,

demonstrated for lamellar P(S-

systems whereby P(S-r-MMA) random
copolymers, having a styrene fraction

film boundaries.

neutral surface

It

was

was observed

is

to

PS and

PMMA,

were localized to the thin

that preferential segregation

of one block to the

arrested resulting in a perpendicular
orientation of the lamellar

domains with respect

to the film

boundaries'^. The surface coverage of perpendicular

observed to be complete even without contributions from
confinement or

commensurability

effects.

This

is

in

accordance with results from Pickett

indicate that the perpendicular orientation

where

induced. This involves the

random copolymers

random copolymer brushes^. This was

of 0.58 and are nonpreferential or neutral

lamellae

is

is

et al. 37 ,

which

favored over a parallel orientation in cases

preferential interactions are absent or insubstantial. This

entropy associated with block copolymer chains having

is

attributed to larger

this orientation at a

boundary.

In this study, the utilization of neutral surfaces for controlling the orientation
of

P(S-/?-MMA) block copolymer domains

is

extended to a system having a cylindrical

153

morphology comprised of an

PMMA cylinders ,n a PS matrix where the

array of

fundamental factors governing
the structure of block
copolymer
interactions.

The

firms,

effects of commensurability
will be addressed in

i.e.,

intcrfacra,

Chapter

Us.ng

7.

neutron reflectivity (NR), surah
angle neutron scattenng
(SANS), and atonuc force

microscopy (AFM), the

structure of cylindrical block

surfaces will be examined.

It

will be

demonstrated

copolymer

that like

thin films

on various

P(S-ft-MMA) lamellar

structures, cylindrical structures
can be induced to orient
perpendicular to neutral

surfaces.

Experimental

Sample Preparation

A series of P(S-r-MMA) copolymers, having a range of
synthesized in bulk via a

TEMPO

compositions were

"living" free radical polymerization.

The

polymerizations were performed using a unimolecular
initiators that provided random

copolymers having hydroxyl and

TEMPO terminal groups.

chromatography, the weight average molecular weights,

Mw

Using size exclusion

,

were determined

to

approximately 10,000 for each of the random copolymers with
polydispersities,
that

were generally between

1.1

and

been described thoroughly elsewhere 39

Random copolymer brush

The

1.8.

'

synthesis of the

be

M w/M

n,

random copolymers has

40

layers

.

were generated by spin coating films (-60 nm)

of the random copolymer onto clean silicon wafers. The films were annealed under
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vacuum

a,

I60°C

for 3 days.

During annealing, the hydroxy!
tenuina, groups attach ,o

the native oxide surface.
Subsequemiy, the samples are rinsed
thoroughly with toluene

leaving well defined brush layers
having thicknesses of ~6 nm,
as measured by
ellipsometry.

P(dS-/>MMA), having
and soxhlet extracted

in

a Styrene fraction of 0.70,

cyclohexane

to

remove

was synthesized anionically

residual polystyrene

homopolymer. The

d indicates that the polystyrene block
was perdeuterated. The molecular weight
was
determined to be

M w =73,400 with M w/M

The block copolymers were observed
comprised of

to

=1.14 by size exclusion chromatography.

n

microphase separate into a morphology

PMMA cylinders in a PS matrix.

from toluene solutions

Films were generated by spin coating

directly onto substrates having the
grafted

brush layers. The samples were annealed

at

170°C under vacuum

random copolymer
for various times

and

subsequently quenched to ambient temperatures
by placing the samples onto aluminum
blocks

at

room

temperature.

Characterization

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and neutron

(NR) were performed on
Technology

in

NG7 beam guide

the

Gaithersburg,

having a wavelength of X=5

MD.

A

beam with

experiments

National Institute of Standards and

Small angle scattering was performed using neutrons

(AAA=22%),

aperture diameter of 0.953 cm, and a

the incident

at

reflectivity

2D

a

beam

stop diameter of 7.62 cm, sample

area detector. Samples were placed directly in

the incident angle between the sample surface and incident
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beam

being varied with a
goniometer. Neutron

of X=4.75

reflectivity

A and a resolution of Aq /qz= 5%,
z

was performed with

where q z =(4 K /X)si„e and e

ineidenee angle. Atomie foree
microscopy images were obtained

phase contrast

microscopy

AutoEL K -II

mode

using a Digital Instruments
Nanoseope

m tapping mode.

in

is

a wavelengfl,

the grazing

both heigh, and

Ilia .scanning foree

Film thicknesses were measured
with a Rudolph Research

ellipsometer using a helium-neon
laser (X=632.8

nm)

at

a 70" incident

angle.

Results and Discussion

Compositional
In previous studies,

it

was observed

orient perpendicular to neutral

of 0.58.

To determine

Window

of Neutrality

that lamellar block

random copolymer

copolymer domains

surfaces having a styrene fraction,/,

the orientational dependence of films
comprised of this

asymmetric block copolymer, which forms cylinders
of

PMMA in a PS matrix, six films

of nearly identical film thicknesses (-100 nm)
were spin coated onto random copolymer
surfaces having the following styrene fractions:
0.50, 0.53, 0.56, 0.58, 0.60, and 0.65.

The samples were annealed

at

170°

C

for

48 hours and subsequently quenched

to

room

temperature. Films placed upon random copolymer surfaces having
styrene fractions

> 0.56 remained

optically

smooth while films placed on the 0.50 and 0.53 brush

surfaces appeared hazy. Optical microscopy shows that the haziness

formation of island/holes and

is

is

attributed to the

a clear indication of a parallel alignment of the

cylindrical domains.
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Neutron

reflectivity

(NR) and small angle neutron

performed on each of these samples
Standards and Technology

in

at the

NG7

beamline

Gaithersburg, Maryland.

scattering

(SANS) were

the National Institute of

at

NR

The

data are

shown

Figure 6.2 (hollow circles) for
the six films. Each of the
data sets show a

q z ~0.0,6

A

'

and a Bragg peak

at

in

critical

edge

at

1

q2 ~0.024 A" which indicates some

parallel

alignment

of the cylindrical domains.
Comparison of films having island/hole
structures to those

remaining smooth show

that the Kiessig fringes,

which

arise

from interferences

associated with the total film thickness,
differ substantially. They are
smeared out

at

high q z for films having island/hole
structures and are prominent throughout
the qz range
for films having uniform thicknesses.

due

The smearing

to superposition of Kiessig fringes

lateral

dimensions

for the

former case

coherence length of the neutron beam.

Consequently, scattering length density profiles for
these data are

However, good
these are

shown

fits to

the data

fit

to

of course,

from the terraced film structure which have

that are larger than the lateral

they necessitate a simultaneous

is,

two film

profiles weighted

were obtained from the smooth

as solid lines in Figure 6.2.
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difficult to obtain as

by

their areal coverage.

films,

where ,/>0.56, and

Figure 6.2.

NR data (open circles) and

films placed on

fits

random copolymer brush

(solid lines) for 100

nm block copolymer

surfaces of varying styrene fractions,/.

data are offset for clarity.
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The

The

scattering length density profiles
obtained

Figure 6.3 as a function of distance,

z,

from the polymer/air

scattering length density correspond
to dPS,
to

from these

fits

are

interface.

shown

in

Regions high

in

low scattering length densities correspond

PMMA rich regions, and the random copolymer brush layer

is

observed

at

z=150 nm,

adjacent to a thin silicon oxide layer (b/V
10
2
dPS =6.37 x 10
cm" b/V PMMA =l.l x 10 10 cm,

'

10
b/V brush=1.25 x 10 10 cm" 2 b/V
2
oxide=3 .l x lO
cm" and b/V Si =2 x 10 10 cm" 2 ). For
,

,

each of these

fits,

a high scattering length density

is

interface that corresponds to an enrichment
of dPS.

observed near the polymer/air

Troughs

in the scattering length

density profiles are observed with increasing
distance from the air interface and can be
attributed to cylinders aligned parallel with
the film boundaries.

the troughs

is

found

cylindrical layer,

to

be 37

L0 which
,

nm

is

The spacing between

and corresponds well with the thickness of one

simply the distance between two neighboring cylinders

multiplied by a factor of V3/2.
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Figure 6.3. Scattering length density profiles plotted as a function of the distance from
the air interface, z, for 100 nm block copolymer films placed on random copolymer

brush surfaces of varying styrene fractions,/. The data are offset for
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clarity.

The

strength and

number of the

troughs, however, varies
significantly with the

composition of the random copolymer
brush

copolymer composition,
length density

from the

is

to a value

if

of -4.6 x 10'"

is

this interface

profiles

In contrast, films placed

is

approximately 40

the brush interface.

at

a clear indication of

a parallel alignment of the cylinders
as

which display troughs traversing though
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)

samples by placing the samples

is

2

cm

nm

upon random copolymer brush layers

less than that of pure PS, but

and promotes

(sample surface

and the scattering

observed for the film placed upon the./=0.56

whcre./=0.60 and 0.65 show an enrichment
of dPS
is

random

a perpendicular orientation of
the cylinders occurred at

the neutral surface. Similar
behavior

length density

film having the neutral

This scattering length density
corresponds well with the expected

value that would be obtained

random copolymer.

The

i.e.y = 0.58, displays the
smallest troughs

observed to plateau

air surface.

layer.

The

dPS segregation

shown by

b/V

were obtained for each of these

results

directly in the neutron

in the

the

to

the entire film thickness.

beam with

a zero incident angle

perpendicular with the incident beam) to supplement the

This places the scattering vector

scattering

NR

data.

plane of the film and as a result, scattering arises

primarily from perpendicular cylinders. (A detailed treatment of
scattering from
cylinders in thin films

is

provided

in

Appendix A.) The

each of these samples show isotropic rings centered
to a period

of 38

by NR. The
composition

nm

q=0.0165

A

1

which corresponds

and agrees well with the cylindrical layer thickness as determined

maximum
in

at

scattering patterns obtained for

circularly averaged intensity

is

plotted versus

random copolymer

Figure 6.4. The intensity of the peak was observed to be highly
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dependent on random copolymer
brush composition and
at^0.56-0.58. Thus, these

a sharp

maximum

results indicate the presence
of larger

i.s

observed

amounts of

perpendicular cylinders for films cast
upon brush surfaces having
compositions.*)^-

0.58 and

is

The

consistent with the

results

NR

results.

can be understood as follows. For
the film placed on random

copolymer surfaces/=0.56 and

0.58, segregation of either block

perpendicular orientation of the cylinders
that deviate only slightly

cylinders. Films placed

is

induced.

is

arrested and a

Random copolymer compositions

from the neutral composition produce
primarily

upon brushes having compositions

larger than the neutral

composition, i.e,/=0.60 and 0.65, display
segregation of the PS block
interface as

formation

is

shown

in the scattering length density
profiles in

composition indicating a

compositional window,

in

to the

brush

Figure 6.3. Island/hole

observed for films placed upon brush surfaces
having compositions slightly

less than the neutral

observed

parallel

in

lamellae and

which

is

parallel

alignment of cylinders. Thus, the

neutrality occurs for cylinders,

is

identical to that

extremely shaip as only slight deviations from the

compositions induce preferential segregation of one block
consequently leads to a parallel orientation.
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to the substrate surface

which

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

/
Maximum circularly averaged SANS intensity obtained at a 0° incident
100 nm block copolymer films placed on random copolymer brush surfaces

Figure 6.4.
angle for

varying styrene fractions,/.
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of

Evolution of Film Structure

Neutron Reflectivity Kpv.ik

To determine
cylindrical block

the effects of surface interactions
on the structural evolution of

copolymer films with annealing, four

series of films, consisting of

seven samples each, were prepared
on various surfaces. They correspond
surfaces comprised of PS,
silicon substrate.

PMMA,

random copolymer and

neutral

The 70/30 P(S-/>MM A) was

cast

vacuum

at

in

each series was

170"C

for

20 min,

left

1,

brush

a clean, untreated

on each of these surfaces producing

films having nearly identical film
thicknesses of 150

One sample

to

nm

as

measured by ellipsometry.

unannealed and the others were annealed under

5, 17, 64.5,

and 162 hours.

Figures 6.5-6.8 show reflectivity data obtained from
films cast upon the various
surfaces.

The unannealed

films and films annealed for 20 minutes

show Kiessig

characteristic of the film thickness with no other
discernable features.

of annealing, a Bragg peak

is

observed

at q/ =0.025

1

hour

1

With

the exception of

PMMA brush surfaces, the reflectivity data at longer annealing times

appear similar

in that the data

large structural changes

the

After only

A" for films placed on each of the

different surfaces indicating that parallel cylinders have
formed.

films cast on

fringes

do not change

do not occur

after

1

significantly with further annealing. Thus,

hour of annealing. For the film cast onto

PMMA brush surface, the data change markedly as the Kiessig fringes become

smeared out with increasing annealing time. This
islands/holes at the polymer/air interface and

is

is

associated with the formation of

apparent as the surfaces appeared hazy.

Films cast upon the other surfaces remained optically smooth for
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all

annealing times.
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Figure 6.5.

NR data for

150

nm P(dS-6-MMA)

0.05

0.06

0.07

(a- 1 )

block copolymer films placed upon
silicon substrates, as a function of annealing time at 170°C. The data
are shifted for
clarity.
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0.00

Figure 6.6.

PMMA

0.01

NR data for

150

0.02

0.03

nm P(dS-b-MMA)

0.Q4

0.05

0.06

0.07

block copolymer films placed upon
brush surfaces as a function of annealing time at 170°C. The data are shifted
for

clarity.
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0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

q
Figure 6.7.

NR data for

150

nm P(dS-fe-MMA)

0.05

167

0.07

(A- 1 )

block copolymer films placed upon

neutral brush surfaces as a function of annealing time at 170°C.
clarity.

0.06

The data

are shifted for
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Figure 6.8.

PS

NR data for

150

nm P(dS-Z?-MMA)

0.05

0.06

0.07

(A- 1 )

block copolymer films placed upon a
brush surfaces as a function of annealing time at 170°C. The data are shifted for

clarity.
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From

these data, the

maximum

films in the region of =0.02-0.03
1
q2
A" ,

reflectivity,

is

R m „,

plotted as a function of
annealing time in

Figure 6.9. For films cast upon
each of the surfaces,

amount of paral.el lamellae

observed tor each of these

R

„ which

in the ftlm, increases
rapidly a, short

remains approximately constant.

A

is

a measure of the

anneal times and then

dramatic difference in the magnitude
of R,„„

observed between the film having the
neutral boundary surface
films having preferential interactions

at the substrate.

in

comparison to the

The lower R„ m observed

for

films having the neutral boundary
surface, of coarse, can be ascribed
to a smaller

amount of parallel lamellae

in the film.
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is

—--Si0 -Air
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A PMMA-Air
• —Neutral-Air
O -PS-Air
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Time
Figure 6.9.

Maximum reflectivity for

150

100

125

175

(hrs.)

nm P(dS-WVIMA)

block copolymer films

having various boundary conditions as a function of annealing time

170

150

at

170°C.

Small Anplg Neutron Sr a . t ermp r^.i.c

To complement
at

the

NR results, SANS

was performed on each of these
samples

a zero degree inetdent angle.
With no annealtng, the

scattering peak for any of the
samples.

disordered structure that

is

The

at

q=0.022

q=0.0165 A"

A"'.

patterns

do

not exhibit a

lack of a peak can be attributed
to a highly

generated during spin coating. After
20 minutes of

annealing, a very weak, broad
scattering pattern

maxtma

SANS

With

1

is

observed for each sample with a

hour of annealing, a sharp intense peak

is

observed

at

1

.

For films having the neutral substrate
surface,

slightly with further annealing

and then levels

off.

this

peak intensifies

Films on preferential surfaces show

a slight decrease in intensity with further
annealing and then the scattering intensity

remains approximately constant. This

maximum

shown

is

circularly averaged intensity

is

in

Figure

6.

10 for each film where the

plotted as a function of annealing time.

Since, the peak observed at a zero degree
incident angle can be attributed primarily to
scattering

from perpendicular cylinders, the

SANS

results

show

that the

perpendicular lamellae increases rapidly with annealing and
levels off

Furthermore, the magnitude of
neutral surface as

compared

this

peak

to films

is

at

amount of
longer times.

significantly larger for the film having the

having preferential boundaries which

similar intensities.
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all

have

18
16
14
12

10

C5

j

5

— -~Si0 -Air
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2

A6

PMMA-Air

• ~Neutral-Air
O PS-Air

4
2
0

25

50

75

Time
Figure

100

150

175

(hrs.)

Maximum circularly averaged SANS intensity obtained at a 0° incident
150 nm P(dS-Z?-MMA) block copolymer films having various boundary

6. 10.

angle for

125

conditions as a function of annealing time

at

170°C.
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In

summary,

the lack of a

the as-cast film

is

comprised of a disordered structure as
evident by

Bragg peak and the lack of

annealing, both the

NR

SANS

and

scattering intensity.

results display substantial

With one hour of
changes as they indicate

the formation of parallel and
perpendicular cylinders, respectively.
Further annealing

causes smaller variations

in the

NR

changes occur slowly. Finally, the

SANS

data and

patterns, indicating that structural

results verify that perpendicular
lamellae

from the neutral surface while films having
only

emanate

preferential surfaces induce a film

structure comprised predominantly of
parallel cylinders.

Film Structures After Long Anneals

NR Fits
NR data (hollow circles)

Fits (solid lines) to the

hours are shown

in

PMMA brush

also

is

Figure

6.

shown

1

1

.

The data corresponding

for reference,

however, a

island/hole structure at the polymer/air interface.

obtained from these

fits

are

shown

in

The

scattering length density associated with nearly pure

i.e.,

fit

to the film cast onto the

was not obtained due

to the

scattering length density profiles

Figure 6.12 where the scattering length density

plotted as a function of distance from the air surface,

interface,

for samples annealed for 162

z.

For each of these

dPS

is

observed

fits,

at the

is

a high

polymer/air

z=0. Undulations corresponding to parallel cylinders are observed for

each of the profiles. However, the depths of these undulations are not consistent
throughout the film thickness suggesting

that

although parallel cylinders are present
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in

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

%

<

0.05

0.06

0.07

A ''>

Comparison of NR data (hollow circles) and fits (solid lines) for 150 nm
P(dS-fc-MMA) block copolymer films that were annealed at 170°C for 162 hours on
Figure 6.1

1.

various substrate surfaces. The data are offset for
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clarity.

0

50

100

z

(nm)

Figure 6.12. Scattering length density profiles, for

copolymer films placed upon various surfaces
surface, z.

The data

are shifted for clarity.

175

150

1

50

nm P(dS-MvlMA)

as a function of distance

block

from the

air

the film, perfect alignment

is

is

not attained. In contrast,
the amplitude of the
undulations

smaller for the film having the
neutral surface indicating
that while parallel cylinders

are present, they are in

identity of the

much

smaller quantities. Furthermore,
from these profiles, the

component wetting

film placed upon the

PS brush

the substrate interface can
be determined.

surface, a h lg h scattering length
density

is

For the

observed

at

the

block copolymer/brush interface
(z~135nm) indicating that the dPS block
preferentially
segregates to the

upon a clean
cm"

PS brush

surface. In contrast, the profile
obtained

silicon substrate displays a

from the film placed

10
low scattering length density (b/V=~2 x
10

2
)

at the

block copolymer/oxide interface (z~145
nm). This corresponds to an

enrichment of

The

PMMA at the oxide interface.

scattering length density profile also

magnitude with increasing

z,

I

'

shows

that the undulations deerease in

for the film having the neutral

boundary surface.

Therefore, the amount of parallel cylinders
decreases as the neutral surface

is

approached. This can be explained by considering a mixed
cylindrical morphology

where perpendicular cylinders emanating from
parallel orientation with increasing distance

6.13.

the neutral surface are transformed into a

from the neutral surface as shown

Since preferential segregation of the PS block

domains may

in

Figure

to the air surface is expected, the

reorient to a parallel orientation near the air surface. This would, of

course, require the formation of a defect structure at the intersection between parallel

and perpendicular domains. Qualitatively,
the

this is similar to

amount of parallel lamellae decreases with
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mixed lamellar films where

distance from the neutral surface.

Figure

6. 13.

Schematic of a mixed cylindrical
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structure.

SANS

Tilt Studies

Although,

NR and SANS

performed

at a

zero degree incident angle
provide

clear indication regarding the
amounts of parallel and perpendicular
cylinders,

respectively, further evidence
regarding the orientation of the
cylinders can be obtained

with

SANS

by

tilting the

sample with respect

to the incident

beam. This effectively

places a component of the scattering
vector normal to the film surface.
that the

SANS

tilt

angles. Thus, the orientation of the
cylindrical

can be further elucidated by performing
Figure 6.14 show

SANS

SANS

experiments

at

various

previously, at a 0° incident angle, where the
incident

a ring. However, the intensity

angles.

amount of perpendicular

previous section. Patterns obtained

from those taken

at 0°.

beam

i.e.,

the

is

normal

SANS

at

cylinders, as

shown

pattern

in the

45° and 60° incident angles are markedly

For these incident angles, films cast on preferential

surfaces display a four spot pattern while the film cast upon the neutral surface

two meridonal

to

considerably higher for the film placed onto the

is

neutral surface indicating a larger

different

tilt

domains

patterns obtained at various incident
angles for the four films.

the sample surface, each of the patterns are
azimuthally isotropic,
is

observed

pattern obtained from perpendicular
cylinders dramatically differs from

parallel cylinders at various

As mentioned

It is

show

arcs.

These features can be more

easily

compared by

plotting the

SANS

intensity as a

function of the azimuthal angle. This was performed by averaging the intensity over a

particular q range as a function of the azimuthal angle,
0

span q=0.018 to 0.025 A"

By choosing

the q range to

1

,

scattering contributions
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from the cylindrical domains are

selected and contributions at low
and high q are removed.

The top and bottom halves of

the scattering patterns were
then averaged together to enhance
the signal to noise ratio.

Figures 6.15-6.17 show the

obtained

at

i.e.,

As

two peaks

for the samples placed

on PS,

PMMA,

and Si0 2

the incident angle increases, the
peaks approach the equatorial positions,

^=0° and

180°. In contrast, an intense
broad peak centered at 90°

the film placed

at the

intensity as a function of the
azimuthal angle

45°, 60°, and 85° incident angles.
In each of these figures, the
four spot

patterns distinctly appear as
surfaces.

SANS

on the neutral

equatorial position,

i.e.,

surface.

With increasing incident

1^=90°, but

is

observed for

angle, the peak

becomes broader. This

is

is

fixed

illustrated in

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 where the intensities
as a function of azimuthal angle are plotted
for various incident angles for films cast

upon

PMMA and neutral brush surfaces,

respectively.

These
obtained

at a

results are in

good agreement with

the

NR results and SANS

data

0° incident angle as they indicate that preferential
and neutral surfaces

induce a parallel and perpendicular orientation of the cylinders,
respectively. However,
they do not imply that only a parallel or perpendicular orientation of the
cylinders exists
in these films.

As

the

fits to

the

NR data show,

the presence of parallel cylinders are

observed for the film having the neutral boundary surface and films cast upon
preferential surfaces

this, the

do not show a perfect alignment of parallel

peak structures must be further examined.
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cylinders.

To

address

Incident Angle

Figure 6.14.

SANS

patterns obtained for 150

placed upon various surfaces

at

nm P(dS-6-MMA)

various incident angles.

180

block copolymer films

—

— —————

1

0

'

1

30

'

I

I
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I
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I

I

I

I

120

150

180

Azimuthal Angle

Azimuthal scan of SANS patterns obtained at an incidence angle of 85
degrees for 150 nm P(dS-Z?-MMA) block copolymer films placed upon various surfaces.
Figure

6. 15.

The data

are shifted for clarity.
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Azimuthal Angle

Figure 6.16. Azimuthal scan of

degrees for 150

The data

SANS

nm P(dS-b-MMA)

patterns obtained at an incidence angle of

60

block copolymer films placed upon various surfaces.

are shifted for clarity.
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,
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Figure 6.17. Azimuthal scan of

degrees for 150

The data

SANS

nm P(dS-b-MMA)

patterns obtained at an incidence angle of

45

block copolymer films placed upon various surfaces.

are shifted for clarity.
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0>

Azimuthal Angle

Figure 6.18. Azimuthal scan of

150

nm

SANS

patterns obtained at various incident angles for a

P(dS-Z?-MMA) block copolymer film placed upon

data are shifted for clarity.
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a

PMMA brush surface. The

75

1

1
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1

1
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1
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i
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150

.

i

180

Azimuthal Angle

Figure 6.19. Azimuthal scan of

150

nm

SANS

patterns obtained

P(dS-fc-MMA) block copolymer

at

various incident angles for a

film placed upon a neutral brush surface.

data are shifted for clarity.
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The

As mentioned piously,

the breadth of the
meridonal peaks, observed for
the

sample having the neutral surface,
becomes larger as the
in

tilt

angle

is

decreased. This

accordance with a film structure
comprised of both perpendicular
and

cylinders as indicated by
pattern

NR. For samples having both

would be composed of contributions
from both

is

parallel

orientations, the scattering

the parallel and perpendicular

cylinders. Since the four spot
pattern associated with parallel
cylinders approaches the

equatorial positions with decreasing
incident angle, contributions in
scattering from
parallel cylinders should

angle

is

produce a broadening of the meridonal
peaks as the incident

decreased. Furthermore,

it

is

also observed that the breadth
of the peaks for the

sample on the neutral surface conforms
well with
films on preferential surfaces. In
fact,

at

a 45° incident angle, scattering from
the

sample having the neutral surface shows two
correspond to scattering from

show peaks

at these locations.

the four spot patterns observed for

faint

peaks

at \|/=45°

parallel cylinders, as films placed

and 135°

that

may

on preferential surfaces

Unfortunately, due to the noise in the data, these peaks

cannot be unequivocally attributed

to parallel cylinders.

some broadening of the meridonal peak

is

Finally,

it

should be noted that

expected with decreasing

\|/

of a film having a perfect perpendicular alignment of
cylinders. This

moderate distribution of wavelengths used,

i.e.,

even for the case

is

due

to the

AX/X=22%.

For films having only preferential boundaries, a similar treatment can be applied.

For example, the pattern, obtained from the film placed on the
an 85° incidence angle, shows peaks centered

\j/=30°,

at \|/=60°

90° and 150°. (The intense peaks observed
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at

PMMA brush surface at

and 120° with local minima

the equatorial positions are

at

due

to

reflections

from the surface and not

scattering.) Scattering
contributions

perpendicular cylinders should
occur
consequently,

if

at the

meridonal position,

i.e.,

perpendicular cylinders are present,
the intensity of

from

V= 90°,

and

this local

minimum

should be larger that the other
two. With decreasing
incident angles, the two peaks

approach the equatorial positions
and the meridonal peak associated
with scattering

from perpendicular cylinders
should become more
behavior

is

indeed observed as the intensity

elsewhere for each

tilt

at

distinct.

y=90°

is

peak

at the

angle. Furthermore, at an
incident angle of 30°,

meridonal position. Unfortunately,

overlap of the peaks attributed to
parallel cylinders

meridonal position. Furthermore, the noise
Nevertheless, in agreement with the
that

small, this general

larger than the

distance between the peaks attributed
to parallel cylinders
faint

Though

some perpendicular

at

NR results,

where the

maximized, there

higher incident angles,

may

in the data

is

minima

is

a very

some

lead to higher intensities at the

produces ambiguities.

treatment does support the premise

this

cylinders, though small in quantity, are present
in the films

having preferential surfaces.

AFM Results
The

surface structures of the films were examined using tapping

mode atomic

force microscopy in height and phase contrast modes. Samples placed
on the neutral

brush,

PS

having the

brush, and

Si0 2

surface remained smooth.

As mentioned

previously, the film

PMMA brush surface formed islands with heights corresponding to one

cylindrical layer. Phase contrast images are

shown
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in

Figure 6.20 for the four films.

For the sample having the

PMMA brush boundary, the scan was obtained

in a hole,

however, similar structures were
observed elsewhere. The four
images appear very
similar and are

composed of white

diameters are near the expected

spots on a fairly uniform
background intensity.

S1 ze

between them correlates well with

for

PMMA cylinders and the closest distance

the observed period as

measured by

Thus, these data suggest that the
white spots can be attributed
the

The

sample surface having a perpendicular

orientation.

to

SANS

and NR.

PMMA cylinders near

Since the contrast arises from

differences in composition localized
near the surface, the areas devoid
of the spots can

be attributed to parallel cylinders that
do not appear

in the

phase contrast images as they

have a layer of PS separating them from the
surface.

From Chapters 4 and

5,

it

was observed

orient parallel to the air surface as the

that lamellar

PS blocks segregate

minimize the surface energy of the system. These
the cylinders

is

results

not completely parallel to film boundaries

P(S-b-MMA) copolymers

to the air interface to

show

that the orientation of

at the air interface.

Furthermore, since the images appear to be consistent
regardless of the substrate
interactions,

This

is

it

can be concluded

that these structures are not

induced by the substrate.

not entirely surprising as the films are comprised of approximately
four

cylindrical layers

and are thus

relatively thick.
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Figure 6.20. Phase contrast

AFM images of 150 nm films placed upon various surfaces.

Scan size=2x2 microns.
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It is

lacking.

unclear

Even

why

a

in the case

complete layer of parallel cylinders
near the

of the film on the

air surface is

PMMA brush surface, where island/hole

structures clearly indicate a
parallel orientation of the
cylinders throughout the film

thickness,

some perpendicular

to the small difference

cylinders are evident at the air
surface. This

in

comparison

by the surfaces. Once microphase
separation occurs, changes
a

much slower

rate.

interactions of one

be due

between surface energies of the two
components. During the

ordering process, microphase
separation can occur rapidly

at

may

At the substrate

component

interface,

alignment

alignment

in film structure

is facilitated

to the interface for films placed

to

proceed

by strong

on preferential surfaces.

Consequently, the alignment of the cylindrical
domains proceeds quickly due to the
strong driving force to minimize interfacial
energies. In contrast, there
driving force for the

PS blocks

As

PS blocks

is

small. If phase separation occurs

to the air interface

a result, the equilibrium structure of parallel cylinders

obtained.

As

only a small

to preferentially segregate at the air
interface as the

surface energy difference between the two blocks
rapidly, the segregation of the

is

may be exceedingly

at the air interface

slow.

may

not be

a note, in other block copolymer systems where the surface energy

difference between the components are large, well formed cylindrical
layers at the air
interface

is

often observed.
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Conclusions

From

this study,

i,

is

dear

that interactions

of a substnac profoundly
affect the

structural evolution and,
consequently, the resultant
structures of bloek

comprised of a cylindrical morphology.
Typically, a
is

observed for films placed upon
substrates having

component

as

NR

and

SANS

preferential segregation of

components

at

unequivocally show.

one block

The

parallel orientation of the
cylinders

a preferential interaction
for

On

a neutral surface,

the neutral surface.
Consequently, the cylindrical

however, there

resultant structure

is

is

a tendency to align the

is

domains

a preference for PS

domains

one

however,

to the interface is arrested
resulting in

perpendicular to the neutral interface.
Since there
interface,

copolymer films

both

orient

at the air

parallel with to air surface.

comprised of cylinders having both orientations
with the

amount of parallel cylinders

increasing as the air surface
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is

approached.
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CHAPTER 7
CYLINDRICAL BLOCK COPOLYMER FILMS

ON PREFERENTIAL AND

NEUTRAL SURFACES: COMMENSURABILITY
EFFECTS

Introduction

The

structure of block

interactions" -4 5-10

copolymer films

and commensurability^

governed by two

is

1-13.

factors:

interfacial

The previous chapter addressed

the

former, as interfacial interactions were
observed to dictate the orientation of block

copolymer domains comprised of an
films placed on

Si0 2 and

array of

PMMA cylinders in a PS matrix.

For

PMMA brush surfaces, segregation of the PMMA block to the

substrate occurred to minimize the interfacial
energy of the block copolymer film with
the substrate. In contrast, films placed on

PS block

to the substrate. In

PS brush

surfaces exhibited segregation of the

each of these cases, the preferential segregation of one

block to the substrate interface caused the cylindrical domains
film boundaries.

By

utilizing neutral

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymers, however,

preferential segregation of one block to the substrate

blocks were observed
cylinders

at the neutral

was

arrested.

As

a result, both

brush surface and a perpendicular orientation of the

was induced.

In this chapter, focus will be placed

block copolymer film structure,

is

to orient parallel to the

dictated

i.e.,

on the

latter

of the two factors governing

commensurability. The commensurability of a film

by the boundary conditions of the

film, the natural block

and the film thickness. For unconfined block copolymer
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films,

copolymer period,

commensurability

effects are typically
manifested through the formation
of island/hole structures at the
free surface". This
occurs

when

the block

copolymer period cannot be maintained

throughout the film for a
particular film thickness.
Consequently,

to alleviate

unfavorable stretching or compression
of block copolymer chains,
the film
into thicknesses, differing by

L0

,

in a

manner such

is

that the equilibrium
period

discretized

can be

attained throughout the film. For
block copolymer films comprised
of a cylindrical

morphology

the resultant film thickness,
d, corresponds roughly
to

d=(n+a)L0 +(3
(

where n

an integer,

is

a

is

the fractional thickness associated
with a cylindrical layer

adjacent to a rigid boundary, and
p

generated

when

the minority

is

the thickness attributed to wetting
layer(s) that are

component segregates

Block copolymer films on

to the film interface?

neutral surfaces can also display
commensurability

effects through different processes. In
lamellar films,

lamellae were observed

at the neutral

and

perpendicular lamellae to adjust

.

In

doing

its

where perpendicular and

parallel

air surfaces, respectively, island/hole

formation was not observed for any film thickness

thickness 15

height to

K

This was due to the ability of the

accommodate

so, the parallel lamellae

variations in film

could maintain

Consequently, a periodic variation, having a periodicity of L
0

and perpendicular lamellae was observed with film

its

,

natural period.

in the

amount of parallel

thickness. Thus, although

island/hole formation does not occur for films on neutral surfaces, the effects of

commensurability

more

still

{

govern

their structure.

Furthermore, these effects can be

much

subtle than the large scale film restructuring attributed to island/hole formation.
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j

In this study, the
effects

copolymer films having
cylinders in a

PS

PMMA,

of PS,

substrates.

a cylindrical

matrix. This

morphology comprised of an array
of

PMMA

was performed using films
placed on surfaces comprised

and neutral random copolymer
brushes

as well as clean silicon

Using atomic force microscopy
(AFM), small angle neutron scattering

(SANS), and neutron
will be

of cornmensurability were
examined for block

shown

that

reflectivity

(NR), the film structures will
be elucidated. Finally,

by controlling both

interfacial interactions

it

and film thickness, novel

film structures can be generated
easily over very large areas.

Experimenfal

Sample Preparation

PS and
bulk via a

neutral

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer

TEMPO "living"

free radical

performed using a unimolecular

TEMPO terminal groups.
molecular weights,

M w/M

n,

of

1.

1

1

Mw

,

brushes were synthesized in

polymerization'^. The polymerizations were

initiator's that

provided polymers having hydroxy! and

Using size exclusion chromatography, the weight
average

were determined

to

be 9,800 and 9,600 with polydispersities,

and 1.80 for the PS and neutral random copolymer, respectively.

Hydroxyl terminated

PMMA was synthesized by a group transfer polymerization that

yielded a molecular weight of 8,000 with a polydispersity of

1

.

10.

Brush layers were generated by spin coating films (-60 nm) onto clean
wafers.

The

films were annealed under

vacuum

for 3 days at 160°C.

silicon

During annealing,

the terminal hydroxyl groups react with the native silicon oxide surface. Subsequently,
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the samples are thoroughly
rinsed with toluene leaving
well defined brush surfaces

having thicknesses of ~6 nm,
as determined by
ellipsometry.

P(dS^MMA),
and soxhlet extracted

M

indicates that the

be

having a styrene fraction of
0.70, was anionically
synthesized

in

cyclohexane

PS block was

,400 with

MJM

microphase separates into

PS homopolymer. The d

The molecular we lg ht was
determined

solutions. Films

48 hours and subsequently quenched

samples onto aluminum blocks

at

room

to

exclusion chromatography. Thus
structure

Block copolymer films

directly onto substrates having
the grafted

copolymer brush layer from toluene
for

S1 ze

residual

PMMA cylinders in a PS matrix.

were generated by spin coating

vacuum

remove

perdeuterated.

=1.14 by

n

to

to

were annealed

at

random

170°C under

ambient temperatures by placing the

temperature.

Characterization

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and
neutron

(NR) were performed on
Technology

the

in Gaithersburg,

wavelength of ^=4.75

A

NG7 beam guide
MD.

Neutron

at

reflectivity

experiments

National Institute of Standards and

reflectivity

was performed with

a

and a resolution of Aq z/q z =5%, where =(4ji/Jl)sine and
qz

0 is the

grazing incidence angle. Small angle scattering
was performed using neutrons having a

wavelength of 1=5

A (AX/X=22%), a beam stop diameter of 7.62 cm, sample aperture

diameter of 0.953 cm, and a
incident

beam with

2D

area detector. Samples were placed directly in the

the incident angle between the sample surface and incident

beam

being controlled with a goniometer. Atomic force microscopy images were obtained
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in

bom

heigh, and phase

con,™,

scanning force microscope

m ode

in tapping

using a Digital [nstruments
Nanoscope n,a

mode. Film th.cknesses were
measured with a

Rudolph Research AutoEU-II
ellipsome.er using
an incidence angle of 70".
For

lamp having
were rinsed

a

maxtmum

in acetic

deionized water.

UV exposure, samples

emission

acid to

FESEM

a helium-neon .user

at

remove

254

nm

0=632.8 „m)

were placed under a shortwave

and flux of 25 J/cml Exposed
samples

the degraded

images were obtained

PMMA and subsequently rinsed with

a,

the

IBM

Research Center

in

Yorktown Heights.

Results and Disniwinn

Commensurability Behavior on Preferential
Surfaces
In the previous chapter,

it

was observed

that

P(S-WVIMA) block copolymer

films having a cylindrical morphology
oriented parallel to the film boundaries

when

placed on preferential surfaces. In some
cases, the formation of islands and holes
was
observed. In this section, the island/hole
structures generated on PS brush,

brush and Si0 2 surfaces are examined

in greater detail.

various thicknesses ranging from 60 to 135

samples were annealed

room

temperature.

many of the

at

Initial

nm

showed

PMMA

Block copolymer films of

were cast on each of the surfaces. The

170 °C for 48 hours and subsequently quenched
inspection

down

to

that island/hole formation occurred in

films as indicated by their hazy surfaces. Furthermore, reflection
optical
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a.

microscopy showed

that the films with terraced
topographies typically

had two

distinct

interference colors attributed to
the different thicknesses.

Atomic force microscopy was
performed on each of these
contrast

mode. Films placed on

PMMA brush and Si0

for equivalent film thicknesses.
Typical structures are

placed on

2

films in height

surfaces appeared very similar

shown

Figure

in

PMMA brush surfaces of various reduced film thicknesses,

the film thickness prior to annealing
and

L0

increasing film thickness, the structure

observed

is

is

7.

for films

1

d/L 0 where d
,

the thickness of a cylindrical layer.

to

change from islands

is

With

to an

interconnected structure to holes and finally
to a structure devoid of terracing.
This
latter structure,

of course, corresponds to the case where
the film thicknes:.s

commensurate with

the block copolymer period.

reduced film thickness of 2.18
height of the holes and

is

measured previously by

is

found

shown

to be

37

in

A

line

IS

scan across the film having a

Figure 7.2. This provides a measure of the

nm

which

is

in excellent

agreement with

L0

,

as

NR and SANS.

Figure 7.3 shows the areal fraction covered by "islands"
(areas corresponding to
thicker regions of the film) as a function of reduced film
thickness for films placed on

PMMA and Si0

2

surfaces.

The

fractional coverage of islands

for the range of d/L0 =1.7 to 2.25 and then decreases to zero

thickness

is

-2.4.

With

is

observed

when

is

the reduced film

further increases in film thickness the fractional coverage of

islands increases once again until a reduced film thickness of -3.4

behavior

to increase

is

reached.

The

repeated for films having reduced film thicknesses larger than 3.4 as terraced

topographies are again observed. Thus, these data show that the block copolymer films
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Figure

7.

1

.

films placed

Height contrast

upon

PMMA

AFM

images of 70/30 P(dS-/?-MM A) block copolymer
brush surfaces of various reduced film thicknesses. Scan

size=50 x 50 jim.
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Figure 7.2. Cross section of height contrast AFM image obtained from a P(dS-fc-MMA)
block copolymer film (d/L0 =2. 18) placed upon a
brush surface. The height of

PMMA

the island/hole structure equals 37

nm and is consistent

cylindrical layer.
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with the thickness of one

JJM

LO
CNJ

i

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

JJM

AFM

Figure 7.3. Cross section of height contrast
image obtained from a P(dS-b-MMA)
block copolymer film (d/L0 =2.32) placed upon a PS brush surface. The height of the
island/hole structure equals 28 nm.
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display a

co_urability behavior with

periodicity of

the reduced film thicknesses
are roughly (n+0.4)L
o

7.2, an

PS brush

The height of the topography

PMMA brush and Si0

differ

is

measured

to

having

PMMA brush and Si0

maximum terracing

at

when

be -28

nm

2

which

is

As expected, however,

terracing occurs for these films,

PMMA segregates to the substrate interface,

from the cases where

2

surface having a reduced film

substantially smaller than the thickness
of a cylindrical layer.

the reduced film thicknesses,
corresponding to

commensurate when

surfaces are not well formed.
In Figure

AFM image is shown for a film on a PS brush

thickness of 2.32.

are

.

Unlike island/hole formation for
films placed on
surfaces, the structures
generated on

L0 and

surfaces. Films cast onto

PS brush

reduced film thicknesses near (n+0.4)L
o

i.e.

for films

surfaces exhibited

Typically, films having

.

thicknesses deviating from this criteria
remained featureless with no indication of
island/hole formation. This

is in

stark contrast to films placed

Si0 2 surfaces where commensurability
uncertain

why

is

observed

at

on the

(n+0.4)L o

.

PMMA brush and

Although,

island/hole formation does not occur cleanly for films
on

it

is

PS brush

surfaces, these results clearly indicate that
commensurability effects produce terracing.

Furthermore, the behavior

is

from the behavior observed

periodic with film thickness and fundamentally differs

for films placed

on
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PMMA and SiO^ surfaces.

Si0 2-Air

° PMMA-Air

0

Figure 7.4. Areal fraction covered by "islands" for
films placed upon clean silicon substrates and

P(dS-6-MMA) block copolymer

PMMA brush surfaces as a function of

reduced film thickness. The

lines are

drawn

as guides.
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Commensurability Behavior on Neutral
Surfaces

Atomic Fo rce Microscopy Results
Films ranging in thickness from
44

copolymer surfaces, annealed

room

at

to

102

nm

were cast onto neutral random

170 °C for 48 hours, and subsequently
quenched to

temperature. All samples
remained optically smooth as observed
by reflection

optical

microscopy indicating

The
images for
surface

is

where the

that terracing did not occur.

films were examined with

AFM in phase contrast mode.

six films varying in film
thickness.

Figure 7.5 shows

For the thinnest film, d/L =1.23, the
0

nearly completely covered with
white spots arranged in a hexagonal
lattice

spacings of the spots exactly match that
of the cylinders.

observation and since

it

orientation of cylinders,

has been

it

shown

that neutral surfaces

can be concluded

lattice,

Due

to this

induce a perpendicular

that the white spots

correspond to

perpendicular cylinders that traverse the entire
thickness of the film. Although, this
requires the higher surface energy component

at the air surface, this is

surprising as these films are relatively thin and the
matrix

surface energy component,

i.e.,

is

not entirely

comprised of the low

PS. In these figures, the areal density of these spots

decreases and then increases with increasing film thickness.
trend continues for reduced film thicknesses larger than 1.98.
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It is

observed that

this

first

Figure 7.5. Phase contrast

AFM

images obtained from P(dS-fc-MMA) block copolymer
films placed upon neutral brush surfaces. The reduced film
thicknesses for a-f
correspond to 1.23, 1.33, 1.49, 1.66, 1.84, and .98, respectively.
1
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The

ureal density of the spots

function of redueed thickness.

As

was measured and

plotted in Figure 7.6 as a

is

these results show, an
oscillatory trend superimposed

on a general trend of decreasing
amount of perpendicuiar cylinders
with reduced film
thickness

is

observed with a periodicity of L
0 and with minima occurring

a,

<„ + l/2)L„

values.

The

fact that the

measured by

AFM,

amount of perpendicular cylinders

at the air surface, as

decreases with increasing film
thickness can be explained by

considering the mixed cylindrical
structure which was addressed
for a thicker film (d/L ~4).
0

perpendicular cylinders

The mixed

at the air

structure

is

in the

previous chapter

composed of parallel and

and substrate interfaces, respectively.
Perpendicular

cylinders emanating from the neutral
surface can reorient to a parallel orientation.
This

realignment

promotes a

is

driven by the preferential segregation
of PS

parallel alignment of the cylinders.

at the air surface,

With thicker

the cylindrical lattice can be distributed
over a larger

which

films, the rearrangement of

volume and may thus be

energetically costly. Effectively, as the film thickness

is

less

increased the influence of the

neutral surface on the structure near the air surface
decreases.

An AFM image

of a film comprised of a mixed cylindrical structure in addition

to a structure consisting of perpendicular cylinders
throughout the film thickness

show white

would

spots indicative of perpendicular cylinders and regions devoid of structure

indicative of the

mixed

structure.

of perpendicular cylinders

Although, such a structure explains

at the interface

explain the periodicity of the

why

decreases with film thickness,

AFM results,

i.e.

208

commensurability

effects.

it

the

amount

cannot

d/L„
Figure 7.6.

maximum

Number

of perpendicular cylinders measured per unit area by AFM and
circularly averaged SANS intensity obtained at a zero degree incidence

angles as a function of reduced film thickness for films placed upon neutral brush
surfaces.

The

lines are

drawn

as guides.
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Small Angle Neutron Sp hering
Results
Small angle neutron scattering was
also performed on each of these
samples
zero degree incident angle. In
this geometry, the scattering
intensity
the

amount of perpendicular

each of these films

As

in the

L 0 and with minima

The

proportional to

circularly averaged intensity for

AFM results, an oscillatory trend is observed with a periodicity
occurring

(n+l/2)L0 values. Unlike the

at

AFM results,

to increases in scattering

As Figure

7.6 shows, the

amount of perpendicular
behavior

is

volume with increasing film

AFM

and

effects.

lamellae are observed

results,

cylinders in the film, are in

observed with a periodicity of

commensurability

SANS

L0 and

Minima and maxima

at half integer

and

is

of

however,

the scattering intensity generally
increases with increasing film thickness.
This

due

a

also plotted in Figure 7.6 as a
function of reduced film thickness.

is

case of the

cylinders in the film.

is

at

is

simply

thickness.

which

are indications of the

good agreement. An

oscillatory

a clear indication of

in the

full integer

amounts of perpendicular

reduced thickness values,

respectively.

Neutron Reflectivity Results

To supplement
films.

The data (open

the Kiessig fringes

these results, neutron reflectivity

circles) are

shown

in

Figure 7.7.

was performed on each of these
It is

observed that

which are indicative of the film thickness,

perturbation at q z =0.025 A"

1

.

there

is

in addition to

a small

This perturbation can be attributed to a small Bragg peak

that is associated with a parallel alignment of cylinders.
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Fits to the data (solid lines)

51-

1

'

1

Iff

0.00

0.02

0.04

qz
Figure 7.7.

NR

data (hollow circles) and

1

fits

1

0.06

0.08

(A" 1 )

(solid lines) for

P(dS-fc-MMA) films

placed on neutral brush surfaces for various reduced film thicknesses.
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1

.

were obtained

for eaeh of the data sets
exeept for the sample having a
reduced film

thickness of 1.84.

The

scattering length densities
obtained

Figure 7.8 as a function of distance,

z,

from the

from these

From

air interface.

fits

are

shown

in

the air surface, the

scattering length density undulates
until a moderate drop in
scattering length density

is

observed. This drop in scattering length
density corresponds to the neutral
random

copolymer brush. Following

this

drop

is

a step-like increase that can be attributed
to the

native silicon oxide. Thus, the block
copolymer film spans the range from the air

surface (where z=0) to the drop in
scattering length density corresponding to the
block

copolymer/neutral random copolymer interface.

A comparison of the scattering length density profiles
details.

The undulations

in the profile,

parallel with the film boundaries,

thickness (the

PMMA).

minima

change

film,

number and

cylinders

is

having protonated

is

nearly absent

is in

good

AFM image obtained from this film which showed that the film was

increased, a trough at z~18

The

amplitude with film

extremely small. This

nearly completely comprised of perpendicular cylinders.

cylinders.

in

where d/L0 =1.23, the undulation

amount of parallel

agreement with the

in

interesting

attributed to cylinders aligned

in the undulations correspond to regions

For the thinnest

indicating that the

which can be

shows some

As

the film thickness

nm is observed indicating some parallel

scattering length density of the trough

reduced film thicknesses near

1.5.

With

is

is

alignment of

smallest for the film having the

further increases in film thickness, the

undulations subside until a reduced film thickness of 2.5

212

is

approached. Near this

z

(nm)

Figure 7.8. Scattering length density profiles obtained from NR
fits for P(dS-/>-MMA)
films placed on neutral brush surfaces for various reduced film thicknesses.
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thickness value, two troughs
are observed

z~18 and 50

at

As

run.

the film thickness

i

increased further, the amplitudes
of the undulations decrease.

Thus, these results show that the
amount of parallel cylinders
half mteger values of the reduced
film thickness and

observed
with the

at integer

values of reduced film thickness.
This

AFM and SANS

Half Cylin ders

data

shown

in the

maximized

at

but smaller amounts are

is

in excellent

agreement

previous section.

at the Neutral Surface

Closer examination of the
the

some

is

amounts of parallel cylinders

NR

shows an

fits

are greatest,

i.e.,

interesting detail. For films

where

d~(n+l/2)L0 there exists a small
,

trough having a width, that

nm, located

at the

is

approximately half that of those observed

at

z~18 and 50

block copolymer/neutral random copolymer
interface. This would

indicate the presence of half cylinders at the
neutral surface.

As shown

for lamellae, both block

neutral surface as the preference for one

components

component

is

are induced to preside at the

removed. Consequently,

induces a perpendicular orientation of the lamellae. For cylinders,
that a perpendicular orientation

is

induced as

it

was

this

also observed

NR and SANS experiments conclusively

show. However, the criterion of having both components

at the neutral interface

not require a perpendicular orientation of the cylindrical domains. In

be accomplished through the formation of half cylinders

fact, this

at the neutral surface.

can also

This

type of structure would necessarily promote a parallel orientation of the cylinders

throughout the film producing a structure schematically shown
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in

Figure 7.9.

does

Figure 7.9. Schematic showing half cylinders
cylinders propagating through the film.
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at the neutral

surface with parallel

Unl,ke a film comprised purely
of perpendicular cylinders or
a structure having a

mixed

cylindrical structure,

where commensurability

is

not an issue, a structure having

half cylinders at the substrate
surface with parallel cylinders
traversing the remainder of
the film thickness

is

observed that

d=(n+l/2)L0

.

would be subjected

this structure is

to

commensurability

effects.

From Figure

7.9,

it

commensurate with the film thickness when

Films differing from these thicknesses
would necessarily require chain

stretching/compression to accommodate the film
thickness with the cylindrical

and would thus be unfavorable.

In fact, half cylinders

have been observed

at

lattice,

the

polymer/air interface for ultrathin films placed
on clean silicon substrates.

The commensurability

trend observed by

AFM, SANS,

and NR, can be

explained by considering a film structure partially
comprised of a structure having
cylinders at the neutral surface. Such a structure
would be expected to have a

amount of parallel cylinders when

the film thickness

is

commensurate with

half-

maximum

that

of the

half cylindrical structure. Films deviating from these
thicknesses should necessarily be

comprised of fewer
cylindrical block

parallel cylinders. Thus, the

commensurability effects observed

copolymer films can be described

as a competition

between these two

structures. This is in perfect accordance with the experimental data.

Perpendicular Cylinders at the Air Interface
In contrast to lamellar films,

neutral surfaces,

i.e.,

where a mixed lamellar structure

a structure comprised of perpendicular lamellae
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in

is

generated on

at the neutral

substrate and parallel lamellae

at

the air interface, results
presented in this study suggest

that perpendicular cylinders
traverse the entire film thickness.

the lamellar and cylindrical
morphologies

may be

the

sum

difference between

explained by the following treatment.

For films comprised solely of
perpendicular microdomains, the
is

The

total surface

energy, Yi

,

of the surface energies of the two
components weighted by their areal

coverage. For films having parallel
microdomains

at the

polymer/air interface, the

surface energy corresponds to the low
surface energy component (PS) and
an energetic

penalty to form a defect structure between
microdomains having parallel and

perpendicular orientations exists.

If

Yi is smaller than the

sum of yPS and

the energetic

penalty to form the mixed structure per unit
area, then the perpendicular orientation will

extend through the entire film thickness.
Since the cylindrical diblocks contain a minority of
the high surface energy

component (PMMA), y£

will be necessarily smaller as

compared

to the lamellar

and would make the perpendicular orientation more favorable.
Results suggest
is

the case as the

amount of perpendicular

case

that this

cylinders observed at the polymer/air

interface decreases with increasing film thickness. Thus, for
thicker films, the
cylindrical

orientation,

microdomains may be more
i.e.,

a

mixed

cylindrical structure.

that the energetic penalty to

significantly different.

apt to

deform from

As

a perpendicular to parallel

a note, this explanation has ignored

form mixed structures of lamellae and cylinders may be

A rigorous treatment involving these defects

the scope of this thesis.
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structures

is

beyond

Generation of Nanoporous Films
In previous studies,

it

was shown

that lamellar

P(S-Z>-MMA) films having

perpendicular orientation of the domains
can be etched with

PMMA component.

remove

the

"walls"

at the

lamellae (36

facilitated

to preferentially

This resulted in a novel film structure
having PS

sample surface with a

nm) and

CF4

a

lateral size scale that

examination by

field

matched

the period of the

emission scanning electron

microscopy. The sample comprised
almost completely of perpendicular cylinders

shown

in

Figure 7.5

To do
was exposed

(a)

can also be processed to produce unique
film structures.

this, a different

to

approach was utilized whereby the block copolymer
film

UV radiation for 24 hours to selectively degrade the PMMA cylinders

and crosslink the PS matrix. The films were
subsequently rinsed with

remove

the degraded

acetic acid to

PMMA leaving behind a nanoporous film of crosslinked PS.

Figure 7.10 shows a plan view and cross sectional image
of the film that clearly reveals
that the

removal of the

sectional

PMMA domains is nearly complete.

image unequivocally shows

that the

throughout the entire film thickness.
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Furthermore, the cross

PMMA cylinders did indeed penetrate

Figure

Plan view and cross sectional field emission scanning electron microscopy
images of perpendicular cylinders exposed to ultraviolet radiation and subsequently
7. 10.

rinsed with acetic acid.
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Conclusions
In

summary,

this study

demonstrated that the commensurability
of the film

thickness with the natural block
copolymer period

is

a central factor in dictating the

structures of cylindrical block
copolymer films on both preferential and
neutral surfaces.

On

preferential surfaces,

where the film structure

is

comprised primarily of

parallel

cylinders, the effects of commensurability
are manifested through a periodic
variation in

the island/hole structure.

copolymer domains, L 0

,

Through
is

this process, the natural

maintained throughout the thickness of the film.

brush and Si0 2 surfaces, commensurability

corresponding to (n+0.4)Lo
defined terraced structures

period of the block

.

observed for film thicknesses

is

at the air surface

PS brush

with heights identical to the thickness of a
surfaces displayed behavior indicative of

island/hole formation at values differing from films cast
on

However, the

PMMA

Films deviating from these thicknesses displayed well

cylindrical layer. Films placed on

surfaces.

On

terrace structures

PMMA brush and Si0

2

were not well formed.

Films placed on neutral surfaces, which induce a perpendicular orientation of the
cylindrical domains, displayed changes in the

amount of parallel and perpendicular

cylinders with increasing film thickness.

orientational

The

dependence of the domains

with film thickness was observed to be oscillatory with a period corresponding to the
cylindrical layer thickness.

Maximal amounts of perpendicular

for thicknesses corresponding to integer multiples of

L0 At
.

cylinders were observed

half integer values of the

reduced film thickness, an alternative structure comprised of half cylinders
surface

is

observed which leads to a decrease

in the

220

at the neutral

amount of perpendicular cylinders

in the film.

Finally,

effects, a film

attained.

by b al anc,„g

interfacial interactions

and

utilizing

commensurability

comprised of perpendicular cylinders
with complete coverage can be

Through a degradation of the

PMMA domains with UV radiation

followed by

a subsequent removal of the
degraded component, a nanoporous
film can be fabricated

having nanoscopic pores traversing
the entire film thickness.
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CHAPTER 8
EFFECT OF INTERFACE

INTERACTIONS ON A DIBLOCK

COPOLYMER FILM COMPRISED OF PS

CYLINDERS IN A

PMMA MATRIX

Introduction
In

films

P rev 10 us chapters

it

was demonstrated

composed of lamellar and

cylinders in a

PS

that the structures

of block copolymer

cylindrical morphologies,
having an array

PMMA

matrix, can be controlled by
dictating interracial interactions.

Normally, the block copolymer
domains were observed
boundaries due to segregation of one
block

random copolymer brush
components'), the

to align parallel to film

to the film interfaces

mo. By

utilizing

surfaces that are nonpreferential
or neutral to the

interfacial interactions of

two

each of the blocks with the surface was

balanced. Consequently, both components
were observed to preside

at the

neutral

surface and a perpendicular orientation
of the morphology was induced.
In this chapter, the inverse of the structures
addressed in Chapters 6 and 7,

film comprised of

PS

cylinders in a

PMMA matrix,

is

i.e.,

examined. Although, similar

i

in

morphology, these systems have a majority of the high surface
energy component,

PMMA.

This difference

and may consequently

is

expected to lead to differences

affect the overall film structure.

complementary techniques,

(he structural

in

behavior
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surface

Using a variety of

dependence of these films on

interactions will be elucidated.

at the air

interfacial

I

Experimental

Sample Preparation

PS and P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer
having
were synthesized

TEMPO "living"

bulk via a

in

a styrene fraction,/, of 0.58

free radical polymerization-

U\

The

polymerizations were performed using a
unimolecular initiator" that provided polymers

having

Mw

,

TEMPO and hydroxyl terminal groups.

was determined

to

be 9,800 and 9,600 with polydispersities,

1.80 by size exclusion chromatography for the

Hydroxyl terminated
1.10,

The weight average molecular weights,

PMMA,

M w/M

PS and random copolymer,

1

.

1 1

and

respectively.

transfer polymerization.

The hydroxyl terminated polymers were

spin coated onto clean silicon wafers

generating films with thicknesses of -60 nm. The films were
annealed
for 3 days.

of

with a molecular weight of 8,000 and a
polydispersity of

was synthesized by a group

vacuum

n,

During annealing, the terminal hydroxyl groups

at

160°C under

react with the

native oxide surface. Subsequently, unattached polymer was thoroughly
rinsed

away

with toluene resulting in well defined brush surfaces having thicknesses of ~6 nm, as

determined by ellipsometry.

It

has been observed previously that the random copolymer

surface having a styrene fraction of 0.58

P(dS-fr-MMA), having a styrene
and soxhlet extracted
indicates that the

in

cyclohexane

PS block was

be Mh,=73,500 with

MJM

n

to

is

neutral to

PS and

fraction of 0.30,

PMMA

1

U4-H

was synthesized anionically

remove PS homopolymer impurity. The d

perdeuterated.

The molecular weight was determined

=1.08 by size exclusion chromatography. The block

copolymer has a composition which should microphase separates
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into a

morphology

to

co mp „sed of PS cylinder,
directly

upon

a

,n

PMMA ma<ri,

substrates having the grafted

toluene solution.

Hlms were

The block copolymer was

random copolymer brush

annealed under vacuum for 72
hours

layer,

a,

spin coated

from a

170°C and

subsequently quenched to ambient
temperatures by placing the
samples onto alumtnu,
blocks

at

room

temperature.

Characterization

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
and neutron

(NR) were performed on
Technology

the

in Gaithersburg,

A

wavelength of X=4.75

NG7 beam
MD.

reflectivity

line at the National Institute

Neutron

reflectivity

experiments

of Standards and

was performed with a

and a resolution of Aq z/q z=5 %, where
q z=( 4^)sine and 6

is

the

grazing incidence angle. Small angle scattering
was performed using neutrons having a

wavelength of X=5

A

(AMi=22%),

diameter of 0.953 cm, and a
neutron

beam

2D

a

beam

stop diameter of 7.62 cm, sample aperture

area detector. Samples were placed directly in
the

with the angle between the incident beam and sample
surface dictated

with a goniometer.

A

Digital Instruments

Nanoscope

Ilia

scanning force microscopy was used to

obtain phase contrast images of film surfaces in tapping mode.

AutoEL R -II ellipsometer

using a helium-neon laser (^=632.8

of 70° was used to measure film thicknesses.

Applied Materials,
Facility

(CNF).

Inc.

CF4

was used

to etch

A

nm)

Rudolph Research

at

A customized reactive

polymer films

at

an incidence angle

ion etcher (RIE) by

the Cornell Nanofabrication

etching was performed with a flow rate of 10 standard cubic
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centners

per minute (SCCM), a
pressure less than

,

mil.itorr,

and a power density of

0.08 watts/cm*. These etching
parameters were ehosen beeause
low-power, low
pressure

CF4

based RIE has been shown

controllable rate5.i5.i8.i9

used

to obtain

A

to

smoothly etch block copolymer
films

^ ^.^ ^

Leo Gemini og2

^

a

at

^^

scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images. Surface charging
was

minimized by using a low incident
beam voltage

were collected from both an

in-lens

(1-5 kV). Secondary electron
signals

and side detector.

Results and Discussion

Neutron Reflectivity Results

P(dS-A-MMA)
cast onto a

PMMA,

silicon substrate.

block copolymer films, having film
thicknesses of -130

neutral

random copolymer, and PS brush surface along
with

The samples were annealed under vacuum

subsequently quenched
optical microscopy

to

room

showed

that

A

q z ~0.01

as

shown
1

1

A" and a

in

Figure

maxima

brush and Si0 2 surface, are
cast onto neutral

8.

1

.

at

170°C

for

were

a clean

72 hours and

temperature. Examination of the film surfaces by

each of the films remained smooth.

The samples were examined with neutron
0.07

nm

Each data

set

near q z ~0.024 A"
fairly similar,

1

.

reflectivity

over a range of q z =0.005-

(open circles) shows a

The

critical

data, for films cast

edge

onto the

at

PMMA

while large differences are observed for films

random copolymer and PS brush

surfaces. Fits (solid lines)

were

obtained for each of the data sets providing the scattering length density profiles shown
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10

— —— —— —— ——

0.00

Figure 8.1.

'

1

0.01

1

1

0.02

NR data (hollow circles)

1

1

1

0.03

and

fits

1

0.04

'

i

0.05

(solid lines) for

placed on various surfaces.
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i

i

0.06

0.07

P(dS-b-MMA)

films

n Figure 8.2, where
from the

pio.ted as a function of
distance, z ,

is

air surface.

At the
nearly pure

is

,he scattering .ength
dens, ty

air surface,

dPS

z= 0, a very high

i.e.,

scattering length density
attributed to

observed for each of the samples.
Immediately adjacent

is

a layer having a low scattering
length density,

layer of nearly pure

PMMA.

oscillates with a period of

With decreasing

-33

nm

z,

b/V-lxlO 1 ' cm

to this layer

2
,

that

corresponds to a

the scattering length density
profile

and the maxima are characteristic
of PS cylinders

having a parallel orientation with
respect
the neutral surface, these
oscillations

to the film boundaries.

dampen

For the sample having

as the neutral surface

approached.

is

In

comparison, the scattering length density
profiles for the films placed on
preferential
surfaces display larger oscillations
indicating that the films contain
a larger amount of
parallel cylinders.

Pure silicon
sharp peak

is

is

observed (b/V~2.1xl0 10 cm" 2 )

observed that corresponds

has a thickness of -2.5 nm.

A

to the native

z=150 nm. As

z decreases, a

oxide (b/V~3xlO l() cm" 2 ) which

region of low scattering length density

adjacent to the oxide layer for each of the profiles.

random copolymer

at

is

observed

For films having the PS and neutral

brush, this region can be attributed to the polymer brush.

The region

higher in scattering length density, adjacent to the brush
structure, corresponds to the

block copolymer film. The scattering length density
significantly higher for the film on the

segregation of

dPS

density of ~3x 10

l()

to the

cm"

2

is

PS brush

PS brush

surface.

On

in this region is

surface. This

is

due

observed to be

to the preferential

the neutral surface, a scattering length

observed for the block copolymer film near the brush surface.
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s

o

50

100

z

(nm)

Figure 8.2. Scattering length density profiles obtained from

P(dS-Z?-MMA) films placed upon various

surfaces.
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150

fits to

the

NR data for

Wh

'

Ch

»— * *a-

aPPr0X ma,ely 2 6X l0 "'
'

"

'

m o[SPS „

a very small
enric

present at the neutral
surface.

can he attributed to
segregation of the

PMMA block to the Sio

surface as no brush

;

is

applied. For the latter
ease, this region
can be attributed to the
segregation of the

this

region

is

significant thicker than those
observed on other Sims since

comprised of contributions
Thus, the

NR

Iron, the

results

show

nearly complete coverage
of the

a

i,

is

observed

PMMA block

that the

number of interesting

dPS block

is

dPS

dPS block

segregates to the

is

PMMA block as well as the PMMA brush.

attributed to the lower surface
energy of

surface,

i,

attained for

as

compared

A, the

details.

all

to

air surface,

of the films. This can be

PMMA.

A, the substrate

segregates to the PS brush surface while
the

PMMA brush and SiO, surface.

The

preferential

segregation occurs, ofcour.se, to
minimize the interfaciai energy of the film
with
interlaces.

amount of

For films having preferential interfaces
parallel cylinders

oscillations in the profile.

is

observed

In contrast, for the film

length density

is

observed

in the film as

The magnitude

throughout the entire thickness implying

at

at

its

both boundary surfaces, a large

evidenced by the large

ofthe.sc oscillations, however,

that the parallel

alignment

is

is

not constant

not perfect.

placed on Ihe neutral surface, an intermediate .scattering

the brush surface indicating thai both
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dPS and

PMMA

P^e

a, th e interface.

Furlhermore the
,

^^

approached. These two
observations lndicate

alignment

is i„

duced

structure forms.

As

a, the neutra,

a„ d

^

,

air surface
, respectively;

a „o,e, the sligh,
enrichment of d PS

surface, ment.oned
previously,

may correspond

is

to a small

^
^^
^

^ fte

u

.,

observed

^

.

a, the neutra,

amount of half cylinders fat

the neutra, surface as
the ,h,c k „ess of this
enrichment corresponds to
approximately to

thickness of such a structure.
The ha.f cylmdnca, structu

„„

,„

^

?

Small Angle Neutron Scattering
Results

The samples were examined
using small angle neutron
incident angles, 0°, 60°, and
85°, where the incident
angle

between the incident beam and
patterns are

shown

arises primarily

the pattern

is

in

the

Figure 8.3. At a 0° incident angle,
azimuthally isotropic scattering

from perpendicular

most intense

cylinders.

A comparison

of these patterns show that

for the film having the neutral
surface while films placed

circularly averaged intensity

at

defined as the angle

is

sample normal. The two
dimensional scattering

preferential surfaces are approximately
equal. This

observed

scattering results at three

is

is

shown

in

on

Figure 8.4 where the

plotted versus q. For each of these curves,
a

maxima

is

1

q~0.019 A" which corresponds

agreement with the thickness of

to a period

of 33

nm

a cylindrical layer as determined

Scattering patterns obtained

at

and

is in

good

by NR.

60° and 85°, however, are not isotropic.

Different patterns for the samples placed on
preferential and neutral surfaces are

observed. This can be easily seen by averaging the intensity
of the patterns as a function
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of -he az.mnthal
angle over a
q ange from o
,.

con.nbu.ions

a.

hlgh and Iow
q tha , do
,

o

domains

in

block copo lym cr films

The azimuthal scans
are

shown

in

„

m^^

so that the aniS o tr op,c
Patter „ s ca „ be
discerned.
cylindrical

^A ^
^

„

for each Qf , hese

A

yp.cally display four

detailed treatment of scattenng

provlded

a(

angle.

in

In contrast,

fdms placed on

The peaks

at these locations

V -60° and

^^
V =90»

are

preferential surfaces

mam peaks tha. appear as two after the

60° incident angle and

a.

from

A

Appendix

a

the scattering patterns
are averaged together.
These occur
a, a

ns, are

Figures 8.5 and 8.6,
respective^. Broad peaks
located

from perpendteuiar cylinders.

seattermg

^
^

^^

at

top and

bo„om

y-55° and 125°

120" for scattenng

can be attributed to cylinders

a,

halves of

for

an 85° incident

havmg

a parallel

orientation with respect to the
film boundaries.

A closer examination

of the peaks and their shapes suggest
that there are

scattering contributions from both
parallel and perpendicular cylinders
for each of the
films.

For the film having the neutral surface,
the breadth of the peak appears

to

be

dictated by the positions in which scattering
occurs for the parallel cylinders. This

implies that the observed peak

is

actually three overlapping peaks attributed to
both

perpendicular and parallel cylinders. Films having
preferential surfaces also show
contributions from perpendicular cylinders as the intensity
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at

y=90°

is

greater than the

intensities of other

In fact, in

minima

some of the

in the azitnutha,
scans, for .nctden,

ang,es of 60" and 85°

scans ,„s difficult
«o resolve t he tneridona,
peak front lhe peaks

attributed ,o parallel
cylinders. This, of course,
suggests that both
orientations are

film p,aced on the

S,0 2

surface. Th.s

is

length density profile
obta,ned front the

was comparatively

not surprising, however,
s.nce the scattering

NR resuhs showed that the parade,

ordering

better for this film.

A comparison

of the

SANS

and

NR data show

that the

two

results are consistent.

Cylinders orient perpendicular to the
neutral surface as interfacial
interactions of the two

blocks

wnh

the substrate are balanced.
At the air interface, however,
preferential

segregate of the dPS component
parallel orientation.

cylindrical

domains

preferential surfaces

is

nearly complete; consequently
this induces a

A result of these two factors, is that both orientations
are observed in the film,

show

i.e.

a

mixed

structure.

of the

Films on

primarily a parallel alignment. However,
as evident from the

scattering length density profiles and

SANS

results, this
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alignment

is

imperfect.

Incident Angle

Figure 8.3.

nm placed

SANS

patterns obtained from 30/70

upon various surfaces

at

P(dS-6-MMA)

various incident angles.
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films of thickness of 135

10

1

0.010

'

1

0.015

1

'

0.020

0.025

1

q

Figure 8.4. Circularly averaged

SANS

(A- 1 )

intensities versus q for

30/70 P(dS-fc-MMA)

films placed upon various surfaces at a zero degree incident angle.
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0.030

10

1

1

0

1

'

1

30

1

60

1

90

i

i

120

150

180

Azimuthal Angle

Figure 8.5. Azimuthal scan of

135

nm P(dS-b-MMA)

SANS

patterns obtained at an incident angle of 60° for

block copolymer films placed upon various surfaces. The data

are shifted for clarity.
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50
0

30

60

90

120

150

180

Azimuthal Angle

Figure 8.6. Azimuthal scan of

135

nm P(dS-/>MMA)

SANS

patterns obtained at an incidence angle of 85° for

block copolymer films placed upon various surfaces. The
data

are shifted for clarity.
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Atomic Force Microscopy
Results

The

surface structures of
,he four films were
examined using ,appi„
g

atomic force microscopy
cylindrica, block

in

phase eoniras, mode.
Previously,

copolymer fiims composed of
an array of

i,

mode

was observed

,ha,

PMMA cylinders in a PS

matrix disp,ayed structural
features indicative of the
morphoiogy near the surface.

Images obtained from the fdms

in this study,

representafive of the morphoiogy

8.7 for a film placed on a neutral

The

however, did no, show any
structure

a. the air surface.

random copolymer brush

fact that the minority

surface energy than

PMMA.

interest in this study, the

observed

In the previous system

layer.

is

shown

in

Figure

Due

to

dPS which has

a. the air surface.

Since phase contrast imaging

For the system of

wetting layer of nearly pure

to connectivity constraints

layer of nearly pure

a tower

where the majority component

NR results clearly indicate that a

at the air surface.

copolymer molecules, a

dPS

unage

surface.

component corresponds

corresponded to PS, a wetting layer did
no. form

is

typica,

difference between this system
and the one discussed in Chapters
6 and 7

stems from the

dPS

A

of the block

PMMA must be generated adjacent to this

relies

on

the film at or very near the air surface,
no contrast

wetting layer.
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structural differences in the plane

is

obtained for films having this

of

AFM

Figure 8.7. Phase contrast
image obtained for 135
placed on a neutral brush surface.
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nm thick

P(dS-Z?-MMA) film

Imaging the Internal Film
Structure

As shown

-died by
(FESEM)

in

previous studies, the
interna, structure
of P(S-/,-MMA) films can
be

imaging Him topograph.es
with
after preferentially
etching the

field

emission scanning electron
microscopy

PMMA domains with a CF

4

reactive ion etch

(RIE). Successive imaging
and etching steps provide
information regarding the

morphology and

orientation as a function
of film depth,

fa

lamellae etch uniformly, while
perpendicular lamellae etch

lamellar films, parallel

in a

manner such

topography indicative of the
orientation and morphology
can be observed.
this

approach

The
exposed

is

extended

to structures

either film. This

is in

wetting layer of PS

FESEM

accord with the

at the air

random copolymer and Si0
2

and compared

etches, the structures as imaged
by

NR

nm

and

in

show any topographical

AFM

results

were

Two FESEM

contrast for

which clearly show

PMMA.

images of films,

of the film were removed by etching, are
shown
to the

surfaces,

various thicknesses. For shallow

surface followed by an adjacent layer
of

The upper image corresponds
arranged

at

did not

etches, however, the differences are
apparent.

approximately 120

,n this study,

having a cylindrical morphology.

films placed onto the neutral

to the reactive ion etch

that a

in

a

At deep

after

Figure 8.8.

sample having the neutral surface. White spots

a hexagonal lattice are observed throughout the film
area. Since

PMMA

is

etched approximately three times faster than PS,
perpendicular cylinders of PS should

form

vertical

the upper

columns upon etching and appear white by FESEM. This

image of Figure

8.8.

In contrast, the

is

apparent

in

lower image was taken from the sample

placed on the clean Si0 2 surface. The image does not show a well defined structure.
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This can be explained,

aunbuted

bv
fact
»y the fan

th,,
that

some masking of the
morphology can be

to defect structures
localized a, grata
boundaries of parallel

* contrast to
cylindrical

in part
P

the

fdm havtng

domains

is

cinders Thus

the neutral surface,
a perpendtcular
ortentation of the

not observed for the
film placed upon the

242

S,0 2

surface.

Figure 8.8.

FESEM

images of P(dS-fc-MMA) film structures after -120 run of the film
was removed by etching. Images correspond to film structures placed onto neutral
brush surface (top) and Si0 2 surface (bottom). Image sizes ~ 0.9 x 1.2 |im.
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Conclusions

The

results

from these studies

domains comprised of PS
cylinders
mterfacial interacts,

segregate of the

Rims

cast

clearly

show

that the structure

of cylindrical

PMMA matrtx can be dtctated by controlling

in a

PMMA brush and S,0

upon

2

surfaces

PMMA blocks to the substrate interface wh.ch,

conse q uen„y, induces

a paraliel orientahon of
the domains. Similarly,
the film piaced on the

predommantly displays
substrate surface

a parallel orientation as

was observed.

show strong

PS brush surface

segregate of the dPS block

In contrast, neutral
surfaces

were found

to

to the

induce a

perpendicular orientation as evident
by the various techniques utilized.

These

results

conform

to previous studies involving
cylindrical

copolymers comprised of PMMA
cylinders

however was observed
component,
layer of

i.e.,

PMMA.

at the air surface

in a

PS

matrix.

An

block

important distinction

where preferenttal segregation of the minority

dPS, produced a very well defined wetting
layer of dPS followed by a

These structures were observed regardless of the

substrate.
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interactions at the
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CHAPTER 9

NEUTRALITY CONDITIONS FOR

BLOCK COPOLYMERS SYSTEMS

RANDOM COPOLYMER BRUSH

ON

SURFACES

Introduction
has been well established
that the structure of
dl block copolymer thin
films

It

is

dictated by boundary
conditions, in particular,
commensurability and interfacial

interactions-

minimize the

Generally, preferential wetting
of one block

at

an interface^ occurs to

free energy of the system
leading to a parallel orientation
of the

microdomains5A Symmetric wetting
corresponds

component wets both

interfaces,

to the case

where the same

whereas films having a different
component wetting

each of the interfaces corresponds

to

antisymmetric wetting. For unconfined films

having a lamellar morphology,
quantization of the film thickness

to values

of nL0 and

(n+l/2)L0 for symmetric and antisymmetric
wetting cases, respectively, where n
,

integer and

L0

is

stretching or compression. This results in a

terraced topography with surface features having
heights of

Mansky

et al. 7

showed

L0

.

that the surface characteristics

of a substrate

can be precisely controlled by anchoring P(S-r-MMA) random
copolymers
substrates,

i.e.,

an

the bulk lamellar period, occurs to
alleviate frustration of the block

copolymer domains induced by chain

Recently,

is

attaching

random copolymer,

random copolymer

brushes.

By

varying the composition of the

surfaces having characteristics ranging from

PS

to

obtained. Tunability was demonstrated by dewetting studies of PS and

247

to silicon

PMMA could be
PMMA

homopolymer

films placed upon
, he

randQm copdymei bn)sh

and random copo, ym e r
surface; PS homopolymer
-aving styre „e frac„o„s,
/S 0.65 and
an g ,es between the ho
m opo, yme r and
.he dewetted structures,

i.e.,

^^ ^

PMMA dewetted surfaces when />
0,0.
ra ndo

droplets, b
y

PMMA homopolymer with the random

m co P o ly mer brush layer were m

AFM.

In.erfaca, energies between

copolymer

„

Contact

.

fo|

PS and

were extracted and found to

la y er

decrease and increase,
respectively, with increasing
styrene fraction

copolymer brush.

^

surfaces

A condit.on of neutrality was obtained

for

in the

random

random copolymer

surfaces having a styrene fraction
of 0.58 as these surfaces
were found to be
nonpreferential to

the

PS and

random copolymer
It

was found

PMMA,

i.e.,

the interracial energl es of

PS and

PMMA with

layer were equal.

that the orientation of the

symmetric diblock copolymer of PS and

microphase separated domains of a

PMMA,

copolymer surfaces could be controlled by
tuning

denoted

P(S^-MMA), on

the

random

the interfacial interactions*. For block

copolymer films placed upon random copolymer
brushes

rich in PS, the

PS block

segregated to the random copolymer interface
leading to symmetric wetting (the PS

block segregates to the polymer/air interface
due
Conversely, P(S-/3-MMA) films on

PMMA block.

lower surface energy).

PMMA rich random copolymers showed

antisymmetric wetting conditions due
the

to its

to the wetting

of the random copolymer layer with

For block copolymer films cast on nonpreferential random

copolymers, segregation of either PS or

PMMA blocks to the random copolymer layer

248

random copolymer. This
microdomains near

,ed ,o a perpendicular
orientation of the lamellar

the block

copolymer/random copolymer

surface, however, a
paralle, orientation

is

PS

as

mixed lamellar morphology.
Thus, by varying

the nonpreferential

is

induced. Finally,

to

PMMA, resulting

the compos.tion of the

air

in a

random

at

which

this

change occurs

it

has been

shown

is

synonymous with

the perpend.cu.ar orientation

that nonpreferential

random

to the air surface eliminate
the preferential segregation of
the

air surface.

nonpreferential

compared

random copolymer compos.tion
where

copolymers localized
block to the

air

surface, a convers.on from
symmetric to antisymmetric wetting
occurs.

The random copolymer composition

of the lamellae

A, the

observed as the PS blocks
segregate to the

surface, due to the lower
surface energy of

copolymer brush

Interface.

By

utilizing this

random copolymer,

two nonpreferential interfaces

approach with the substrate grafted

a block copolymer film can be
confined between

leading to a perpendicular orientation
of the domains

throughout the film thickness"-'". These
four boundary conditions are shown
schematically in Figure

PS

9. 1.
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I

d)

Figure

mm

Block copolymer structures observed
for ilms having: a)
symmetric
ami
lmetnC b ° U
Conditions <»
one prtierent.al boundary
J>
surface, and d) ^preferential
boundaries.
9.

1

.

f

T

^y
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'

« KSStal

and

The

strategy of localizing

same monomeric
to other

random copolymers

to substrates,

units, to control
tnterfacia, interactions
is generic

comprised of the

and can be applied

polymer systems. By selecting
random copolymers having the same
chemical

constitution as the block
copolymer of interest, a nonpreferentia.
interaction condition

must

exist at

some random copolymer composition.
Recent advances

in "living" free

radical polymerizations should
provtde pathways in synthestzmg
a variety of well

defined random copolymers

It

distinct

r-B)

may

1

M6
.

also be possible to use

from the block copolymer of

random copolymers may be

consisting of

P(B-*-Q

nonpreferential

or

random copolymers brushes

A

chemically

interest to control interfacial
interactions, e.g. P(

utilized to control the orientation

and B. This issue

exist for systems

is

where

A

of microdomains

P(C^-D) block copolymers. As discussed by
Matsen",

random copolymer should

opposite affinities for

that are

C

D

and

a

have

addressed for two P(B-/;-C) systems,

poly(styrene-£/oc/:-isoprene) and poly(styrene-Woc^n-butyl
methacrylate), denoted P(S
b-\)

and P(S-/7-nBMA),

respectively, with

P(S-r-MMA) modified

surfaces.

The

salient

features observed in the ?{B-b-C) systems can,
of course, be directly related to the

more

general case of P(C-6-D) block copolymers.

Experimental

A

series of

P(S-r-MMA) copolymers, having

synthesized in bulk via a

TEMPO

a range of compositions

"living" free radical polymerization

polymerizations were performed using a unimolecular

251

initiator that

715
.

were

The

provided random

mo.ecu, ar

we lghts Mw were
,

determrned

,

to

be approximately l0 000
fo, each Qf
,

random copolymers with

polydispers.Mes,

M„/M„,

that

were between

^

U and US by

size

exclusion chromatography.

Random copolymer brush

layers

were produced by spin
coating films (-60 nm)

of the random copolymer
onto clean silicon wafers.
The films were annealed under

vacuum

at

16CTC

to the native

for three days.

ox ld e

During annealing, the hydroxyl
terminal groups attach

surface. Subsequently, the
samples are rinsed thoroughly
with

toluene leaving well defined
brush layers having thicknesses
of -5-6
a Rudolph Research

AutoEL R -II

PnBMA (M w= 28,000, M w/M n =
laboratories.

ellipsometer. PI

1.1)

(M w =300,000,

nm

M w/M

n

measured by

as

=

1.05)

homopolymers were purchased from polymer

P(S-M) and P(S-*-nBMA), having

M w =18,000 and 85,000, respectively,

were synthesized anionically. Atomic
force microscopy images were
obtained
contrast

mode

using a Digital Instruments Nanoscope

ffla

in reflection

in height

scanning force microscope

tapping mode. Optical micrographs
were obtained with an Olympus

microscope

and

BX-60

in

optical

mode.

Results
Prior to studying the behavior of

films on

P(S-M) and P(S-Z?-nBMA) block copolymer

P(S-r-MMA) random copolymer

dependence of the PI and

was examined

surfaces, the interfacial interaction

PnBMA homopolymer with the random copolymer surface

as a function of

random copolymer brush composition. PI (M w =300,000,
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M„/M„ =

,

.05,

thiCknCSSeS

f

and

° ~

PnBMA <M W =28,000,

M./M,, -

^ W" * «« -

32

e

•htchnesses of ~5 „

—^ ^

homopolymc

,n

by placing the samples onto

^

ps

^

^^

composition with styrene
fractions varying rrom 0
to

The preparation of the random
copo lym er brushes
were annea,ed under vacuum

^^

copoiymer brush surlaccs
having

m with composilions ranglng

random copolymers ranged

,.

a,

80°C

large

has been described
elsewhere?.

for 3 days, then

aluminum blocks

at

quenched

to

1.

FUms

ambient temperatures

room temperature.

Optical microscopy of the
films showed that the
PI films dewet.ed the
random

copolymer brush surfaces when/>
0.60 but remained

PnBMA

films,

on the other hand, remained

random copolymer

brush.

The

optically

optically

smooth

smooth otherwise.

for all

structures of the dewetted PI
films

Digital Instruments atomic force
microscope in the tapptng mode.

film

is

shown

in

Figure 9.2

where/=

measured and contact angles,
interfacial

6,

0.8.

The

compositions of the

were examined with a

A

typical

dewetted PI

heights and radii of the droplets
were

were obtained assuming

a hemispherical

shape". The

energy between the homopolymer and
random copolymer brush can be

related to the

measured contact angle through Young's equation,

Ti/=T/-Yicos6 1/
where yy

is

copolymer,

the interfacial energy between the PI

y, is

the surface energy of PI,

0,, is

homopolymer and

the

the

random

measured contact angle, and

y, is

the

surface energy of the grafted copolymer which was
approximated by the weighted

average of the surface energy of PS and

PMMA.

angle increased with increasing/ as shown

in
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It

was observed

that the PI contact

Figure 9.3, indicating an increasing

50.0

25.0

Figure 9.2. Height contrast
(top)

and

line scan

AFM image of dewetted PI droplets on

PS brush

measuring height and diameter of a PI droplet (bottom).
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surface

Figure 9.3. Contact angle dependence between PI droplets and
P(S-r-MMA) random
copolymer brush layer as a function of styrene fraction,/, in random copolymer.
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interface e„e,, between
y
the P, homopolymer
interfacial

PnBMA

e„e rgy of

PnBMA

on

wet the brush surface

With these

for

^^

the brush C()mposltio
„

^ ^ ^^
„„,

^

for all compositions.

^^

results, the wetting

subsequent* studied

wd

symmctrlc

behavior of diblock copolymer
films were

^

^

85,000, respectively. For P(S-i-I),
films having thicknesses
of «, „„, were spin coated

(he films ordered into
lamellar sheets with a
spacing corresponding to the
bulk period.
L„,

1

7

„n, Due

to the

incommensurability of the original
film thickness with

L,„ islands

or holes having heights of
L„ formed to alleviate
frustration of the diblock
copolymer

domains upon both PS and

PMMA brush surfaces. Comparison of the optica,

micrographs taken on P(S-M) films
cast on PS and

show

that terraced structures

PMMA brush surfaces (Figure 9.4),

of identical patterns and interference
colors were observed

indicating that the welting conditions
are the same. For films cast
upon
surfaces, the

PS block segregates

to the

block copolymer/brush interface while the
PI

block segregates to the polymer/air
interface (the surface energy of PI

PS) leading
film placed

to antisymmetric wetting conditions.
Since the optical

on

the

PS brush

PMMA brush surface

is

is

loss than that

micrograph for the

identical to that obtained

from the film

placed upon the PS brush, antisymmetric boundary
conditions must also be present
the film placed

upon

the

PMMA brush surface.

Thus, the PS block segregates to the

brush interface regardless of the brush composition.
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for

of

Figure 9.4. Optical micrographs of P(S-M) thin films
on
surfaces. Image is 300 x 400 microns.
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a)

PS and

b)

PMM A brush

Smimy
'

P(S '"- nBMA

h

»

Examination of the two films
w,,h

-ng thicknesses of ,95 „ m and .

bulk

^^^^

optical

surface patterns indicating
that these films also
had identical boundary
conditions.

Stnce anttsymmetnc
wetting can be ,„fe rred f
or the film cast upon
the Ps brush

PnBMA
to the

^

has a iower surface energy
as compared to PS
and segregate of the PS
block

PS brush

iayer

is

expected, the sample
placed upon the

must a,so have antisymmetric
wetting conditions. Thus,
block copoiymer/brush
interface

P(S-i-nBMA)

regards

the

PMMA brush surface

PS block segregates

to the

of the brush composite.
As a comparison,

films having film thicknesses
of

-200

nm

were cast onto

a

PS brush

surface and an nntreated
sificon substrate and were
annealed under identical conditions.

The micrographs of these samples

(Figure 9.6) clearly

show

contrasting surface patterns

consisting of different interference
colors due to the difference

This

is

in

wetting conditions.

expected since the film placed upon
the untreated silicon substrate
has

symmetric wetting boundary conditions
due

to the segregation of

interfaces 19 20
'
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PnBMA to both

film

Figure 9.5. Optical micrographs of P(S-b-nBMA) thin films on
brush surfaces. Image is 300 x 400 microns.
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a)

PS and

b)

PMMA

Figure 9.6. Optical micrographs of P(S-6-nBMA) thin
films on
and b) a silicon substrate. Image is 150 x 200 microns.
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a) a

PS brush surface

^
^
^
_^ ^^^^
Discussion

^
^ P(S-M,

results can be su
mmanzed as

^

a„ d P (S -».„ BMA)

films

^

ps

^

egate to the

brush interface to

nu^nize u„ fav or a b ,e PS/P,
and PS/PnBMA

brush la ye r ,o mi n, mi zc
unfavorable
are

more unfavorab.e than

structures having a

dewets

PMMA/P, and PMMA/PnBMA

PS/PMMA

interactions.

Co„ seq uen tly

PS/PMMA ln ter face wh.ch a re no

PMMA brush surfaces.

Since a change from

antigenic

is

no composition of the brush

The dependence of the

From

energy between PI and PS
was found

and

PMMA,

for the

re.,

Ys.i

—

>

energy of PI with the random
copolymer

to

is

be larger than the interfacial
energy between PI

two block components have opposite

conversion from symmetric to
antisymmetric wetting, since the
is still

symmetric wetting

the contact angle experiments,
the interfacial

Ymma.i- Thus, the

PMMA

PS typieaHy

and P(S-6-nBMA),

two random copolymer components.
However, P(S-W) does

between PI and

to

as

that is nonpreferential.

interfacial

inconsequential for the P(S-W).

W

wh.ch

the systems adopt

rma ,l y unfavorable

conditions does no, occur
as/decreases to zero then, for
P(Sthere

,

interactions

larger than that between

PS and

affinities

not exhibit a

interfacial

PMMA,

energy

i.e.,

Tmma

.,

— Ys.MMA-

Random copolymer
interactions. In

some

surfaces can be precisely tuned to control
interfacial

cases, a neutral or nonpreferential
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random copolymer composition

may

exist for a block
copolymer, as

MMA, surfaces.

The

neutra,

shown piously

composu.on

is

for

P^-MMA) on P(S-r

.

random copoiymer co m pos,

the

the interfacial energies
between the respective
blocks and the

equal. This

where the

is

shown schematically

in

interfacial energies for
the

fraction in the

components,

A and

affinities

P(B-/>C) or

P(C-M»

B

placed on a

of the respecttve blocks for
random copolymer

do not guarantee

B,

for a

are

P ( A-,B) surfaces

and B blocks are plotted
as a function of

random copolymer,/. However,

P(A-r-B) surface, opposite

io„ where

random copolymer

Figure 9.7a for a P(A-/,-B>
on

A

t

a condition of neutrality a,

some value of/,

This has been demonstrated for
P(S-M) films on P(S-r-MMA) surfaces
where the P.

and PS blocks show opposite

copolymer

yet an inversion

affinities for styrene

from symmetric

absence of a neutral composition

is

to

and

MMA units in the random

antisymmetric wetting

is

no. found. This

understood from the schematic diagrams
shown

Figure 9.7b for the generalized case
involving a P(C-i-D) system, where
prefers B, and yet C
y A

energy curves

at

> yD A Since
.

any/,

the

there

is

no intersection between the

D block always segregates to the

C

in

prefers A,

D

interfacial

random copolymer

surface,

regardless of the copolymer composition.
This figure can, of course, be applied to P(B-

b-C) systems by simply substituting B
interfacial

energy of

The

B

at fB =

.0

D

and adjusting the y-axis such

that the

equals zero.

existence of a P(A-r-B) nonpreferential surface for a P(C-fc-D)
block

copolymer system does not

A and

1

for

necessitate that blocks

C and D

have opposite

B. If both blocks interact preferentially with one of the

components, a nonpreferential surface may

still
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affinities for

random copolymer

exist if the interfacial energy

Figure 9.7. Schematics showing interfacial
energy dependence of various block
copolymer systems on P(A-r-B) random copolymer
surfaces. The interfacial energy
between each block and the random copolymer layer is
plotted as a function of B
fraction in the random copolymer brush layer for
three cases, a) Block copolymer, P(Ab-B), is composed of the same units as the random
copolymer. A nonpreferential
'

composition

is

guaranteed

(marked by the dotted
opposite affinities

at

some/B and

occurs

at the intersection

of the two curves

?(C-b-D) block copolymer system where C and D have
for the random copolymer constituents and D has a lower
interfacial
line),

b)

energy with the random copolymer layer independent of brush
composition.
case, there is no intersection of the two curves resulting in an
absence of a

In this

nonpreferential composition, c) P(C-b-D) block copolymer system where both
C and
have more favorable interactions with B in the random copolymer and the interfacial

D

energy dependence of D on/B is larger than that of C. The intersection of the two
curves represents the nonpreferential composition and is marked by the dotted line, d)
Example of a P(C-b-D) block copolymer system where the dependence of interfacial
energy on composition for the C block is nonlinear and two neutral compositions are
observed.

It

should be noted that these figures can be applied

simply substituting B for
at

D and adjusting the y-axis

fe=1.0 equals zero.
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to

?(B-b-C) systems by

such that the interfacial energy of B

dependence on random copolymer
composition
block components. This
preferential affinities for

D

is

is

significantly different for
the

depicted in Figure 9.7c
where

C

and

random copolymer component
B and

D both

two

have

the interfacial energy
of

with the random copolymer
has a higher dependence
on the random copolymer

composition causing an intersection
of the

interfacial

energy plots for

C

and

D

some

at

/b.

The arguments presented above
assume
with a random copolymer brush
layer varies

that the interfacial

in a

monotonic, linear manner with brush

composition. For most systems, these
assumptions are reasonable
is

energy of a polymer

to

determine

monotonic, then a more complex behavior
can be found.

/b

there

a neutrality condition. However,
for systems where the
dependence of the segmental

interaction parameter and hence,
the interfacial energy, on
composition

in

if

An example

is

of

not

this is

shown

Figure 9.7d for a ?(C-b-D) system, where
the interfacial energy dependence of
is

nonlinear and two intersections of the
interfacial energy curves

system, the

of the

C

D block segregates

block occurs

at

conditions

at the

1

,

is

high and low./ B while segregation

method of examining block copolymer wetting

two extreme compositions

that the

at

For such a

found. Since, preferential wetting occurs by one block

the simple

conditions exist. Nevertheless,

uncommon and

brush surface

with

intermediate compositions. Consequently, there are two
brush

compositions where neutrality

component at/B =0 and

to the

exist.

C

it

is

is

insufficient in determining if neutrality

expected that complex systems such as these are

assumption of

linear,

264

monotonic behavior

is

generally valid.
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APPENDIX A

SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING

FROM BLOCK COPOLYMER FILMS

COMPRISED OF A CYLINDRICAL

MORPHOLOGY

Small angle neutron scattering
provides a powerful

tool for probing the
structure

of thin films composed of
a cylindrical morphology.
Unlike the simple case of
lamellae, where scattering
arises from lamellar
planes oriented parallel with
the incident

beam, scattering from

To understand

whh

cylindrical block

this, the relationship

copolymer morpholog.es

between the cylindrical

is

lattice

more complicated.

planes in real space

the corresponding reflections
observed in reciprocal space
must be understood for

films comprised of perpendicular
and parallel cylinders.

For the block copolymer systems
used
observed from
trigonal lattice)

first

in these studies, scattering

order reflections of the (10) planes
of the cylindrical

which

is

shown

in

was only
lattice

(using a

Figure A.l. Although reflections from
other lattice

planes and higher order reflections from
the (10) planes are possible, they are
not

observed experimentally for these systems.
This may be attributed
range order (small grain sizes) and the limited
q range
other reflections will not be considered in

First,

consider a perfect hexagonal

that is

to a lack

examined. Consequently,

this treatment.

lattice

of cylinders.

If the incident

parallel with the axis of the cylinders then the observed scattering
pattern

correspond

lattice,

to six spots arranged in a

hexagonal pattern.

keeping the axis of the cylinders

of long

is

would

A rotation of the cylindrical

parallel with the incident

267

beam

beam would simply

Figure A.l. Schematic of a cylindrical

lattice

with (10)

lattice pi ane.

translate into a rotation of the reflections
in reciprocal space along the

Tilting of the cylinders with respect
to the incident

of the reciprocal

lattice to rotate

by

a

beam by some

with respect to the original

same

axis.

angle, causes the axis

lattice.

Now consider a film comprised of cylinders oriented perpendicular with the
boundaries with the incident beam normal
angle, as

spots.

a

shown

in Figure A.2.

However, since

to the film surface,

i.e.,

film

zero degree incident

Scattering from the cylindrical lattice will produce six

the perpendicular cylinders are situated in various grains, there

random arrangement of the

lattice in the film.

A rotation

of the cylindrical lattice

about the axis orthogonal to the sample surface produces a rotation of the reflections
the lattice in reciprocal space. Consequently, a

random arrangement produces

in

all

rotations of the lattice around the axis of rotation and the six spot pattern in reciprocal

space, attributed to a perfect cylindrical

scattering

from perpendicular cylinders

lattice,

that are

268

becomes

is

a circle. Qualitatively,

randomly arranged on a surface

in

Real Space

Reciprocal Space

Figure A. 2. Relationship between sample orientation and reflections observed
reciprocal space for a film comprised of perpendicular cylinders.
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in

various grai „s,

is

eq uiva,en,

t0 scattering

from

a perfect lattice

of perpendicular

cylinders while rap.dly rotating
the sample about the
axis norma, to the sample
surface.

The observed

scattering will correspond
to the intersection

between the Ewald

sphere and the reflections in
rectproca, space for a given
orientation and arrangement of
cylinders. Since the wavelength
of the neutrons

between cylindrical domains,
reciprocal space that

is

reciprocal space. This

the

small in comparison to the
distance

is

Ewald sphere can be approximated

perpend.cular to the incident
is

common

beam and

as a plane in

contatns the origin of

practice for small angle scattering.
In the case of

perpendicular cylinders, examined with
the incident beam normal to
the sample surface,
the reflections observed,

i.e.

a circle, coincides with this plane
(which

is

simply the

plane of the page in Figure A.2). Consequently,
the observed scattering pattern

is

a

circle.

By

tilting the

sample with respect

to the incident

reciprocal space are rotated by the same angle as
circle corresponding to the reflections

Nevertheless, the circle

still

scattering pattern consist of

is

beam, the reflections observed

shown

no longer

in the

As

in Figure A.2.

a result, the

plane of the page.

intersects this plane and, consequently, the

two meridonal

in

observed

arcs.

Scattering from cylinders oriented parallel with the film boundaries can be

understood from the same approach.

First,

consider the case of a perfect lattice of

cylinders that are parallel with the film boundaries and are oriented with a (10) plane
parallel to the film surfaces. Also, consider that the

cylinders are parallel with the incident beam,

A. 3. For

this orientation, the reflections

i.e.,

observed

270

sample surface and axis of the

90 incident angle,
in reciprocal

as

shown

in

Figure

space will consist of six

cylinders adopt a
surface.

As

random

orientation with respect
to the axis norma,
to the sample

a result, in reciprocal
space, the reflections
are rotated around
the axis

corresponding to the sample
normal. Unllke the case
of perpendicular cylinders,
where
a cn-cle

is

generated by rotation of the
reflections around the ax,
normal to the

substrate, the transformation
of the six spots by this

and two spots

as

shown

in

F lg ure

A.3.

The

rotate process produces two

rings

intersection of these reflections
with the

Plane of the page (approximation
for Ewald sphere)
constitutes the observed
scattering.

Consequently, the scattering pattern
obtained from a film composed
of parallel cylinders
at a

90 degree incident angle

is

comprised of six spots.

Tilting the sample with
respect to the incident beam,
once again, corresponds to

a

tilt

in the reflections in reciprocal
space as

shown schematically

incident angle deviates from 90°,
the equatorial spots quickly

in

come

Figure A.3.

As

the

out of the plane

corresponding to the Ewald sphere and
are thus not observed. Also, as
the incident
angle decreases, the rings

tilt

such that their point of intersection with
the plane of the

paper approaches the equatorial positions

where the observed

until

an incident angle of 30°

is

obtained

scattering pattern consists of only equatorial
reflections.

With

further decreases in the incident angle,
the two rings and spots do not intersect with the

plane of the paper. Thus,
pattern.

at 90°, scattering

With decreasing incident angle

angle of 30°

is

from

parallel cylinders

a four spot pattern

is

obtained where the four spots merge into two

Scattering from the cylindrical lattice

is

produces a six spot

observed

at the

until

an incident

equatorial positions.

not observed with further decreases in the

incident angle.
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Real Space

Reciprocal Space

Figure A. 3. Relationship between sample orientation and reflections observed in
reciprocal space for a film comprised of parallel cylinders.
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m su mmary
,

the scattering
exhibited by fiims of
perpendicuiar and parallei

^ng the sample with respec, to the inciden,
he

bea

m

,

the patterns

^^

change

in

intersection beiween the
reflections from the
cylindrica, .attice and
the

which can he a Pproximated by
. plane
bean,. Cteariy,

domains

SANS

is

„

a powerfui ,oo,

in

^

.

accordance

^ ^^

Ewald sphere

^

determining the orien.ation
of cylindrical

in thin films.
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to

APPENDIX B

FILMS FOR NEUTRON REFLECTIVITY
EXPERIMENTS

Proper sample alignment of
polymer films
reflectivity data.

The sample

sample height,

the

z,

tilt

is critical

poor

to collecting neutron

orientation can be defined by
three parameters: the

angle, 6, and the angle,

X These
.

are

shown schematically

in

Figure B.I., where the thick solid
arrows define the incident and
reflected beams.

t

Figure B.

The parameters

1
.

height, z, the

by the thick

A
-0.5 cm.

incident

tilt

defining the orientation of a planar film are the sample

angle, 9, and the angle,

incident and reflected

beams

are

shown

simple procedure can be followed for films cast onto thick silicon wafers,
First, the slit sizes

beam and

tilt,

should be decreased to small values (~0.

0,

is

denoted as the transmission mode. At

should be offset such that

intensity

1

mm)

it

is

observed.

If the

i.e.,

and the

detector are placed such that angle of incidence and reflection

is

zero.

this position, the

deviates slightly (-0.2°) from being parallel

with the incident beam. The sample height,

measured

The

solid arrows.

This corresponds to q z =0 and

sample

%

z, is

sample
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is

then adjusted until a

minimum

positioned below the beam, the

in the

neutrons will stmply pass
over the sample and a
h.gh nentron count will
be observed
the detector. If the
sample
silicon substrate (silicon

the detector.

measured

However,

intensity

is

is

positioned too high, the neutrons
wil! pass through the

re,ative,y transparent to
neutrons,, producing ,arge
counts a,

if the

sam pl e

is a.

the correct height, a

minimum

in the

observed. This corresponds
to the posttion where the
film

intersects the incident

position

is

is

a,

beam and

shown schematically

reflects a majority

in

of the incident neutrons. Thts

Figure B.2.

Reflected

Beam
Incident

Beam

Detector

Figure B.2. In transmission
the incident
is

beam and

mode

(q z =0), the

the sample height

observed. This corresponds to a

beam. Subsequently,

beam

is

in transmission

blocked by the substrate.

observed

at the

with

measured by the detector.

that are not transparent to neutrons, a different

is

sample height. The sample

is first

approximately parallel with the incident

mode,

If the

0, is intentionally offset

in intensity as

to determine the proper

positioned such that the sample surface

tilt,

adjusted such that reflection from the surface

minimum

For films placed onto substrates
approach must be used

is

sample

z

adjusted until approximately half of the

is

sample

is

too high, no neutrons will be

detector as the substrate will block the entire incident beam. If the
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sample

is

However,

beam

positioned below the beam, ,he
entire incident
the

if

sample

is

beam

will reach the detector.

posittoned eorreetly, half of the
substrate will intersect the

and, consequently, the intensity
measured by the detector will be
approximately

half the intenstty of the incident
beam. Thts

Incident

is

shown schematically

in

Figure B.3.

Beam

6

(Half of the Incident

Beam

Detector

is

Blocked by the Substrate)

Figure B.3. For films placed on substrates that are not
transparent to neutrons, the
correct sample height corresponds to the position where half
of the incident beam is
intercepted by the substrate as determined in transmission

Upon

obtaining the proper sample height, the sample

that the film surface

rocked to find the
the position

is

intensity as

where the sample surface

beam

in

6, is

positioned such

is

measured by the

tilt

detector. This corresponds

nearly parallel with the incident

beam and

is

Figure B.4. With slight deviations from this orientation, the

intersects the film

that are transparent (as

tilt,

(q z =0).

approximately parallel with the incident beam. The sample

maximum

shown schematically
neutron

mode

shown

in

and

is

either reflected, for films placed

on substrates

Figure B.2), or partially blocked by the substrate for
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I

cases where films are placed
onto substrates that do
not transmit neutrons.

Consequently, the tntensity observed
by the detector

is

diminished

if

the

sample

is tilted

with respect to the incident
beam.

Az

Incident

Figure B.4.

Beam

Maximum

intensity

such that the sample surface

is

is

observed

are adjusted

tilt

the sample should be roughly aligned.

beam and

accordingly so that any intensity observed

0,

and the angle

as

shown

%, are then adjusted to

when the sample tilt 9 is
beam in transmission mode.

by the procedure described above,

A more precise alignment is

small finite q z (q z ~0.005). The incident

from the film

the detector

parallel with the incident

After the sample height and

that are reflected

at

at the

in

then attained

detector corresponds only to neutrons

maximize
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a

detector positions are adjusted

Figure B.l. The sample height,

the sample should be well aligned.

at

z, tilt angle.

the reflected intensity. At this point,

APPENDIX C

PROCEDURE FOR CLEANING

Special care

is

requ.red in preparing

on the propert.es of a snrface
or

SILICON SUBSTRATES

sam p,es

for experiment, tha,

substrate as very s ma „

depend highly

amounts of contaminants can

often iead to erroneous
results. In each of the
chapters described in this
thesis, poiymer

brush surfaces or films are
prepared on silicon substrates.
To ensure

tha. substrates

having consistent properties,
they were either used
as-purehased or cleaned meticulously
to

mtnimize any possible

artifacts arising

from a vanatton

in the surface properties

of

the substrates.

Two
thesis.

The

types of silicon substrates were
used in the experiments discussed
in this
first

corresponds to thin substrates (-0.5

mm)

and are typical for studies

involving polymer films. The second
type corresponds to larger substrates
having
thicknesses of ~5

mm and diameters of 5 cm.

These substrates were necessary as

neutron reflectivity experiments were
performed over relatively large film areas, -18

cm 2

,

and because thicker substrates

bowing or

distortion.

are substrates are required to preclude
substrate

Both types of

substrates are polished

on one

side,

oxide layers that typically ranged from 2-2.5 nm, and
have roughnesses
typically very small, (-0.2-0.5 nm).

The

their large size. Thus, these samples

had

latter type,

to

however,

is

have native

that

were

rather expensive

due

to

be reused and a consistent procedure for

cleaning them was required.

To

this end, silicon substrates

having polymer films were

first

rinsed thoroughly

with an organic solvent to remove the film. Subsequently, the samples were placed

278

in a

concentrated sulfuric acid bath containing

purchased from Fischer), which

is

a

ammonium

persulfate

(NoChromix,

commercial oxidizer commonly used

glassware, for a period of not less than one
day. The acid bath was

packages (-160 g) of the NoChromix into 2.5
observed to dissolve

after

liters

acid/hydrogen peroxide solutions (piranha etch) which
substrates. After treatment with acid, the samples

deionized water for

The wetting

at least

made by

of sulfuric acid. The

10-20 minutes. This acid solution

is

is

to clean

placing 1-2

NoChromix

is

similar to sulfuric

also often used to clean silicon

were thoroughly rinsed with

30 minutes.

characteristics of water

on the polished substrate surface were

subsequently examined. Substrates where the water did not dewet the native oxide layer

were considered suitable
blowing

for further evaluation.

The

filtered nitrogen across the substrate surface

measure the thickness of the native oxide

between 2 and 2.5

layer.

nm were considered clean.

substrates

were then dried by

and examined with ellipsometry

to

Substrates having oxide layers ranging

The desired polymer film samples were

then cast onto the substrates to minimize exposure to possible contaminants. Although
substrates used as-purchased did not undergo this treatment,

structures generated

on these

on silicon substrates cleaned

it

was observed

substrates were consistent with film structures

in this

that film

produced

manner. This indicates that the surface properties of

the substrates cleaned by this protocol are identical to the as-purchased substrates.
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